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KEY TO NOTA.TIONS 

In the notation of sections, the number of the 

chapter appears first, and this is followed by the number 

of the section in that chapter. If the section contains 

a sub-section, it is denoted by an additional number; 

e.g., section 8.5 is section 5 of chapter 8, while section 

S.5.~ is the fourth sub-section of section"8.5. 

In the notation of theorems and lemmas, the number 

of the. chapter is given first and the number of the theorem 

or lemma in that section follows; e.g., Theorem 5.7 is the 

seventh theorem in chapter 5. 

... 
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CHAPTER I 

WHAT IS CONFORMAL GEOMETRY? 

~ Stereographie Projection. 

Consider a sphere in projective 3~space resting on 

a plane p. Let N be the point on the sphere which is the 

most remote from the plane p, and let P' be any other point 

on the sphere (cf. Fig. 1.1). The line NP' is extended to 

meet the plane p at the point P. ~he mapping of the points 

P' of the sphere on the plane p in this manner is called a 

Fig. 1.1 

1 

p 
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stereographic projection. 

1.2. The Notion of Angle. 

1 
We describe what we mean by the term angle by the 

following quotation from Sommerville's "An Introduction to 

the Geometry of N Dimensions" (Methuen 1929): 

"Two linear spaces which have their highest degree of 

intersection determine an angle and this angle determines 

completely the shape of the figure consisting of the two 

spaces. For example, two straight lines in a plane determine 

a plane angle; two planes in 3-space determine a dihedral 

angle, which can be measured by means of a plane angle." 

~ The Conformal Plane. 

Let us now return to a consideration of the mapping 

described in section 1.1. It is not difficult to prove (cf. 

Snyder and Sisam, "Analytic Geometry of Space", Holt 1932, 

- - - ~ - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - - - - - - -- - - -
1. This description applies to two, three, or n di- · 

mens ions. 



pp. 59-62) that under a stereographic projection, circles on 

the sphere which do not pass through N, map onto circles in 

the plane p, while circles on the sphere which pass through 

N, map onto straight lines in p. It is also true that angles c2re 

preserved under this mapping. 

Obviously, there is a one-to-one correspondence be-

tween the points of the plane and the points of the sphere, 

witb the exception of the point N. This point has no image 

in the plane p if we think of p as the Euclidean plane, 

while it has many images if p is the projective plane. In 

order to preserve a 1-l correspondence throughout, we postu-

late a single point !l infinity for the plane p. The point N 

th.n corresponds to this point at infinity; the plane p is 

called the conformal plane. It is convenient now, for ob

vious reasons, to regard straight lines in p as circles 

through the point at infinity (cf. Hilbert and Cohn-Vossen, 

"Geometry and the Imagination", Chelsea 1952, p 251}. 
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It is clear from its definition that the conformal 

plane is identical with the Argand plane of complex numbers 

(cf. Copson, "Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable", Ox-

ford 1935, pp 8-10). Consequently, some of the concepts and 

results stated in this thesis may be clarified by resorting 

to Complex Variable theory. 

~ Definition of Conformal Geometry in the Conformal Plane. 

Any mapping of the form 

az + b 
( 1.1) w ;: cz ... d (a,b,c,d,z, complex, ad - be=/: 0), 

in the Argand plane, maps circles into circles and preserves 

angles. A mapping of this form is called a Mabius Transfor-

1 
mation, and is a conformal representation. Certain proper-

2 ties, then, of circles and arcs will remain invariant under 

1. A conformal representation is an angle-preserving 

mapping. There are conformal representations in which circles 
; 

are not necessarily transformed into circles, but we do not 

consider these. 

2. For the definition of arc, see section 1.11. 



these transformations. Conformal geometry is the study of 

the properties which remain invartant under such a confor-

mal mapping. 

~ Extension to Higher Dimensions. 

5 

The work of the previous sections may be generalized 

to three or more dimensions. Although we cannot make use of 

Complex Variable theory in these higher dimensions, we have 

another model which will be described presently, and which 

applies to any dimension. 

Conformal 3-space may be represented on the surface 

of a hypersphere (or, as it is more explicitly termed, a 

3-sphere) in projective 4-space; more generally, conformal 

n-space may be represented on the .surface of an n-sphere in 

projective (n - 1)-space. Accordingly, conformal n-space 

has a single point ~ infinity, so that a p-flat (p = 1,2, 

• • • n - 1) (cf. Sommerville "An Introduction to the Geome-

try of N Dimensions", p 8) is thought of as a p-sphere 

through the point at infinity. Any transformation which takes 

.. 
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place in conformal n-space, transforming p-spheres into 

p-spheres (p•l,2, ••• n-l), and leaving angles invariant is a 

conformal representation. Conformal geometry in n-dimentions, 

then, is the study of those properties which remain invariant 

under the transformations described. 

Instead of making use of Complex Variable theory as 

a model when studying Conformal geometry in the conformal 

plane, we could make use of the following model: 

The group of the projectivities (or one-to-one 

linear transformatfons of projective space) in 3-space 

which preserve a sphere is called the orthogonal group in 

three dimensions. Such linear transformations map planes 

'·into planes, and hence map the intersection of a plane and 

the sphere into another intersection of a plane and the 

sphere. Thus circles on the sphere are mapped into circles, 

and the orthogonal group in 3-space is equivalent to the 

eonformal group of transformations in the conformal plane. 

Similarly, the.(•+l)-dimensional orthogonal group 



is equivalent to the conformal group of transformations in 

n dimensions ( cf. Birkhoff and .Mae Lane •• A Survey of Modern 

Algebra", Macmillan 1953, chapter 9}. 

Remark. Conformal geometry has been set up axio

matically using established geometries as a model (cf. for 

example, A.J. Hoffman, "On the Foundations of Inversion 

Geometry", Trans. Am. Math. Soc., Vol 71, July-Dec. 1951). 

Presumably the axioms could be set up independently, us~ng 

points and circles (spheres; ( n-1) -spheres) as undefined 

elements, but it seems that this has never been done. 

1.6. An Investigation of Angles. 

1.6.1. We can get a clearer idea of what we mean by the 

term angle in the conformal plane by resorting to Complex 

7 

Variable theory. It is not difficult to prove {cf. Cara

th~odory, "Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable", Chelsea 

1954, pp 29-30) that under a M8bius transformation, the 

cross ratio of any four complex numbers, zl• z2, z3, z4, is 

invariant; i.e. 



(1.2) (w1 -w2 ) (w3-w
4

) 

(w1-w3) (w2-w4) 

- (Zl-Zz)(ZJ-z4 ) 
- • 

(z1-z3l(z2-z4) 

This suggests that the cross-ratio is closely related to 

the notion of angle. Let z1, z2, z3, and z4 be respectively 

the complex numbers A (with finite coefficients), O,oo, 

and 1. Then 

(1.3) 
amp 

i.e. the amplitude of the cross-ratio of these four complex 

numbers is equal to the angle e between the line determined 

by the complex number ~ , and the positive real axis (cr. 

Fig 1.2). Note that relation (1.3) is unaltered 

1 

Figl. 1.2 

if we interchange the values z1, and z4 , and z2 and z3. 
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~ 

Suppose two circles, c1 and c2 intersect (cf. 

Fig 1.3). Let Rand Q be their points of intersection. 

LetS be a point on c1 and T a point on C2(S,T~ Rand Q), 

Fig 1.3 

and let a be the angle at which c1 and C2 meet .1 By 

one or more M6bius transformations, we can let Q:oa, 

R::O, s :.1, T= A. Then Fig 1.3 is transformed into Fig 

1.2, .i.e. circles and angles are preserved. Hence 

(1.4} e .:: amp ~T-R~ ~iz:S) • T-Q -5) 

It is also true that 

6.:: amp fS-~J fR-TJ • 
S- Q-T 

¥~----------------------------
:L. Throughout this thesis, the symbol ;t:. will mean 

"different from". 

9 
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We therefore have an alternative definition for an angle in 

the conformal plane, viz., 

"If two circles, c1 and C2 intersect in R and Q, 

and if S and T lie on c1 and c2 respectively, S,T~ Rand 

Q, then the angle 1 between cl and c2 is the amplitude of 

the cross-ratio 

where Q,T,R, and S are complex numbers". 

If the two supplementary angle$ between c
1 

and c2 

(see footnote) are equal, we say that Cl and c2 meet !l right 

angles, or c1 is orthogonal to C2 (C2 is orthogonal to Cl). 

If the circles C1 and c2 in the conformal plane have 

only one point in common, say the point R, then the angle 

between cl and c2 is zero, and we say that cl and c2 touch 

at R. 

-------------------~----------
1. or course there are two angles between cl and c2, one 

being the supple.ment of the other; the relative order of the 

points Q,R,T, and S governs the choice of the angle. 

· . .'' 

,<-·_ 

,. .. ,. 
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1.6.2. Proceeding to three dimensions, we let a circle C 

intersect a sphere S in two points, R and Q. By one ot the 

transformations described in section 1.5, we let Q be carried 

into the point at infinity. Then C becomes a straight line 

and S becomes a plane (cf. Fig 1.4}~ Let i be any"line lying 

/ 
/ 

Fig 1,4. 

, in S and passing through R. Then C and i determine a plane. 

The angle between C and i in 3-space is then the angle 

between C and l in the plane determined by these two lines. 

If the angle between C and l is the same for all l, we say 

that C and S ~ ~ risht angles, or C is orthogonal to S. 

If C meets S at one point only, or if C lies on ·s, · ~. 

t})en the angle between C and S is zero and we say that C and 

S touch. 
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If two circles c
1 

and C2 in conformal 3-space inter-

sect twice, we let one point be carried to the point at in-

finity and thus are led to a clear definition of the angle 

between C1 and C2• If C1 and C2 meet in one point only, and 

lie on a common sphere, we have on the sphere a model of the 

conformal plane •. Thus we have red~ced this case to a case 

in section 1.6.1, and we see that c1 and C2 touch at their 

common point. If, however, c1 and C2 do not lie on a 

common spbere, they do not meet at angle zero. 

Suppose that two spheres, s1 and s2 , meet in a 

proper circle C. Let Q be any point on c, and let S3 be a 

sphere through Q such that C is orthogonal to s3• Thus 

C meets s3 in another point,R,say. Let Q be carried to 

infinity, so that sl, s2, and s3 become planes, meeting in 

R on the line C. The angle between s1 and s2 is equal to 

the angle on s3 between the intersection of s1 and s3 and the 

intersection of s2 and s3. 

It two spheres, s1 and s2 meet in a single point, P, 
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then the angle between s
1 

and s2 is zero, and we say that 

S1 and s2 touch at P. 

' 

1.6.3. We now consider angles in conformal n-space. As in 

previous cases, p-spheree can be reduced to p-flats (p= 1 , 

2, ••• n-l) by the proper transformation. The angle between 

a p-sphere and a q-sphere is then'the same as the angle 

between a p-flat and a q-flat. A discussion of this can be 

found in "JI.n Introduction to the Geometry of n-Dimensions" 

by D.M.Y. Sommerville. 

1.6.4. It should be evident by now that by a proper trans-

formation, of the form described in sections 1.4 and 1.5, 

any proposit,on regarding angles can be greatly simplified. 

This method of attack will be used in some proofs. 

~ The Closure Property of Conformal n-space. 

As we have already noted, conformal n-space may be 

represented on the surface of an n-sphere in projective 

(ntl)-space(n~2,3, ••• ). Hence every infinite sequence of 

points in conformal n-space lies in an interval, and thus 
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possesses at least one accumulation point (cf. Hardy, "Pure 

Mathematics", Cambridge 1945, pp. 30-32). 

Suppose now, for instance, that we have an infinite 

sequence of circles C in the conformal plane. Then there 

exists a sub-sequence, 1 C' c. C , of circles which contains an 

infinite sequence of points posses~ing an accumulation point. 

Again, th,ere is a sub-sequence C"c: C' of circles which 

contains a different sequence of points possessing an 

accumulation point. Finally there is a sub-sequence C'" 

c. C" of circles which contains yet another sequence of points 

possessing an accumulation point. Thus we have a sequence 

C'" of circles which possesses a limiting circle, the 

cirti.le determined by the three accumulation points. This 

important result may be stated as follows: 
__________________________ ......... ____ ._. 

1. The symbolc means"contained in" ("is contained in") 

or "belonging to" ("belongs to"). The symbol e is reserved 

to mean "is a (single) element of". The symbol~ means 

"containing" ("contains"); i.e. if A c B, then B=>A. 
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Theorem 1.1. Every infinite sequence of circles ig 

the conformal plane eossesses at least one limit circle. 

We call such a limit circle an accumulation circle. 

Obviouslyt the above result may be generalized. 

Thus we have the more general theorem, namely: 

Thegrem 1.? •. Every infinite sequence of p-spheres 

(p=l,2, •• ?P-1) in conformal n-space possesses at least one 

limit p-spher! (called an accumulation E-sphere). 

~ Regions in Conformal n-seace. 

Any proper circle, C(i.e. C is not a poirit), divides 

the conformal plane into two open regions, the interior £ 

of C, and the exterior C of C. If we orient the circle C, 

\hen the interior of C is the region lying to the left of the 

oriented circle (cf. Fig 1.5). 

(a) (b) 
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In general, any proper (n-1)-sphere)SJ divides 

eonform.al n-space into two open regions, the ;nterior §. 

ot S , and the exterior S of S. If P is a point not 

lying on S , then the interio·r or S may be defined as the set ~; 

of al~ points not lying on S and not separated from p by s. 

~~ Conversence. 

1.9el• A sequence of points, P1, P2 , ... in the conformal 

plane· is said to be convergent to a point P, if, given any 

circle C with Pc: Q., there exists a number n =nb ) such that 

~c £ for all ll>il • 

In the same way, eonvergenee of circles to a point 

is defined. Such a point is called a point-circle. 

A sequence of circles. c1 , c2 , ••• in the conformal 

plane is said to be convergen!r to the proper circle C if, 

given any two points P and Q such that P c: Q and Q c::: c , 

there exists a number n=n{P,Q) such that P c Q.y and Q c Cv 

for all V>n • 

1.9.2. A sequence of points Pl,P2,••• in conformal 3-space 
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is said to be convergent to a point P if, given any sphere 

S with PeS, there exists a·number n.::n(S} such that P11 c:: .§. 

for all V..> n. 

In the same way, convergence of circles and spheres 

to point-circles and point-spheres is defined. 

A sequence of circles, c1 , C2•··· in conformal 
·--,. 

3-space is said to be convergent to the circle C if, given 

any circle C', which links1 with C, there exists a number 

n:n(C') such-that Cv links with C' for all V>n. 

A sequence of spheres, s1 , s2, ••• in conformal 

3-space is said to be convergent to the sphere S if, given 

any two points P and Q, where f'c::.§. and Qc::S, there exists 

a number n~n(P,~) such that Pc~y and Qc:S,... for all V>n. 

1.9.3. A sequence of points P1 , P2•••• in conformal n-space 

is said to be conversant to a point P, if, given any (n-1}- ··r, 

sphere, S , with P c.§., there exists a number N = N ( S) such that 
.... ---- .. --- .. ---- -- ......... --- .. -- ..... 

1. C' is said to link with C, if any sphere S:::>C cuts 

any sphere S'~C', while C and 0' have no common point. 



... ·' .' "~' ~;t"OV -~' 
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Pvc§. for all V>N. 

In the same way~ convergence of m-spheres to point-

m-spheres is defined (m::l,2•···f-l}. 

I ) 

A sequence of m-spheres, s1 (m S2(m>, ••• is said to 

be convergent to an m-sphere sCm), if to every (n-m-1)-

( n-m-1) · 1 { ) sphere, S which links with- S m , there exists 

a positive integer n= n(s(n-m-ll) such that s,<m) link~ with 

S ( n-m-1) for all )) > n (m::: 1, 2, ••• p-2) • 

Finally, a sequence of (n-1)-spheres, s1 ,s2•••• 

in conformal n-space is said to be conver&ent to an (a-1)-

sphere S; if, given any two points, P and Q, where Pc§. and 

Q c. S, there exists a number n = n(P,Q) such that P c:. 2v and 

1.10. Pencils ofcircles, spheres, and m-spheres. 

In the following, section 1.10.1 deals with the . 
conformal plane, -section 1.10. 2 with conformal 3-space, and 

section 1.10 • .3 with conformal n-space. 
~ - - - - - - - _, ~ - - - - - -- ~ - - - - - - - - ~ -

1. cf. Seifert & Threlfall "Lehrbuch de~ Topologie~ §77 
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1.10.1. The set of all circles that intersect two given cir-

cles at right -angles is a linear pencil, 1i of circles. A pen-

cil IT' of the first-kind possesses two fundamental points, 

P and Q (cf. Fig. 1.6). A pencil 1i of the second kind 

possesses one fundamental point, P (cf. Fig. l.?) and is i-

dentical with the set of all circles that touch any circle 

Fig. 1. 7• 

of 1r at P. A pencil 17 of the third kind possesses no fun-
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damental point; any two circl~s of Tr are disjoint (cf.Fig.l.8):..·· 

To any pencil 11, and to every point Q, which is not a fun-

damental point of T.r, there exists one and only one circle, 

C ( Q ;11) of 1i through Q. In the case of a pencil 11' of the 

second kind, the fundamental point is regarded as a point-cir-

cle belonging to the pencil 1/. 
1 

1.10.2. The sphere through a proper circle C, and a point ~ 

P ¢: C will be denoted by S ( P; C). We shall make use of pencils 

rr, of spheres and circles, determined by certain incidenc~·and 

tangency conditions. A circle (point) which is common to 

- .... - ..... 
1. The symbol ¢:.means "not lying on" ("does not lie 

on") or "not contained in" ("is not contained in"). The symbol 

$means "is not an element of". 

.• ·;:. 

.. \' 
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all the spheres (circles) of a pencil is called a fundamen-

l!1 circle (fundamental point) of the pencil. In the pencil 

7/or spheres through a fundamental circle C, there exists 

one and only one sphere S(P;71) of 1/ through any point P 

which does not lie on C. Similarly, in the pencil 1f of 

spheres (circles) which touch a given sphere (circle) at a 

given point Q, there is one and only one sphere S(P;") (cir-

cle C(P;1l)) or 1r whieh passes through any point P =I= Q. The 

fundamental-point Q is regarded as a point-sphere (point-

circle) belonging torr. 

(m-1) 
l.lO.J• An m-sphere through an (m - l) ... sphere S ~and a 

1 P ¢ (m-1 ) ill b d d b s(m)r,p.,s(m-l)J. po nt S w e . enote y ~ The 

m-sphere throug~ m+2 po~~ts, P0 ,P1 , ••• Pm+l' not all lying 

on the same m.:.l)-sphere, will occasionally be denoted by 

S{P0 ,P1, •• ·lm+l). Such a set of points is said to be inde-

1 (m) 
~endent. We shall make use of pencils 11' of .-m.,.s.phe'res 

' ---- - - - - ---- - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
1. cr. Sommerville, "An Introduction to the Geometry 

of N Dimensions", page 8. In two (cont.'d on p .22 (bottom)) 

' :: 



determined by certain incidence. and tangency conditions. An 

{m-1)-sphere which is common to all .the m-spheres of a pen-

cil 1T(m) is called a fundamental (m-1)-sphere of ff'(m). In 

the pencil ~(m) through a fundamental (m-1)-sphere s(m-l) t 

there is one and only one m-sphere S(P;11'(m)) of 17(m) through 

. (m-1) each point P, which does not lie on S • Similarly, in 

(a) 
the pencil 11 ot all the m-spherea which touch a given 

m-sphere at a given point Q, there is one and only one 

(m) 
m-sphere S(P; fi' ) through each point P ::ft Q. The fundamental 

(m} 
point Q is regarded as a point m-sphere belonging to W . 

1.11. Arcs. 

An arc A in conformal n-apace (n= 2,3, ••• ) is the 

continuous image or a real interval. The images of distinct 

points of this parameter interval are considered to be dir-

dimensions, we speak or the circle C{P,Q,R) through the 

three independent (i~e. distinct.) points P,Q, and R, and in 

· three dimensions we speak of the circle C(P~Q,R) and the 

sphere S(P,Q,R,T), where P,Q,R, and Tare independent points 

(i.e. do not lie on the same circle}. 

. ''.1' 

:.• ·· .. , 
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ferent points or A even though they may coincide in the 

space. If a sequence of points ot the parameter interval 

converges to a point p, we define the corresponding sequence 

or image points to be convergent to the image of p. The same 

small letters, p,t •••• will denote both the points of the 

para,IJl.eter interval, and their image points on A. The end-

(interi9r-) points of A are t~e images of the end-(interior-) 
·,,: 

points of the parameter interval. If p is an interior point 

of A, this ·neighbourhood is decomposed by p into two (open) 

one-sided neighbourhoods. 

1.12. Support and Intersection. 

Let p be an interior point of an arc A in the confor-

mal plane. Then we call p a point 2! support (intersection) 
. ·~ 

with respect to a circle c. if a sufficiently small neigh-

bourhood of p otj A is decomposed by p into two one-sided 

neighbourhoods which lie in the same region (in different re-

gions) bounded by C. C is then called a sup:eorting (inter-

sectirut) circle o£ A at p. Thus C supports A at ·p if p ¢:c. 
.· 
·' 
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By definition, the point-circle p always supports A at p. 

It is possible for a circle to have points different 

from p in common with every neighbourhood of p on A. In this 

case we say that C neither supports B2t intersects A at·p. 

The above may be extended to three (n) dimensions 

simply by substituting the word sphere ( (n-1) -sphere) tor , 

the word circle· (and the letter S for the letter C). 

• I 

· .. 
·< 
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CHAPTER II 

DIFFERENTIABLE POINTS OF ARCS IN THE CONFORMAL PLANE 

~ Introduction. 

The goal of this chapter is a classification of the 

differentiable points of ares in the conformal plane. The 

main tools are the intersection and support properties of 

families of circles through a differentiable point p of an 

arc A. This chapter is the ground-work for chapters 3 and 4. 

~ Differentiabilitx. 

Let p be a fixed point of an arc A, and let t be a 

variable point of A. It P, Q, and p are distinct points, 

the unique circle through' these points will be denoted by 

C(P,Q,p). 

The arc A is said to be differentiable at p if the 

following two conditions are satisfied: 

Condition I: If the parameter t is sufficiently 

25 



close to, but different from, the parameter p, the circle 

1 
C(P,t,p) is uniquely defined, and converges as t~ p. 

26 

Thus the limit circle, called a tangent circle, and 

denoted by C(P;t) is independent of the way t converges to 

p. The family of all such circles, together with the point· 

circle p, will be denoted by the symbol t. 

Condition II: If the parameter t is sufficiently 

close to, but different from the parameter p, the circle 

C(t;t) is uniquely defined, and converges as t ~p. 

This unique limit circle, called the osculating cir-

cle of A at p, will be denoted by C(p). 

~ Structure of the Families of Circles Through p. 

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that A satisfies Condition I 

at p. Then t does not coincide with p if the parameter t is 

sufficiently close to, but different from, the parameter p. 

Proof: Let P =/= p. Then by Condition I, C(P,t,p) is 

1. The symbol~ means "converges to". 
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uniquely defined when the parameter t is close to, but di£-

ferent from, the parameter p. Hence t =F p. 

This theorem indicates a restriction which Condition 

I impose• on an arc; viz., the arc satisfying Condition I at 

the point p, must have a neighbourhood of p which contains 

no point coincident with p. 

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that the R§!:rameter t is SBf-

ficiently close to, but different from, the parameter p. If 

the circle C(P,t,p) converses as t~ p {tEA), for a sin-

gle point P :/= p, then Conditi.on I holde. 

Remark: Theorem 2.2 shows that Condition I is stron-

ger than necessary, and could be replaced by the condition 

laid down in the statement of this theorem. 

Proof of Theorem 2.2: Let P, Q, R be three mutually 

distinct points. If the point R' :#: R converges to R, then 

the angle between the circles C(R',R,P) and C(R',R,Q) con-

,. 

; ~ ,• 

li' 

' 
.. ·. 
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1 2 
verges to zero. In particular, let R = p, R'= t E A. Then 

lim ~[c(P,t,p) ;C(Q,t,pU == o. 
t-J!op 

Hence any accumulation circle C', of the circles C(Q,t,p) 

touches C(P;~) at p. Since C' also passes through the point 

Q #: p, it is uniquely determined. Hence C' == lim C ( Q, t, p) 
t~p 

=C(Q;'t'). 

Theorem 2 .J. The set 1: -= L ( p) of all the tangent 

circl!s of A at p is a pencil of the second kind with fun-

.~ damental point p. 

Proof: By Theorem 2.3, any two tangent circles, 

C(P;!) and C(Q;t) touch at p. 

Suppose that a circle C touches a circle of L at p, 

and let P c C, P :j::. p. Then C and C ( P ;"'C) also touch at p and - - - - - ~ - ~ -- - - ~ - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - -- ~ 

1. This statemen~ becomes trivial if we let R be carried 

into the point at infinity by a transformation as in section 

1.4·. Note that the circles themselves need not converge. 

2. If C and C' are two circles, then ([C;C'] means 

"the angle between C and C'~ 

,' ., 
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have the point P :/:: p in common. Hence C and C ( P; t) are 

identical, i.e. C Ei "C. 

Corollary 1. If C(P;!) and C(Q;!) have another point 

in common, they are identical; thus there is one and only one 

circle of r through each point p ::/: p. 

While this is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.3, 

it has a more basic proof which is worth noting, namely: 

Suppose that C(P;t) and C(Q;"C).have another point 

R # p in common. Then before the limit is reached, C(P,t,p) 

(t•A,t =f: p, t~p) and C(Q,t,p) must have a point R' close to 

R in common. Since these two circles now have three points, 

t,p and R' in common, they are identical. Hence in the 

1 imi t; C ( P; t' ) ::: C ( Q; t ) . 

Theorem 2.4. Suppose A satisfies Condition I at R• 

Let 1T be a pencil of the second kind with fundamental point 

p. If t--7>p(te A,t ¢p), and if tr it, then 

lli C(t; 11'}::::. P• 
t-.p 

Proof: If this statement were false, there would exist 

> ·..::~ ·.:.'-

• J -, ~· 

•: I 

··.:1-

. ·,.; 
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a circle, C, such that p c::..£, and a sequence of points t ~p, 

teA such that C(t; ff)¢..£. Let C' and C" be the two circles 

of1Twhich touch C (cf. Eig 2.1). If we orient C and 

C' in such a way.that C lies in the closure orl C'n.£", 

then C(t;17)c(C'n C")up. Hence tc:.C'Il C". 

Fie;. 2.1 

Now let there be any sequence of points Q-.p, Q c (C' n Q."). 

Let CQ be any accumulation circle of C(P,Q,p) where Pc:C',P.¢p. 

If { [cQ;C'j :j:. 0, then there is a small neighbourhood of 

.. ; : 

the point p in ,which C'n Q" is void of any part of the circle CQ• 

- - - ~ ~ - ~ - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ -
1. If X and Y are two classes of elements, then X flY 

denotes the set of all elements in both X andY; XUY denotes 

the elements in either X or Y or both X and Y. 
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Therefore, if C(P,Q,p) is very close to CQ, it does not pass 

through c•n C" in the immediate neighbourhood of the point 

p, and hence Q¢C'n C". This contradiction leads us to the 
. : ., 

conclusion thAt { [cQ,c~ ~ 0. Since CQ and C' have the 

point P # p in common, we see that CQ= C(P; 7i'"), and is 

therefore unique. In particular, since t c C' n C" C ( P t · p) - ) ' ' 

-.c(P; 17), i.e. ·C(P; T) = C(P; fr). This again is a contra-

diction. Thus if fT #1:, C(t; 17)~p. 

Theorem 2.5. Suppose A satisfies"Condition I and 

Condition II at p. Then C ( p) E t. 

Proof: If C(p)=p, it belongs to! by definition. 

Suppose C(p) :/: p. Then C(p), being the limit of a sequence 

,'1 

of C?ircles, each of which touches a given circle of t, 

must itself touch this circle of ~at p. Hence C(p) e t. 

Corollary 1. If Pc:C(p). P ::/: p, then C(p)=C( Pi "t ). 

~· The Independence of the Differentiability Conditions 

Condition I and Condition II are independent, as is 

shown by the following example. Introducing a rectangular 



Cartesian coordinate system, we let the arc A be defined 

by the equations 

x=t, Y: 

{

( 1- n::tZ ) sin t -1, 

0 , 
y 

Fig 2.2 
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The curve lies between the two circles x2+(y:tl) 2.:1 as shown 

in Fig 2. 2. We examine the point t = 0 ·for differentiability. 

Sin·ce we are only interested in values of t close to 

zero,l we may expand il-t~ by the Binomial Theorem, 

-~ ------------- ... ----------------
1. lim o(t~) 0 

t -+0 t 

':. 

,: 

:'. 
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Then the equation of the circle C(P,t,p) may be written 

x2 + y2 X y 

2 yf =0 xl + xl yl 

t 2+o(t3) t o(t) 

We remove the common £actor t and let t~ 0, obtaining 

y 
:: 0 

Thus Condition I holds. 

Condition II, however, does not hold. The equation 

of C(t;L) when t is close to .0 is 

2 2 
X + y 

= 0 

t 2 + o(t3) ~t 2sin t-1 +o(t.3) 

2 Removing the co~on factor t and letting t~O, we obtain 

lim (x
2 +y2 )sin t-1 -2y.::O. 

t-+0 

This circle does not.converge. The fact that Condition II 

does not hold can also be seen from the fact that both of the 

2 2 circles x + (y±.l) = l have points in common with any 

neighbourhood of t=O. Thus the sequence C(t; '!) has two 
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accumulation circles, namely x2 + ( y + 1) 2.:: 1. 

~· Intersection and Support Properties of the Family of 

Non-Tangent Circles and the Family of Non-Osculating Tangent 

. Circles. 

Let p be a differentiable interior point of the arc A. 

Theorea 2.6. Every circle C :f:.. C(p} either supports 

or intersects A at p. 

Proof: If C neither supports nor intersects A at p, 

then pcC, and there exists a sequence of points t~p, such 

that tEAf\C and t # p. Let.Pc::.C,P# p. Then C=C(P,t,p) 

for each t in the sequence, and Condition I implies that 

C.:C(P; T). 

Now C e! &nd still contains the above sequence of 

points, t. Thus C=C(t;'t) for each t .in the sequence, and 

Condition II implies that C::: C(p). 

Theorem 2.7. Non-tangent circles through p all 

intersect or all support A at p. 

Proof: Let C' and C" be two non-tangent circles 

-• 
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JS 

through p. Suppose that C' and C" intersect each other in 

two points ( cf. Fig 2.3), and let their other .point of 

intersection be P. Suppose furth·er that C' supports, 

Fig 2.J 

while C" intersects A at p. No generality is .lost when C' 

is oriented so that AC.Q.''· Thus the region An.Q.' is not void• 

Let t e A f\ C ' (l C" • Then - -
C(P,t,p)c(.Q.'flf.") u (c•nc")uPup. 

If we allow t to approach p, we obtain in the limit, 

(2.1) C(P·t) c(C' n C") u (C' n C") o C' U C". ' - -
Considering now a sequence of points, t'-.J'p, where t'eAnf.'OC", 

we obtain symmetrically the relation 

(2.2) c ( P · 't ) c ( c' n c") u ( c, n c") u c' u c". 
' - -

Comparing relations (2.1) and (2.2), we are led to one of the 

·.·•··· 
>·.r< 
-~-:, 

. ·. 
,.~ > 

... ; -.; 

.-. t; 

•.'. 

··."-
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contradictions, C(P;t):; C' or C(P;"t):::C". 

If C1 (lC".:p, we choose a third non-tangent circle, 

C'", which intersects C' in two points. Then C'" also 

intersects C" in two points. Applying the above to C' and 

·'<Y 

C'", and again to C'" and C", we find that C', C", and C'" 

either all support or all intersect A at p. 

Theorem 2.8. If C(p) f E• every non-osculating 
: 

tangent circle supports A at p. 

Proof: Let C be a non-osculating tangent circle of A 

at p, and suppose that C intersects A at p, Then Anc and 

-All C are not void. If te- Af'l C, then by Theorem 2.3, 

C{t;C:)cQup. Hence, if t-+p, 

(2.3) 

Letting t'-+p, t'e.AflC, we obtain symmetrically, 

. I 

(2.4) C(p)ccvc. 

A comparison of relations {2.3) and (2.4) leads to the 

conclusion C ( p) = C, which is false. Therefore C supports 

A at p. 
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Theorem 2.9. If C(p)= p. the non-osculating tangent ' 

circles at p all support A at p, or they all intersect A at p. 

Proof: Let C' and C" be two non osculating tangent 

circles at p. For the sake of argument, we shall assume that 

C' supoorts A at p while C" intersects A at p. We orient C' 

and C" so that C"c C'upand C'c: C"up (cf. Fig 2.4). 

p 

Fig 2.4 

Then An£' is not void. Let teAf1C'flC", so that C{t;t)c(f'nC"up. 

As t-.p, the circle C{t, t} will lie in the latter region 

bounded by the_ two proper circles C' and C". Consequently, 

C ( t; "'C ) cannot converge to p. 

2.6. A Classification of the Differentiable Points 

The preceding section yields a classification of the 

differentiable points of plane curves (cf. Table 2.1). The 



first four and last four examples refer to the curves 

rHom 
y=t ' 

while the middle two examples refer to the curves 

[

tn+msin t-1 , 0 < ltl ~ 1 
x =t0 , Y= 

0 ' t = 0 
• 

In each case we examine the differentiability 

properties of the point t = 0. By the method used in section 

2.4, we find that the point t=O is differentiable in each 

case. This method also gives us the pencil t, and tells 

us whether or not C(p) is a point-circle. Support and 

intersection properties can be determined in many cases 

simply b~ a consideration of symmetry. 

the following properties: 

i= 1 or 2. 

a
0
= 1 or 2. 

a1 = 1 or 2. 

a2 ::: 1,2, or 00. 

i = 1 if c ( p) /: p; 1: 2 if C (p) = p. 

a0 is even or odd, according as the non-tangent circles 

, '~ 



support or intersect. 

a
0 

+ al is even or odd, according as the non-

osculating tangent circles support or intersect. 

a0 + al + a 2 is even if C(p) supports and odd if 

C(p) intersects, while a = oO if C ( p) neither supports nor 
·2 

intersects. 
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Theorem 2.S imposes a restriction on the characteristic, 

namely; if i~ 1, a0 + a1 is even. The convention that the 

point-circle p always supports yields a further restriction, 

that is; if i=2, then a
0 
~ a1 + a2 is even. 

W1th the above restrictions in mind, we see that 

when i = 1 we have two choices for a 
0

, one choice for a1 , 

and three choices for a2 , a total of six different choices 

for the characteristic. If i = 2, w~ have two choices for 

a
0

, two for a1, and one choice for a 2, four choices in all. 

Thus we have ten different types of differentiable points. 

All congruences in Table 2.1 are mod 2. 

It is interesting to note that all the tangent 
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circles (including C(p)) support if and only if a2 =2. 

Curves containing the various types'of differ-

entiable points are illustrated in Figs. 2.5 to 2.10 

inclusive. The curves are identified by the characteristic 

of the point (0,0) through which they pass. The relationship 

of each arc to a tangent circle is depicted bysuper-

imposing a non-osculating tangent circle upon each diagram. 

·. •, 



Character- Tangent Restriction Examples 
i istic circles C(p) on 

:f:. C(p) characteristic irtangent C(p} 
circles 

' 

n = 1 
(1,1,1;1) intersects m.:=O 

(1,1,2;1:) supports . ln::m 
=1 

n=:O 
( 2' 2' 1 ;l) intersects lm:=l 

1 support ~p a0+a1 :::: 0 O<.n<.m x-axis 
n;:m touch 

(2,2,2;1) supports :o 
x-axis 

{1, 1 ,oa; 1} neither n.=l 
supports 

nor 
( 2, 2 ,oo; 1) intersects n:: 0 

' 
n::m 

(1,1,2;2) support =1 

nal 
(1,2,1;2) intersect lm=:O x= 0 

2 =P supports a0+a1+a2 = 0 n.>m>O 
n::O y:::.O 

(2,1,1;2) intersect m.:: 1 

n.=m 
(2,2,2~2) support =0 

Table 2.1 



. , 1,1_,1•1) 
Ji,2,1;2) 

Fig. 2.5 

\ 

(2 2 l•l \ 
J i J I (2, ,1;2}~ 

Fig. 2.7 

Fig. 2.6 

(2,2,2;2)1 
(2,2,2;1) / 

Fig. 2.8 

Fig. 2,10 

I 
I 

I 

\ ~. 
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C~HAPTER III 

CHARACTERISTIC AND ORDER OF DIFFERiNTIABLE POINTS IN THE 

CONFORMAL PLANE· 

l:.L. Introductiop. 

In th~a chapter, various theorem.s dealing with the 

cyclic orders ·or points and arcs will be discussed. The 

close connection between the characteristic or a differ-

entiable point and the order of that point will be brought 

out. ·It will then become evident why tne particular form, .· .: ' 

hl Ares of 1!nite !nd Bounded Cx;cl,6Q Order 

An~arc A is said to be ot finite cyclic ord!t it 

it has only a finite number of points in common with any 

circle. If some circle meets A n times and no circle 

meets A more than n times, where n is some specific integer, 

4J 
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then A is said to be of bounded cyclic order, 1. and n is 

called the {cyclic) order of A. If p is any point on A, 

the order of p is the minimum of the orders of all the 

neighbourhoods o£ p on A. 

Lemma 3.1. Let A be an arc of finite order, and 

let a circle C interstrtA at a point p. Then any circle 

C', sufficientli close to C, also intersects A, and does so 

in an odd number of points ctose to p. 

Proof: Since C intersects A atp, the_ end-points ot 

a sufficiently small neighbourhood M, of p, lie in opposite 

regions with z-espect to C. Hence they lie on opposite sides · - - . - ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - - ......... ~-----.---- ... 
1. It should be noted that there is a difference between 

an arc of bgunded-cyclic order and one. of only finite· cyclic 
: 

order. It is possible, in the case of an arc of finite 

cyclic order, to find for each circle through a finite number 

of points on the arc, another circle through a still 

greater, but finite, n'W!lber of points. An arc with such 

a property would not be of bounded order. 

:~-. . 

, r· 

:; 
•;t: 
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of C'. Since C' meets M a finite number of times, it must 

intersect M an odd number of times. 

hl· Characteristic and Ordtr• 

The following theorem illustrates in part the 

reason for choosing the characteristic in the form given in 

Chapter II. Theorem ).5 will sharpen this theorem and 

complete the investigation o.f characteristic find order. 

Thtorem 3.1. Let p be a differentiable interior 

point of an arc A, Suppose that p has the characteristic 

J.!o~ 1a2;,i). Then the order of p is not les.s than a
0

...±....a1±!2• < 

This theorem is trivially 'tru~ if a2= 00 (cf. ~ 2.6), 

for then every neighbourhood of p on A bas •n infinite 

number of points in commort with C(p). ·For this reason we 
,• 

confine our ensuing proof' t·o the case a 2< oo. The proof 

follows after the discussion in seetion.).J.l. 

3.3.1,. Let 172 .::1: be ·the pencil of tangent circles through 

p, where C ( p; 1i 2) = C ( p). Let 111 be a pencil of the first .~' '. 

kind with p asone of its fundamental points, and let 

• .... ·· 



C(p;fii), which· is a member of I, be different r.rom C(p). 

Finally, let 1T be a pencil of the first kind where 
0 

C ( p; ~) ~ "t. Then p is not one o£ the fundamental points 
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Lemma 3.2. The pencil fij (j = 0 11,2) contains cir-

~cles arbitrarily close to, but different from, Cj+r-C(p;~j)• 

whie!J meet a nei&hbol.U"hood M of E in not less than aj points 

.. ' ... 

'\,' 
•. ~"·~ 

•\ 

){~ 

outside p. It th§ orcler or p is finite, and if M is small /. 

enouse, C can.be ChO@en SO that the n!!ber of intersections 

of M !ith C exceeds aj by a non-negative even integer. 

we mak.e the convention that ~3 does not exist, and that c3 

is the whole plane with the exception of the point p itself. 

We now def"ine the regions 

(J.l) 

and 

{3.2) 



( c£. Fig. 3 .1) • 

Let l!j (~) denote the set or those circles or 1ij 

that pass thro\l&h !j (Ej). Then every circle or 7ij. with 

(a). j:: 2, C(p) # p 

(e) j::l 

i 
2 

i 1 

(b) j=2, C(p)=p 

·~ 
\ 

(d l J =a 

•';,', 
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the exception or Cj+l and Dj, belongs either to lij or to 1fj. 

It we intersect ~j with an ortogonal circle, we establish a 

1-1 correspondence between the, circles of 'Wj and the points 

of the orthogbnal circle, and" thus we can speak or a "be-

tweennesa" relation in 'llj ( ~) .. 

The neigbbou.rb~od M of p is decomposed by p into two 

one-sided neighbourhoods N and N'. We can choo.se our M so 

small that neither of the neighbourhoods N and N' have 

points in common with Cj+l or with Dj. Thus N (Nt) lies 

entirely in one ot the two recions !j and ij. Let t and t' 

denote the points of N and .N' respectively. Thus all the 

circles C ( t; ITj) belong to 1!j or else to 1fj. We lose no 

generality in supposing that N c: cj+-1, Dj c. ij. Then 

C ( t ; ~ ) E ~ tor every t. 

Let e be the end-point of N distinct from p. Then 

C(e;rrj) is the end-circle of a ,one-sided neighbourhood v ot 

, __ : '; 

. t 
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t inuously in 11 j from C ( e; ll'j} to C J+l; hence every circle of 

V meets N. 

Let C be some fixed circle belonging to v. Then, 

if tis suffieient:ly close top, C(t;ll'j) is so close to 

C j+l that C lies bet,een C(t; 1ij) and C( e; l7j) •. Thue the 

pointa t and e are separated by c,·and since the sub-arc N 

is of finite order, c·muet intersect Hat least once. By 

Lemraa 3.1, C intersects A an odd number ot times. 

Sim1lart;ly, itt' e lf', the c1r.elea C(t' ;fTj) eom-

prise a one-sided ~family o~ circles v'-. bounded byCj+l and 

C(e;flj), where p and e are the end-points of N' •. There is 

a circle C' e 'V' which intersects N'· an odd number ot times. 

Now: if aj : 1, one or the circles CJ+l and Dj sup-

ports A at p, while the other one intersects A at p (cf .§2.6); 

hence 'Nt e !j. Thus C does not meet N', and meets· N an odd 

number or times.. On. the other hand• it aj .::: 2, bo~h of the 

circles Cj+l and Dj intersect A .. at p, or tbty.both support 

' ';.{ 
.0 
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A at p; hence N' e. Ej. Thus it C is su.ffieiently close to 

Cj+l' it will meet both Nand N', an odd number of times 

each. This completes the proof ot Lemb'la .),2. 

3.3.2, We are now in a poeition to prove Theorem 3.1. We 

proceed by first approximating C(p} by another tangent cir-

cle, then the latter by a non-tangent circle through p, and 

finally that. circle by one whieb does ·not contain p. 

Let ~ c M be a neighbourhood of p on A. By Lemma 

3.2, there exists a non-osculating tangent circle c2 which 

is close. to C(p) and intersects M2 at least a2 times outside .. ~ 

p. low let Ml co= M2 be a neighbourhood of p Which contains 

.· t 

none of the points of . intersection of C2 with M2 (except p, ~! 

if it is a point of intersection). Again by Lemma 3.2, there 

exists a non-tangent circle c, which intersects M1 in at least 

al points outside p. Finally, let ~ c M1 be a neighbour-

hood or p which contains none of the points of iptersection 

ot C1 with M1 (except p, if it ia a point of intersection). 



'j ; .. · .. - .. J 
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Using Lemma 3.2 once more, we find that there ·exists a cir-

ele C0 , not pass_ing through p 1 which intersects Ili0 in at ~· . 

•'· 

least a0 points. Altogether, C
0 

meets M at least a
0 

-+ a1+a2 ,'b 

.' : ~: 

ti~es. 

·}·'' 
As a consequence of the proof or Theorem 3 .1, we have ·. ·. 

Corollary l~ If tht 2rder of 3the differentiable 

egiat pis bpung§d.,\}'ten there extst§ ·to evety. neig}lbour-

boog .ot iL& c6rcle Jrbitraril:r c:lroae.· to C (p) which dges not 
'-"jA . 

E,&ts thrgqgp Pl an4 which intersect! £bat pei&hbourhood 1B 

not les.a than a
0 

+ ·!1~2 . R<?ints. 

~ Two Lemmas Qn Arcs.-2r Finite Cyelie Order• 

' . ' 

Lemu J.J. Let A be ag ar~ 2t ;(j.nite cyelie orde£. 
•. . :~ 

; 

If the parameter tn tends togne gf tbe end-29ints ef' the 

2aram.eter interval, 'tben the. seguense of points t 0 converses. 
'."" 

Proof: Let .li.m t 2v = p and lim t 2v+l = q be any v .... oo . V~PO 

two accumulation points of the ~equence tn• We may assume 

that un+l lies between tn and tn+2 for all n. It pJ q, 



·.·-rf, ,·' 

., 
·, 

let C be a circle separating these two points.· Thus there 

is a number N: N(C} such that t 2v and t 2V+l are separated 

for all V > N. But this implies that the arc A meets C an 

infinite numb•r of times, which is not true. Hence P= q. 

Lemma 3.4. Let·~ be an end-point.of an arc A of fi-

nite cyclic order. 'Then the arc·A is differentiable at p. 

Proo.f: Suppose Condition I or section 2. 2 is not 

satisfied. Let t 2v anti t_2V+l be· two sequences. of points 

''· ' 

~ Cl ::/: C0 (P :/: p). We. may assume that tn+l lies between 

tn and tn+2 on A. Let C' and crt be two circles through P 

and p which separate 00 and C1 (cf. Fig. 3.2). Then, for 

each n sufficiently large, C' and C" separate C(P,tn,P> and 

C(P,tn+l,p). Hence at least one or the circles C' and C" 

meets the arc A an-infinit-e number of times, contrary to 

our hypothesis. Thus Condition I holds. 

Now let us suppose that Condition II of s~ction 2.2 

loes not hold. Let t2v and t2~+l be two sequences of points 
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/ 

/ ' 
I \C" 

\ 

I 

\ 
I 

'" 

As before, we assQe that tn+i lies between t 11 and tn+2 on 

A. Both of the cirolea 00 and c1 , being the limit ot ae-

quences ot tangent circles, are tbemselv•s.tangent circles, 

and by Theorem 2.3, they touch at .P•· 

Suppose ti.rst ot all, that C0 an<! C1 are both pro .. 

Fig. 3.3 

,•1 <~'";;. 

' 

,,., 

,, 
.' 

·. ~ 

.. 
" 
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a way that c1 c Qo u p and C
0 

c: c1 \J p. Consider a circle 

c EL (c c:. (£o 11 cl) l) p} oriented so that cl c::. Q u p and 

C0 c. Cup. Then, for sufficiently large V, C(t2Y+l;"t)cQup, 

and C(t2v;t) C C v p. Here again the arc A crosses C an in-

finite number of times, which is impossible. 

If now, c1 for instance is the point-circle p, consider . 

two circles ofT, C and C' · (C c. Qo ll p, C' c C0 v p}, orien-

ted in such a way that C~ c (C 11 £.') v p (cr. Fig • .3.4). 

Fig. 3.4 

Then for sufficiently large V, C(t2y;t) c (C fl Q') \J p, 

while C ( t 2v.,._1 ; 1:) c £. U 0' v p. Since these two regions are 
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separated by C and C', one or both of these circles will 

meet A an infinite number of times as 'V~· Since this 

too is impossible by our hypothesis, Condition .II holds, 

and the point p is differentiable. 

~ Arcs of Order Three. 

Since any three distinct points defi~e a circle, the 

cyclic order of any arc is at least three. The remainder 

· of this chapter is directly concerned with arcs of order 

three. W.e shall· denote such an are by the symbol A;. The 

two lemma.s of the pre.vious section are true in particular 

of arcs of order three. 

l:.h General Ta.nzent Circles. 

Let A3 be an arc of order three with end-point p, 

and let q E A3 v· p. We call a circle C a general tangent 

circle at the point· q, if there exists a sequence of tri-

plets of mutually distinct points, tho q~, Qv, such -that qv 

and q~ converge on AJ to q, and that 

~ .• t. . ~ 

. : ~ 

,.., .Y.:! 

, 
·' 

. . 
..... 

. ·~ 
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If, in addition, Q 11 converges on A3 to q, then we 

call C a general osculating circle at q. If we let the se-

' .--..; 

quence q~ be th-e single point q, and let Qv be a single 
,,'•: 

point Q :/: q, C:is then an ordinary tangent circle of A at q. --, 

Hence an ordinary tangent circle is a general tangent circle. 

Let Q 11 ~Q :/: q, and let qv and q~ ~q. Choose any neigh-

lating general tangent circle of A3 at q, and if q v and q~ 

are sufficiently close to q, the end-points of the above 

neighbourhood will _lie in the same region with respect to 

C(q 11 ,q~,Qy), and hence will lie in the same region with re-
. · .. · 

spect to C. Hence C supports A3 at q. By similar reasoning, 

we find that a general osculating circle intersects A3 at q. 

l:..L_ An ImJ2ortant ProJ2erty of Arcs of Order Three. 

We now intr.oduce multiplicities; that is, we count 

the end-point p of A3 three times on C ( p) .and twice on any 

other tangent circle at p, while we count a point q e A3up 



; .. 

three times on a general osculating circle at q and twice on 

a non ... osculating general.tangent circle at q. We wish to 

prove the following theorem: 

Theorem 3.2. No circle meets A; v R mote than three 

times; i,e., the inclusion o£ p and the introduction of mul• 

tiplicities does not alter the order of A3• 

The proof of Theorem ;.2 results from the lemmas 

proved in the. rema~nder. of .sec.tion 3.1 ~ 

3.7.1. HeW l• 2· If a circle C meets A; in two point.a, 

then at leapt gne of these pqints 18 !n intersection. 

Pr9of: Let C meet A3 in ql ~nd q2, and let M1 and 

M2 be small neighbourhoods or ql and·q2 respeet;lvely. If 

q1 (i .:: 1;2) is a point of support, then there is a circle 

close to C which meets M1 in two pointe. Now if M1 and M2 

are both in Q., say,_ then there is a circle C 'c .Q so . close 

to C that it intersects M1 and ~ twice each. This is im-

possible since A; is ot_order three. 

On the other hand, if ~ c: .Q. and M2 c c, then since 

··j .,.. 

.· ·.':~ 
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A; has points on either side of C, it must intersect C in 

some point q3 •. Let, C' be a circle through one point of M1 

and two points of M2, where C' is close to C {cf. Fig. 3.5}. 

Fig .. 3.5 

' ' 
C'. 

Now the end-points of a small neighbourhood M3 of q3 (M
3 

is 

so small that it has no points in common with M1 or with M2) 

lie in opposite regions with resp•ct to C. By section 1.9.1, 

they also lie in opposite regions with respect to C' when 

C' is sufficiently close to c. Hence C' intersects M3• 

Thus we have another contradiction, since C' can only meet 

A3 three times at most. 

Lemma 3,6. A ctcle C throu,gh thre! points of A3 

., 

.~· 

'.'1·' 
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does not support A3. at any of these point! •. 

Proof: Lemma 3.5 implies that A.3 " C has at moat 

one point of support. It C supports A3 at ope point of 

contact, and inteJ"a~cts A3 in two otb~r points, then there 

.· 
is a circle close to C which meets A

3 
in ~t least four 

points, whic.h cannot be true. 

J.7.2. Suppose that a circle c through p meets A
3 

in three 

sections. Choose disjoint neighbourhoods Mot p and Mot 

q1 on A. If t-+p, t E ~.then C(t,~2 ,q3 )-+c. By section 

1.9.1, C(t.,q2 ,q3) se~at:e$ the end•points ·or M if t ia 

.j:· 

the neighbourhood. of q1•· This contradicti,on·yields 

Lewna J ,Z.CNo cirgl• meet a A3 . u p !D rqwr wintt. · 

' . . ' . 

Now suppoaethat a circle thr9ugh p meets A3 in two 

points, ql and q2, and. suppose t~her that 'q~ is a point of. _ 

su,pport. By Lem.ma .3. 5, q1 is a point ot intersection. Let 

...... 

.'.'-

·, . ., 



M
1 

and M2 be small neighbourhoods ot q1 and q2 respectively. 

Let C' be a circle through p and two points of M2• Then if 

C' is sufficiently close to C, it will. intersect M1 , thus 

meeting A3 V p in four points. This again is not true. 

Combining this resul~ with Lemma ).6, we generalize the 

latter lemma, obtaining 

Lemma 3.8. A circl! through three points of A3~ 

does not support A3 at any ot th2se pointe. 

J. 7.3. Suppose that a circle C E t meets A) in two points, 

q1 and q2• By Lemma ).8 these points are both intersections. 

Let N and M be 'disjoint neighbourhoods of p and ql respec

tively. Let t. e N, t-+ p. Then C' = C(q2,t,p), when it is 

close enough to C, meets Min a point near q1• Thus C' 

meets A3 up at least four times, contrary to Lemma 3.7. 

This yields 

Lemma 3.2, No circle of ~ meets A3 in two points. 

Suppose a circle C of r eupports A) at q. Then 

<· 

. , 

'- ~ 

. .; 
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Then there is a circl• ot •-c. cloee to C.wh'-ch 1ntereect• ! 3 . 

in at least two points. 'This contr.adicts l,eaaa ).9, and we 

have : ,,' 

Ltmma 3 .10, I£ a gircle . ot .]:· !!ttt A; l it. gpe1 . 82 · 
' ' 

in a pq1nt o{ inttt!tsiion. 

3.1.4. Suppose that C~p) ~eta A3 at a J)oint q. By Theorem 

2.5 and Le•a 3.10, q ±• a.point e>.t int•raection. Let N 

and M be dlejoint tseighbourhoods ot p and·qrespectively, 

' . 

and let t e N, t......, P• Then C(tft), when it is eloae to C(p), · 
. •' . 

will meet M, eontradiqtin& Leaa .3 .9. Til:ua we have 

Lemma 3 .11. C ( p) does · not mett A3 •. ~ 

3.7,5. Multiplic!tierrRelatiye to General twent Circlet• 

In the following we shall not consider gtmeral tan-

gent and osculating circles at p, the end-point of A3 , since 

we shall later discover that they are identical with the ' 

ordinary tangent and osculating cirel&a alrea~y discussed. 

&emma 3.12. ··Let C be a aentral non:oseulatipg tan-

' ~:"-' ~ :: 

,, ·' . ~· 

'f 
: ·~j 
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gent circle o£ A3 at 9• Then Q ~eete A.3 U p elsewhere in 

at !9St one ppint and that point is not a point of support. 
I 

Proof: By section ;.6, Qr.aupports A3 at q. Hence, 

by Lemma ).8, C aeete A
3 

u p at ll08t once outside q. By 

Lemma J. 5, this point is an intersection. it it is on A,:p 

If the point is p itself, Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 prohibit 

multiplicities at p. 

Lemma 3.13, Let C be a &eneral osculatin& circle of 

!.3 at g. TQen C doe~ not meet A3 u p elsewhere. 

Proof:,Being a general osculating circle, C 

;:..lim C{qy,q~,q~), wh-.re q,, ~, and q~ converge on A3 to 

q. Suppose C meets A3 u p in another point r .:/: q. Then 

C(q11 ,q~,q~) intersects t~e orthogonal circle to C through q 

and r in a point rv converging to r (cf. Fig. 3.6). Thus 

·j 

Let Q1 , Q2, S, T be variable pointe, and let Q1 and 

• 2 converge to the same point Q; Ql ::/; Q2• Suppose there is 



a circle separating Q from both S and T. Then 

l 
converge or not. In particular, 

and ainc.e any a,ccUI'lulatioQ. circle of C ( q 11 , qt ,r) contains the 

point r in common with C: lim C{qv,qt,r.,), 

1. This beeomee evi._ent ·1:r we· let the point S or the 

point T be the point a:e infinity. Tbia, of course. makes 

that point no longer a variable point, but the generality 

is autficiept tor our needs. 

~·,· 
·.~. ~ 

'·· .. 

'. t 

. ',• ~. 

' .. 



:aut C(q",q~,r), if it is sufficiently close to C, does not 

separate the end-points of any small neighbourhood of q. 

This follows from the fact that A3 has order three. Thus in 

the limit, C supports A3 at q, contradicting the last sen-

tence of section .3.6. Hence C does not meet A.3 fJ p outside q. 

~ Strong Differentiability. 

An arc A is said to be stron&lY differentiable at a 

point p, i£ tne following two conditions are satisfied~ 

Condition I': Let R :fp, R' '7' R. If the two di.stinct 

points u and v converge on Atop, then the circle C{R',u,v) 

always converges. 

Condition II': If the three distinct points u, v, 

and w converge on A to p, then the circle C(u,v,w) always 

converges. 

Suppose that R' = R, u = p. Then C(R' ,u,v) becomes 

C(R,v,p}, which converges to C(R;'t)., Since the limit cir-

ele C(R',u,v) does not depend on the choice of the sequences 
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u,v, and R', we see that 

Similarily, we find that lim. C ( u, or' w J !::_ C ( p) , since 

C(p) := lim C(v;t):: lill1. 11•. C(u,v,p) • 
.,.__,.p u~p •~P ·.·· . 

'l'hus strong diff.erentiability iaplies o.J"dinary- differentia-

bility. 

We now prove another illipor\ant theoru, JUlllely 

A; of order.three. '!'hen A; up ~e stron&lY dif.f'erentiab,le 

!l-2· 
;, 

Proof: According to Lelllila ,3.4; A
3 

v p is di.fferen-

tiable at p. Let .s be a sub-arc of A3 boundec;l by p and e, 

and let p,t,u,v,d,e,t lie on A) u p in the indicated order. 

We orient all circles c, where f ¢0, in such a way that 

t c: c. 
The abowe conditions indicate that 

(i} u c: Q(p,t,e) f'\ C(t,d,e) 
.· 

(cf. Fig • .3.7). Consequently, 
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C ( t , u, e ) c [£. ( p, t , e ) f\ C ( t , d , e >) 

I 
i 

I 
vfc(p,t,e) ~ Q.(t,d,e)] u tv e. 

C(t,u,e) 
""\ C ( t ,d,e J 

_ ... 

Fig. J .z 
Let I denote the region in relation (J.)). From (3.3) we 

obtain 

{3 .4) lim C(t,u,a) C" [£.(e;1") 1'\ C{p,d,e}) 
t, u -+P 

.._·.-~ 

.. :.· 

. ;.· 

.. ' 

·· . .;-' 

fc(e;t) fl. Q.(p,d,e!] v C(e;"'t) u C(p,d,e}. .< 

By II, we shall mean the limit of I as t ~ p. Let C be any 

accumulation circle of C(t,u,e). As a point r runs con-

tinuously on B from d to p, C(p,r,e) runs continuously 

through the region II from C(p,d,e) to O(e;~). Conversely, 
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every circle through II and the points p and e meets B. 

Hence if C passes through II v C(p,d,e), it intersects Bat 

some point r, where r= d if. C = C(p,d.,e.). But then C(t,u,e), 

when it is close to C, intersects B again near r., contrary 

to Theorem 3. 2. Thus C = C\( e; t). 

Now let P be any point .:f: p, and let 0' be any ac ... 

cumulation circle or C(P,t,u). ·As in 'the proof ot Lemma J.lJ, . 

lim ( &<P, t ,u) ;O(t ,u,e.)J = Q, 
:~ 

that is, 

Thus, by Theorem 2 • .), 

C':::. C(P;t). 

We now prove simultaneously that C(p,u,v) ~ C(p), 

and assumi·ng this, that C(t,u,v),...... C(p). Proceeding as we 

did previously, we note 

{11) y c::. 'C(u;t) n Q(p,u,e) 

{ii') Y c ~(p,t,u) n Q(t,u,e). 

•:.•' 
,•' 
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Relations (ii) and (ii') yield 

(3.5) C(p,u,v) c [c(u;t) f\ £.(p,u,~tl 

[£.(u;t) f'l C(p,u,etl u p u u, 

and 

(3.5') C(t,u,v) c ['a(p,t,u) n Q.(t,u,eJ 

V [2. { p, t, u) ll C ( t, u, e)] ~ t U u 

respectively. Let III denote either the region in relation 

(3.5), or that in (3.5' ). Relation$ ().5) and (3.5') yield 

().6) lim C(p,u,v) c [c(p) n £.(e;tJ] 

U [£.(p) f\ C( e ;:ttl U C(p) U C(e;'t) 
.. ~~· 

and 

(3.6•) lim C{t,u,v) c [c(p) n Q(e;tij ;\ 

' ,..,~ 

v [£ ( p ) 11 C ( e ; t: il u C(p) U C(e;!) 

respectively. By IV we shall mean the limit of III as u-+p 

(as t, u, -+ p). Let C be any accumulation circle of C ( p, u, v) 

(of C(t,u,v)). Since C is the limit of a sequence of tan-

gent circles of AJ at p, we see that C e !. As a point r 
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runs continuously on B from e to p, C(r;t) runs continuQus-

ly through the re$ion IV from C(e;t) to C(p). C?nversely, 

every tangent circle through It meets B. Hence if C passes 

througQ IV u Cfe;t), it intersects B e at some point r, 

where r: e if C:: C(e;'t). But then C(p,u,v) (C(t,u,v}), 

when it is. close to C, intersecte B again near r, contrary 

to Theorem 3.2. Thus C = C(p). 

Corollary 1 .• Let two distinct points u and v con-

be a general tanaent cirele.of A3 1.1 p.at u through R' 

(through v} • Let 0;2 be a &!aeral osculating circle of A3 

at u. Then 

(3. 7) lim c1 = c (R;t) 

C3 .e) lim c2 =lim 02 =·c(p). 

Prpof: We may assume that each.of the above sequen-

ces or circles possesses an accumulation circle~ cl can be 

replaced by a circle C(R',u1 ,u2) close to c1 such that u1 

. ', .. 

,, 
··~ 

,..-;· 
l' 
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and u2 are distinct and converge with u to p. Thus by The-

orem J.J, 

Similarily, c2 and c2 can be replaced by circles 

such that u1 , u2, and u3 are distinct and converge with u 

to p. Hence, by Theorem 3. 3, 

lim c2 = lim C ( v, u1, u2 ) l 
lim c2 = lim C(u1,u2,u3>J 

-- c ( p). 

~Differentiability Properties of Interior Points or A3• 

Theorem 3.4-.. Let u be a point or an open arc A
3
..2.!. 

order three. Then 

(3.9} The two ont-sideg tangent circles of u yhrough a 

fixed point R # u coincide. Thia implies that the pointe 

of A
3 

all satisfy Condition I of section 2.2. 

(3.10) The set of general tangent circles of u coincides 

with the pencil or tangent circles of u. The set of general 

'. 
'. 

.. ~ 
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osculating circles of u .for.JI! a· clos!d inttn;al in the RtP• 

cil 2f all the tan&entdircles of S• boung!d. bt the two 
j . 

non-degenerate _one-eid!!l·osc.ulftins circles or A3 at u. 

In particular, there $-a one and only one general tangent 

circle of u through 8fa.Ch point R# u. this iaplies that 

the points or A.3 all satiety Condition I' ot section ).8. 

P:rgof 2f (J.9):.We firat consider the ease R e A3• 

I,.et B ::::: Bi u u u B2 be a sub-arc of A3 bounded by R ;: e and 

Fig, 3.6 

tinct one-sided tangent circles or u through e (cf. Lemma 

).4). By section 3•6 and Lemma 3.5, c1 supports A3 at u, 

-'• 

· .. ); 
- <;: . 

::-.. 

j· l 

' ·-. ;~ 
·:· •,. 
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intersects A3 at e, and has no other point in common with 

AJ. Hence we may assume that B1 v B2 c Q.1 ll Q.2• Let C be 

any circle through u and e which passes through the region 

(£1 f\ C2) V ( c
1 

n Q2 ) •. Thus C supports B at u. Let 11' be 

the pencil of the second kind of the circles which touch C 

at u. By Theorem 2.4, applied to B1, 

lim c < t ; 71) = u 
ti-+ u 1 

Conversely, every· sutficiently small circle of 11' which meets -! 

s1 meets B2, •nd does not separate e,and r. Hence this cir-

ele meets B on one hand three times, and on the other hand, 

with an even multiplicity, i.e., it meets B c::A3 at least .. 

four times, contrary to Theorem ).2. Thus the two one-si-

ded tangent circles coincide in the circle C(e;~). Let 

C'(R;t) and C"(R;'t) be the two one-sided tangent circles of 

A3 at u through a point R ~A3 • Since 

'( [c ' ( R ; t ) ; c ( e ; t: )] = o, 

and 

<!(C"(R;t};C(e;!)l = 0, 
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:. it is true that ··?· ·· 
' .. ,, ,' 

and since tbese two circles havtj.the point R:/: u in common. 
. .. ,. 

they ,coincide. This completes the proof of relation ().9). 
·. : .. ,.', ,·.' 

;• . .. 

' '\ -~ Proqf o~ (3 .10): Let c1 = 11m C ( t 1 ;T), t 1 E Bi, be 
' . ' ti--+ u 

. the two one-sided osculating circles or A
3 

at u. Since C(t1 ;l:). ·,~ .. 

suppo.rts A3 at u, inters.ects A) at t
1

, and does not meet A3 

elsewhere,· c1 intersects A3. at u. Thua c1 :fz u. 

We may assume that B1 v B2 lies in Q( eft). By 

Theorem ).2, Cl• considered as a general osculating circle . 

of B at u, has no point in common with A; except u. Thus 

c1 c. QJe;t) lJ u, and we may. assume that C(e;t} c:: c1 V u; 

thus B1C:. c1 f'l Q.(e;"t). Since c1 1ntersects A3·at u, 

Hence c2 = lim c ( t2 ;t) , t2 ... B2 I lies 
t2~· . . 

in the closure of C( :f'i t) fl Q.1 • Since Cz does not aeet A3 

outside u. it either coincides with cl_ or it lf•• ln 

(QJ.'~{C(t;"tl) v u. 'i'he circles of the tacily t tall into 

. ~ : 

I··'·\ 
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one of two classes: (i} Those tangent circles through a 

point R c C1 U £2 (to&ether with the point-circle u) which 

support A
3 

at u, and are therefore non-osculating general 

tangent circles of u; (ii) Those tangent circle~ through a 

point R <; (£tW2, R ::1: u. which intersect A3 at u, and are 

therefore general osculating circles. 

Conversely, every non-osculating general tangent 

circle (every general osculating circle) of u is an ordi

nary tangent circle of u lying in cl u .9.2 u u {in (Q.l .11 02) 
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u·c1 u c2). We prove this statement as follows: 

First, let C be any non-osculating general tangent 

circle of u, and suppose that C ~t. We know that C sup-

ports AJ at u. Hence we may assume that a sufficiently 

small neighbourhood M of u on A3 lies in .Q., and even in 

C(f;t) () Q(e;t) n Q. (cr. Pig. ).10). Let 1ibe the pencil 

ot the second kind of the circles which touch C at u. Since 

lim U(t1 ;n) = ~' ti e B1 , 
ti-ii"U ; 

every small·· circle of rr in Q. meets both B1 and ~ and does 

not. separate the end-points of M. Hence such a circle meet_s 

· ... 
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Mat least three times and with an even multiplicity, i.e., 

it meets M at least four times. This again contradicts 

Theorem 3.2. Thus every non-osculating general tangent cir-
' 

cle of u is an ordinary tangent circle of u. By (i), such 

a circle lies in cl u Q2 u u. 

Next, let C be a general osculating circle of u. 

Let C = lim 
Ul t Vl 1 Uzt'U 

C' ' 
u2 6 B2 • Obviously, C cannot be the point-circle u, since 

C intersects A; at u. Let Rc c, R#u, and suppose that 

C' intersects the orthogonal circle of C through u and R at 

C .:: lim C ( ';_ , v l , R' } = C ( R ; t) • 
u1 ,v1 ..;. u 
R'~R . 

From (ii), ~ c (.2J. fl c2} u c1 V c2• Thus every general os-

culat1ng circle is a (non-degenerate} tangent circle or u 

Corollary 1. If an interior £Oint of an arc of order 

three is differentiable, it is atropgly differentiable. 
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Proof: By Theorem .3.4, Condition I' is satisfied 

for all ibnterior points of A
3

• 

It the point u e A3 is differentiable, the two one-

sided osculating circl~ coincide. Thus Theorem ;.4 implies 

that Condition II' also, holds for the point u. 

3.10. More Properties o!Arca of Order Thrge, 

In this section we collect additional material on 

arcs of order three, needed-for the proof ot the final the-

orem in this chapter. Let p be an end-point or.A3 • The 

arc B and the points t,u,v,e,r, are the same as in section J.8. 

3.lO.l, We first extend formulas (3.5) and (.3.5'} to cer-

tain limit eases in wnteh some or" the pointe involved co-

inc ide. The circle c·(t, u,.v) separates the regions 

( J .11 } Q. ( p , t , v) tl ~{t , v, e) 

and 

(3 .12) 5(p,t,v) n C(t,v,e) 

(c£. relation (3.5')). 
'· -. ~-
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Suppose that the d·istinct points t
0

, v 
0

, e lie on 

B u e in the indicated order. Let C
0 

be the general tan

gent circle of B at t 0 through v0 • Then C0 can be obtained 

as the limit of circles C(t,u,v), if the triplets t,u,v 

converge to t 0 ,t
0

,v
0

• Since C(t,u,v} and the regions ot 

(3.5') depend continuously on t,u, and v, (3.5'} implies 

that C0 lies in the closure of the region 

R = [.Q.Cp,t0 ,v
0

) (\ C(t0 ,v0 ,eij 

U [c(p,t0 ,v
0

) 11 Q.(t
0

,v
0
,e}]. 

As co meets C(p,to,Yo) and C(to,Yo,e> only at to and Vo, 

this implies that C0 c R u t 0 v v
0

• Replacing t
0 

again by 

t, and v0 by v, we thus have: the relation (.3.5') remains 

valid for u = t if C(t,t,v) is interpreted to mean the tan

gent circle of B at t through v. 

Sirnilartly, ( .3. 5) and ( .3. 5' ) remain valid for u = v, 

with the corresponding interpretation of C(t,v,v). Finally, 

these formulas remain nlid for v= e if C(t,e,e) and C(p,e,e) 

.'•;·: 
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atand for the tangent circles of A; at e through t and p 

respectively {cr. §.3.9). 

Let v1 e B, and let.c1 denote any general oscula-

ting circle of B at v1 • Thus c1 will be the limit of 

C(t,u,v) if t,u,v converge to v1 ln a suitable fashion. By 

s.ection 3.9, the circles C(p,t,v) and C(t,v,e) are also con-

..-ergent to the tangent circles C2 and C3 of B at vl through 

p and e respect.i vely. . Furthermore, p c £.3 and e c. C2 be-

cause ot our orientation convention. This implies 

and 

Fig. 3.11 
I 

j 

I 
/ 

I 
I 

,·. 

,'·. ',. 



From (3.5'), C1 lies in the closure of 

<£2 " c3 ) v (c2 n g_3 > 

(cf. Fig • .3.11). Since £2 n c
3 

is empty, and c1 #c2,c3 , 

this· implies 

(3.1.3) 

so 

Since each C(t,u,v) separates the regions (J.ll) and (.3.12), 

cl will separate £.2 11 Q3 == ~ and c2 (\ CJ = 0.3. Replacing 

v1 by v, we obtain: relation (3.5') remains valid, and 

C(t,u,v) separates the regions (3.11) and (3.12) for t= U= v, 

it C(v,v,v) is interpreted to mean any general osculating , 

circle of.B at v, provided C(p,v,v) and C(v,v,e) stand for 

the tangent circles of B at v through p and e respectively. 

3,10.2. Considering again relation (3.5') we observe that 

one of the regions (J.ll) and (3.12) will lie in Q{t,u,v), 

the other one in C(t,u,v). Since 

r~ ~(p,t,v) n B(t,v,e) n a(t,u,v), 

this relation implies 



( 3 .14) C(p,t,v.} f\ C(t,v,e) c C(t,u,v), 

and therefore 

(3 .15) Q.(p,t,v) 11 Q(t,v,e)c::. Q(t,u,v). 

Specializing by letting t = p, we obtain 

(3 .14') C(v;"t) t'l C(p,v,e) c:: C(p,u,v), 

and 

(3 .15') Q.(v;t) f\ £(p,v,e) c Q.(p,u,v). 

Applying the case v= e of (3.14') and ().15'), and repla-

cing u by v afterwards, we obtain, 

(3.16) C(e;~) nc(p,e,e) c C(p,v,e}, 

and 

().17) Q.(e;t) n Q(p,e,e) CQ.(p,v,e). 

Now C(e;t') C ~(v(t'}, since e c C(v;"'C). · Therefore, applying 

relations (3.16) and ().14'), we have 

( J .18) c ( e; t ) fl c ( p, e, e) c C ( v; 't) n [ C ( e; "t) 11 C ( p, e, e)] 

c C(v;'t) fl C(p,v,e) 

c C(p,u,v). 
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Similar~y, .Q.(t;T) c .Q.(v;t') when t is close to p. Therefore, 

in the limit, £.(p} c: .Q.(v .. 'C). Also, Q.(p} c:: £.( e ;""C). Hence, 

applying relations (3.17) and (3.15 1 ), we have 

( 3 .19) Q ( p ) 1\ .Q. ( p , e , e ) c: Q ( v ; t) ll Q ( e ; li") "· Q ( p, e , e ) 

c Q.(v;t) n Q.(p,v!e) 

C Q.(p,u,v). 

J.lO.J. Assume for the moment that p,t,u,v, are mutually 

distinct. The region 

( J • 20 ) .Q. ( p , t ' u ) fl .Q. ( p , u ' v ) ' 

is bounded by two arcs of the circles C(p,t,u) and C(p,u,v) 

with the common end-points p and u. Since vc C(p,t,u) and 



t c C(p,u,v) (cr. Fig. 3.12), these arcs do not contain v 

or t. Hence they meet C(t,u,v) only at u, and the region 

(3.20) is contained in one or the two regions bounded by 

C(t,u,v). Since the boundary point, p ot the region (3.20) 

lies in ~(t,u,v), this implies 

(3 .21) Q.(p,t,u)" Q.(p,u,v) c:: Q.(t,u,v). 

The argum~nts or section 3.10.1 now show that relation 

(3.21) remains valid if C(t,u,v) is any general tangent 

circle, provided C(p,u,u) then stands for the tangent circle 

at u through P• 

By relatione (3.15), (3.21), and (3.15'), 

Q.(t,u,v).:l Q.(p,t,v) ll Q.(t,v,e} 

;J Q. ( p, t, v) l'l [£. ( p, t, v) ll £. ( p, v, e >) 
=Q.(p,t,v) n ~(p;v,e) 

;;)[Q.(v; r) ll Q(p,v,el]" Q.(p,v,e) 

= Q(v; "t) fl Q.(p,v,e). 

In particular, the above yields 

(3.22) Q(t,u,v).::>Q.{v; "t)nQ(p,v,v). 

3 .10. 4. Let e denote the pencil of the orthogonal circles of 't • 



.. 
On account of Theorem 3.3, B can be chosen so small that ,.... 

no circle of 9 meets B v e more than once (otherwise this 

circle would approach a circle oft). By Theorem 2.4, 

( 3. 23) c ( p; e) = lim c ( t ; 9) = p. 
t~p 

Thus, making B small enough, we may also assume that 

C(f;e) does not meet B. 

Since C(v; ~) meets the circle C = C(t,u,v)} the 
0 

pencil r contains a circle lying in Q ( v; r) v c ( v; t') and 

touching C
0 

from within, say at R. Thus 

. C(R; L )fl C
0
= R; C ( R; t' ) c C0 f' C ( v; t"). - - -

The circle C(R;S) can be characterized as the unique 

circle of 9 normal to C0 (ef. Fig J.lJ). We wish to prove 

the .following 

Lemma ;J.l4. C(R;S) intersects B. 

Proof: Our pfoof derives from relation (3.23) and 

the fact that 

(3.25) Rc; Q(v;e) 

Proof of (J. 22): If the point t moves on B v p 



from p to v, C(p,t,v) moves from C(v; t) to C(p,v,v) and 

passes· through the closure of Q(v; t lil Q(v;e). Hence 

C(p, t, v} does not pass through f.(v; t) ll C(v;e). Since 

Q(v; t) eontaina this region, so' does £( p, t, v) and .Q ( p, v, v). · 

Hence, by relation (3.22), 

.Q.(t,u.,v).:>~(v; 't) llQ(p,v,v) 

::JQ(v;'t) ll[Q.(v;"t }flO(v;eil 

::: C(v; t )ll C(v;e) • 
. -

._,. 

. ·' .~ 
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Thus if R ::fo v, R does not lie in the above region. However, 

R c:: Q.(v;'t) in this case, and so 

R c Q.(vft) t1 Q.(v;e), 
} 
\' 

which proves relation (.3. 25). If a.:: v, B can be made 

small enough to ensure that C(R;e) = C(v;e) inter,sects A3 at v. 

If t= v, C
0 

is a general osculating circle of B at 

this point. Approximating C0 by cireles through three dis-

tinct points, and making use, or the above, we observe that 

I 

relation ( .3. 25 ) remains valid unless t = u • v = R. But in that 

case, C(v;~) touches C0 at v and therefore is a tangtnt cir-

cle of B at v, since C0 is a tangent circle at v. This is 

excluded by Theorem .3.2. 

3.10.5. Any point Q induces !!! orientation of all the cir-

cles C with Q ¢ C, if C is defined through Q c: c. 

Let Q ¢ C(p), R ¢ C(p), and let C (C) denote the 

orientation induced by Q (R). - -Suppose that C(p): C(p). 

- ' -Thus Q c C ( p) and R c:: C ( p) • We vary 0 continuously, star- ,· ;: 
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ting from C(p). As long as C does not pass through Q or R, 

,.., 
C and C will depend continuously on c. Thus we shall still 

- -have C ==c. 

By Theorem 3.3, ~ circle C which meets A3 three 

ti~es in p u B u e lies clo$& to C ( p) if B is sufficie.ntly 

- N' small. Hence C .: c for every such c. 
. '~ ' 

We special~ze., letting Q :;:: f e A3• Since f ~ B u e, 

the formulae ol section·.l.lO ho.ld true. Thus .they remain 

valid with respect to thtt orientation induced by a,. provi-. ' . 

ded B is small_ enough-,. Since t .c: C(p) ls equ1val~nt to 

Le-.a 1.12. Suppose tht pqint(. R ¢: C(J>} induces an 

orientat+tn witiJ A3 c: t-(p). 'Tbtn th• foran,Y.as of tection 

3 .10 remain valid for th1! orientati-o,n if 8 is small enough. 

If A3 c:. Q. { p) tor_ th~ drientation induced by R, then 

.. the above arglillent shows: .replace. each Q. and c in these 

-r formulas by C and Q. re15peetiYely. Then _the resulting tor-
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mulas hold true if B is small enough. 

3.11: Con.formalll Elementar,y Points. 

A point p of an arc A is .said to be a conformally 

elementary point if there exists a neighbourhood of p on A 

which is decomposed by p into two one-sided neighbourhoods 

of order three. Br Theorem 3.3 their closures are strongly 

differentiable at p. The following theorem sharpens Theorem 

' 

3.1 in the case of conformally elementary points. 

Thtorem 3.~. Let p be a differentiable conformally 

elementarx point of an arc A, and let (a0 .a.!.l..a.!2;i) be the 

This theorem remains valid if a point q ::/: p is 

counted twice (three times) on any general tangent (oscu-

lating) circle of q. and if p itself is counted a
0 

(a0 + a1 ; 

a0 + a1 + a2) times on any circle through p {on any tangent 

circle of p; on C(p)). 

We may assume that A itself is decomposed by p into 

.·,, 
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two open ares, A3 and A), or order three. Hence the order 

or. A, and therefore that or Pt is not gJ:ieater than six. 

3.11.1. Let M be a 11eighbourhood or p on A. For any circle 

D, letJ'(D) =/'i(D,M) ·denote the multiplicity with< wblch D 

JDeete M. 

Lemma 3.16, Suppoae the circle C does. not paea 

throuQ! the end-ppJ;nts of M; Then 

().26) ).t(D l·fi.tj( C ) · . ( *>d 2 ) 

for every D suttieienxli close.· to C. 

Proot:. Suppoae C •ee;a .M .at the points t with the 

multiplicities o-(t) and nowhere else. · Thus 

~(C) :: ~4r.'(t} •. 
. . t . 

Construct disjoint neighbourhoods ~ in M about the 

points t. The end-points ofMt; lie on the same side or on 

opposite sides of C depending on whether ~{t) is even or 

odd. If D is sufficiently close to C, then D will, not pass 

through the end-points of Nt• and these end-points will lie 

· .. ·· 
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on the same side of D if and only if they lie on the same 

side of C. On the other hand, D will meet Mt with an even 

or odd ·multiplicity according as its end-points lie on the 

same side or on opposite sides of D. Thus D will meet Mt 

with a multiplicity ("(t),:O'(t) (mod 2) if D lies sufficient-

.ly clo.se to c • 

.. Jf ,each "\ is omltted from the closure of M, we ob-

tain a closed set which has no points in common with c. 

Hence if D is eufficiently clotu~ to C this set does not meet 

D, and we have 

~(D)= ~~(t) E ~O'(t) =)'C(C) (mod 2). 
t t 

3.11.2. We continue the discussion of section J.ll.l. 

LeDUD8. 3.17. Let C ;t C(p). Then 

().27) );((D) .!:A(C) , 
tor eyery circle D sufficiently clo!e to C, . unless a

0 
= a1 = l, 

C & L, and p ¢ D. 

Proof: Let t e C fl M; t =/: p. Suppose that there is ,. 
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a sequence of circles DA converging to C, and a sequence of . 

neighbourhoods M.A of· t con:verging to t such that each D). 

meets MA at least~~ times (~ ~ )). Then each D can be 

replaced by another cicle which meets.MA in not less than 

~ distinct points, and such that the. sequence of th.e new 

;~;, 

circles also converges .to C. Thus C will meet M at ].east ~ 

times at t; i.e., 0_A ~ct(t). Htance we have: there exists a 

neighbourhood or t on M which i.s lllet not more than cY( t) times . 

by every D sufficiently close to C. 

Let p c. C, C ~I. Then C mee~$ M at p with .a mul- ·' 

tiplicity :: a
0 

(mod 2}. On the other hand, by Theorem. 3. J, ' ,;~ 
;.. ' 

··.' 

there exists a neigllbqurhood of p;which is met notmore 

than twice by any circle sufficiently cloee to C. But p c:-c; 

hence 0 <..;'4 ( C } ~ 2, and the ret ore )'i( C) :: a
0

, Thus; by Lem-

ma 3.16, any circle D which is su!fiei~mtly close to C. meets 

a neighbourhood of p with a multiplicity :a0 (mod 2). 

Hence this multiplicity is ~ a 0 , and we have relation (3.27) 
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in this case. 

Now let C c r, C :f:'C(p), and let M
0 

= N
0 

up UN~ 

be a sufficiently small neighbourhood of p~ Let D be auf-

ficiently close to C. If p c: D, D f/: t, then D will meet N
0 

and N~ not more than once each. Hence D meets M0 with a 

multiplicity ~ a0 -+ 2 and .:! a0 -t- a1 (mod 2). Thus this 

multiplicity is ~ a0 1- a1 , and again we have relation ().27). 

Suppose now that p ¢ D. Then D will meet N
0 

and N~ 

not more than twice each. Hence D meets M
0 

with a multi-

plicity ~ 4 and :;;; a
0 

+ a1 (mod 2)., This again yields re-

lation (3.27) unless a0 =: a
1
= 1. 

2 .11.3. Lemma J .18, Let A = A3 &J p u Aj. There exists a 

\ 

every tangent circle of p which meets N3 v Nj meets AJ~) 

exactly a2 times. In Earticular, no tangent circle of p 

meets M; more than az times outside p. 

Proof: A'.:etrcle of t meets A3 or Aj not more than 
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once each. Thus it meets A3 U Aj not mot-e than twice. By 

Lemma 3.16, a circle will meet A with a •ultiplicity ;: a
0 

+a1 ~ a2 (mod 2) if it is sufficiently close to C(p). 

Hence C(t ;"'t) will meet A3 LJ Aj with a multiplicity := a2 if 

. ' 

t is close enough to P• Such a circle will therefore meet 

A,; U Aj exactly a 2 times. 

J.lO.~. Lemma 3.19. There exists a nei&hbourhood M2 c::M3 

!;hich is met at most 'o ...... al+ a2 times by everr circle 

throua;h P• 

Proof: On account o!. Lemaaa ,;.1~, it sUffices to 
'. 

consider non-tangent circles through p. Hence it suffices 
\..,. 

to construct a one-sided' neighbourhood N2c:. Nj of p such 

·that any circleD through·p that meets N2 twice will meet 

By Lemma 3.16, Na can be chosen so small that any 

such circle D.:: C(uf,u2 1 p) (ui-,u2 e N2) is so close to C(p) 

that it meets M3 with a multiplicity ;; a
0 

+ a1 + a2 (mod 2). 

'1 '. 
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Since D meets N3 and Nj not more than twice each, it will 

meet M3 at mast a
0 

+ 4 times. This yields our statement 

Let a1 + a
2 

= 2, i.e., a1 = a2 = 1. Let e denote .> 

the end-point of N3, and suppose that the points u,v,e lie 

on N
3 

u e in the indicated order. Making N2 still smaller. 

we mar assume that it does not meet O(p,e,e) (cf'. ~ J.lOh 

Obviously N2 has no points in common with C(p} and C{e;"C). 

We have 

(ct. Fig. 3.14). Since a1 = a 2 = 1, it follows that 

(p,e,e) 
'l,• 

.,.· ,, 
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N2 c Q.(p) n Q(p,e,e), 

or else 

Renee relations (3 .191 and (J.l8) imply that N2 lies either . 

in QJp,u,v) or in C(p,u,v) •. Thus "2 does npt meet C(p,u,v). ., 

Any circleD through p and two points'o£N2 meets 

M; with a •ultiplicity a a0 -+ l + 1 (mod 2); i.e., it me•ts 

N3 u Nj an. even number or times. It me•t• Nj exactly twice. 

From the above. D cannot meet. N
3 

twice~ Hence D and N
3 

are 

disjoint and D meets ~ with the. total aultip~icity a0 + 2 

3.11.2. We can now prove Theorem 3.5 if a
0
+ a1 + a2 > 4. It 

suffices to show that there is a one-sided neighbourhood N]. 

c N2 of p such that n~ circle D through three points of 

Ni u p meets M3 more than a0 + a1 + a 2 times~ On account 

: ... 
ot Lemma 3 .19, we need only consider circles D which do not "' 

pass through p. 

,· ,.-.· 
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By Theorem 3.3 and Lemma ).16, Ni can be chosen 

such that any circle D meets ~ with a multiplicity s: a
0 

+ a1 + a
2 

(mod 2). Since p ¢. D, and since D meets N3 and 

N.J at most three times each, it will meet M3 at most six 

times. Tbis yiEllde our assertion. 

so small that the material in sections 3.10.4 and 3.10.5 

elrcle or 9 does not meet N1 u Ni •. Since a
0 

= 1, this cir-

.ole will intersect ~ at p. Henoe no circle of a can meet 

both N1 and Hi· Thus if the circle C0 meets N1 in three 

points, the circle C(R;e) intersects N1_ (ef. Lemma 3.14). 

However, C{R;6) does not meet Nf and hence Lemma 3.14 im-

plies that C
0 

does not meet Ni three times. Taking section. 

3.10.5 into account, we can state: no circle meets M1 more 

than five times. 

By Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.16, a neighbourhood 
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M
0 

c M
1 

of p exists such .that every circle through three 

points of N = M f\ N1 or of N' ;: M " N
1
' meets M.. with an o o o o -L 

even multiplicity i.e. four times. By Lemma ).19, any cir-

cle through more than four points of M does not go through 
. 0 

p, and hence meets eithe:r N0 or 1: three times. Hence, by 

the above result, M0 has the order four. 

l 
J.ll.z. The case (~.1.1;21. Let e c::: N2• e' c: N~. Let M e 

denote the neighbourhood of p with the end-pointe e and e'; 

Ne = Me f\ N2, N~ = Me f'\ N2•, By Lemmas 3.18 and ).19, C(e;'t') 

(c(e' ;t)) meets M2 exactly thre• times at p, exactly once 

at e ( e' ) , and nowhere elee. Tbus, by Theorem J. 3 and Lem-

mas 3•16 and 3.17, there ia a one-sided neighbourhood N1cN
8 

such that every circle through e (e·t) and two points or N1 
~ - - - ~ ~ - ~ -- ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - - - ~ - - - - ~ -
1. It may be that a short proof for this case, or the 

O.o=l. 
nature of the proof tor the case a

0 
.-+ a 1 + a 2 = 4 ~exists. 

This proof, however, has value in itself, for it is an ex

ample or a topological proof rather tban a geometrical one. 

We shall see more proora Qf this type in Chapt$r 8. 

., . 

,·,. 
'.,, ... · ., 

.·,f: 
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meets M2 exactly three times outside e (e') •. Since these 

three points converge to p with N1 , N1 may be chosen such 

that all these circles meet M
8 

exactly three times each. 

Now let u E N1, u' e N~ be arbitrary, and let tr de- -~-,. 

note the pencil of circles through u and u' (ct. Fig. 3.15). 

By Lemma ,3.19, C(p;'ff} meets M8 only four timea. Thus C(p;i1) 

meets Me exactly twiee at p, once each at u and u', and no-

where else. If t lies on N1 and is sufficiently e1ose to 

p, then C ( t; 11') continues to meet M6 exactly tour times ( Lem- ·t 

mas 3.16 and 3.17). Since C(p;~) ¢t, the fourth point t' 

lies on N~ (Lemma ,3.18 and Theorem 3.3). From the above, 



C(t;fl) passes neither through e nor through e'. Thus 

C.:: C(t;11') has the ,following properties: 

(1) p,e,e' lie on the same side of C; 

(ii) C meets N]. exactly twice. 

The circles C(p.;1T} and C(e' ;Ti) decomposeff into two 

open intervals. Let Tr1 denote that interval which contains 

the above circles G(t;11'). We orient T1' in the direction from 
1 ;'· 

C ( p ;17} to C (it~ ;11). The circle C satisfies ( 1) and ( 11) if 

it lies in 11i sld'ticiently close to C(p;ll') •. Put:.the circle 

D equal to C ( e' ; 11') it ( 1) and ( 11) hold true for every cir• 

ole of 11
1

; otherwise, let D denote the greatest lower boulid 

of the .set of all the circles ot rrl tor Ylii.ch at least one 
,. '· 

of these conditions is not aatiatied. Tb\1111 D :j: G(p;71). Let 

112 denote the sub-interval .ot 111 bounded by C(p;7l) and D. 

Every circle C E 17'
2 

sat.isfies (1) and (11 ). Thus C'; 

meets N8 (N~) in exactly one aore point t (t•), a.nd ·t lies 

in N
1

• The point t ( t' ) depends :continuously on.' C • For 

··.· .. ~. 

'·.·'" , ... ~ 

.I<) 

,, 
' 

.... -,\ 
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t ::/: u (t' :/: u'), the correspondence C-+ t (C ~ t') is 1-1. 

Hence it is strictly monotonic, even fort:::- u (t'== u') 

(cf. Theorem 3.4). Thus the limits r= lim t and r" 
C~D 

=lim t' exista. The point r (r') lies on the intersec
C~D 

tion of D with the closure of N1 (N~). It is different 

from p. 

If r' = e', the points t' cover the whole of N'. 
e 

In particular, 17'
2 

contains all the circles C(t' ;71), in-

eluding the case t' .:. u'. Thus every circle through u and 

u' that meets N~ at least twice, meets N~ and N1 - and even 

N - exactly twice each. e 

Let r' ::/: e'. Thus r' e N~. From the above, e ¢ D 

and e' ¢ D. Hence D lies in Tr1 and still satisfies con-

dition (i). Hence, (i) will remain valid tor all circles 

of1ii sufficiently close to D. In particular, these circles 

will meet N8 exactly twice. Thus r ~N1 • by the definition 

of D, and r will be the end-point of N1 different from p. 
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Thus the points twill cover the whole or N1 • Repeating 

the argument of the preceed1hg paragraph, we obtain: every 

circle through u and ut that meets N1 at least twice, meets . 

Ne and N~ exactly twice each. 

The last two paragraphs iaaply: any ci~cle that meets 

N1 and N~ at least twice eaoh, uetaN8 anci ~~exactly twice 

each. Hence such a circle meets . .M
8 

exactly four ti,mes out- -l 

side p. Combining this result with Le•a ).19. wt t;ind 

that the neighbourhood N1 u p V ~~ has the order four. 

3.11.8, The case a 0 ± a1~2 =- J. Suppose that the points 

p,t,u,v lie on N2 v p in the indicated order. The points 

t,u,v need not be mutuallydietinct. By·LeJDJ.'aa ,3.19, the 

circles C(p,t,u) and C(p,u,..,). do not meet If!· They inter~ 

sect M3 at each of these poi~ta. Hence · 

(3.28) Nj C £(p,t,u) 0 Q(p,u,v) 

(ct. Fig. ).16). Hence relation (3.21) implies that 

Nj c Q.(t,u,v). In particular, C(t,u,v) does not meet N2· 

. . ~.· 

; 

"' 



--·---
Fig. 3.16 

Symmetrically, any circle through three points of N2 does 

Let e e N2, e' e N2· Let M
8 

denote the neighbourhood 

of p bounded bye and e'. Let M1 be a neighbourhood of p 

whose end-points lie in M8 • By Lemma 3.18, C(e';!) meets M1 

exactly twice at p, and nowhere else. Thus, by Theorem J.3 

and Lemma 3 .16, there is a one-sided .neighbourhood N 
0 

c N1 

(Nl = Ml n N2) of p, such that every circle through e' ana 

two points of N0 meets M1 with an even multiplicity. 

Let t,u, e N0 • As we have seen, C(t,u,e} does not 
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(3.29} e ¢: C(t,u,u') 

for every t,u e N
0

, u' E Ni• Fu11thermore, C(t,u;e} meets 

M1 an even number of times. By the above, this circle 

meets N2 and N2 not more than twice each. Hence it meets 

N1 exactly twice. By Lemma ).19 it does not pass through 

p. Thus it meets Nf with an even multiplicity. Since 

e' E N2, e' ~ Ni, this multiplicity is less than two. Hence 

C(t,u,e') does not meet Ni• and we have 

(J.JO) e' ¢c(t,u,u') 

tor every t u e N u' e N1' • ' . o' 

Let u e N0 , u' e N!• By Lemma ,3.19, C(p,u,u'} meets 

M2 exactly three times. Thus it separates e and e'. If t 

moves on N
0 

between p and u, the circle C(t,ulu') depends 

continuously on t. By relations (,3.29) and {J.JO), it ne-

ver passes through e ore'. Thus every such circle C(t,u,u') 

also separates e and .e'. Hence it meets M
9 

an odd number of 
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times. The beginning of this sub-section implies that it 

meets M2 less than five times. Hence it meets M
8 

exactly 

three t.imes. Thus any circle through two points of N
0 

and 

a point of Ni meets N
0 

u p U Ni nowhen) else. 

Combining the above results with Lemma 3.19, we see 

that N
0 

tJ p IJ Nj_ has order.· three. This completes the proof 
~ 

of Theorem 3.5. 

).12. fiemark. 

Let peA decompose A into two arcs of order three. 

Then 

(1) p satisfies Condition I' if and only if p satis-

fies Condition I and a0 = l. 

(ii) A is strongly ditt'erentiable at p if and only 

i.f p is dif'ferentiable attd a
0

-:: a1 = 1. 

Proof: (i) Let p satisfy Condition I'. Then p 

satisfies Condition I, and a
0 

is defined. If a
0
=2, every 

non-tangent circle through p supports A at p. Thus there 
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. 
are sequences of circles through two points of A converging ) 

to p, whose limit circles are not tangent circles. Since 

this contradicts Condition I', a
0 

must be 1. 

Let p satisfy Condition I and suppose a = 1. 
0 

circle which converges to a non-tangent circle through 

p meets a small neighbourhood M= N v p v N' with an odd 

multiplicity, and does not. meet I up or N' u p more than 

Any 

once each. Thus it meets M exactly once. Hence any limit 

circle of a sequence through two points of A converging to 

p is a ~angent circle of p. Thus A satis.fies Condition 

I' at p. 

( ii) Suppose A. is strongly differentiable at p. 

Then A is also differentiable at p. By ( i), a = 1. 
0 

If 

a1= 2, section 3.3.2 implies that there are circles which 

meet an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of p three times, 

and which converge to a non-osculating tangent circle. 

Since every circle through three points converging to p 

converges to C(p), a1 must be 1. 
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Next, suppose A is differentiable at p and a0 = a1 =.:: 1. 

From (1) A satisfies Condition I'., Thus we must show that 

any circle through three pointe of A converging to p 

converges to C(p). 

If a 2 = l, section 3 .11. g implies that there is a 

small neighbourhood of p which is met at most thr:ee times 

by any circle. Thus the limit circle of a sequence through 

three points of A converging .to. p is an intersecting tangent 

circle, and is therefore C(p). 

where 1=1 or 2. Let M2 =N2UpVN2 be so·small that no 

circle meets M2 more than four times ( cf. § 3 .11. 6). Let 

M1 c: M2 be so small that if ee N1, C(e; 1:) meets N2· · 

Now choose III\0 C M1 so small that C{e,t,t') meets1 N2 Ni· 
- - - - - -- - -- - ~ - - - - - - - - -

1. Given two sets of elements, X and Y, where tc:.I, 

the set X-Y is made up of all the elements of X except 

those that are in the set Y. 

. , ~ 
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Thus C(e,t,t') does not meet M0 outside t and t'. 

C(t,t' ,p) is close to a tangent circle of p, and 

meets M1 with an even multiplicity. Thus C(t,t',p) meets 

N1 v p or Ni up three times, and hence C ( t, t', p} converges 

to C(p) with t and t•. 

Let D be any circle through four points t,u,eN0 , 

t' , u' , s N6 converging to p. Now u and u' c: Q { e, t, t' ) • 

Since u and u' ¢ C { t, t' , p) , at leest one (and hence both) 

of the points u and u' lies in the region, 

Q.(e,t,t') 1\ C(t,t' ,p) 

Thus 

c ( u, t, t' ) c [2. ( e, t, t' ) n C(t, t: p ij u ~ ( e, t, t' } n Q. { t, t' , p ~ v t u t' 

as t, t' -+ p, any limit circle of C ( u, t, t' ) will_ be a tangent 

circle of p. 

C0 = lim C ( u, t, t' ) 

c::fQ(e;t}tl'C(p)) u [c(e;t)f'\Q.(pl]u c(e;t')UC(p) 

= [2. ( e; r) 11 c ( p l] u c ( e; r; ) v c ( p) • 

Since D cannot meet M2 more than four times, C
0 

cannot 

,J 
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intersect A outside p. Hence 

and therefore C0 = C(p). 

·.' ·; 



CHAPTER IV 

VERTICES OF CLOSED CURVES IN THE CONFORMAL PLANE 

~ Introduction. 

A closed curve in the conformal plane is one for 

which the two points whose parameters are end-points of 

the parameter interval, coincide. 

One of the reasons for the subsequent investigation 

is to obtain a strictly conformal proof of the Four Vertex 

1 Theorem. This goal has not yet been reached; the purpose 

of this chapter is only to indicate some of the steps 

likely t.o lead to a proof· of this theorem. 

4.2. 1: -vertices. 

Let p be a differentiable point of a closed curve 
----~ ... ------------- ..... - ......... ----.,-
1. For a statement and proof of this theorem, see 

Blaschke, "Vorlesungen Uber Differential Geometrie", 

Dover 1945, page 31. 

109 
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A, and let p have the characteristic (a
0

,a1 ,a2;i). We 

shall assume that p is not a multiple point of A. Let 

t be ·the pencil of tangent circles of A at p. Suppose that 

A has finite t-order, i.e, every circle of 1:' meets A 

in a finite number of points. We call a point u r p 

a ! -vertex if C ( u'; 't) supports A at u. ~.Ye call p a 

1 1: -vertex if every tangent circle of p supports A at p. 

~ Preliminary Material. 

The following remarks will be useful in our discussion. 

4~3.1. Suppose that a circle C ~ets A in a finite number 

of points, and that C intersects A at u. Then the end-

points e and f of a suitable neighbourhood M of t on A lie 

in opposite regions with respect to the circle C. Hence 

the complement M' of M in the arc A has its end-points e and 

f in opposite regions with respect to the circle C. But 

C meets A in only a finite number of points, and therefore 

C must intersect M' in an odd number o£ points. Thus 
._ .. - ..... - ......... 

•., _., 

,A:: 
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every circle C intersects A an even number of times. 

!t. 3. 2.. Suppose the tangent circle C supports A at t :# p. 

Then C .::j: p, and there is a neighbourhood M of t on A whose 

closure lies in Qvt,say. In particular, the end-points ot 

M will .lie on the same side of c. Let C' be a tangent 

circle in £ v p, and let it be close enough to C that these 

end-points will still lie oh the same side of C' (cf. Fig 4.1). 

Since C' separates them from t, C' will intersect 1•1 in two 

points. On the other hand, a tangent circle in C CJ p will 

not meet M. 

4•3•J• If all the tangent circles support A at p, then 

a1 = 2, and for every circle ce t there is a neighbourhood 
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M df p and two one-sided neighbourhoods of C in r such that 

each circle of one of them intersects M twice, while each 

circle of the other one does not meet M outside p. 
--._ 

4.3.~. If the circle C of ! intersects A at t, there is a 

neighbourhood M of t on A whose end-points lie on opposite 

sides of c. Let C' be a tangent circle close enough to C 

that these end-points c>re separated by C'. Then C' inter-
.. :.) 

sects N in at least one point. 

Y.:_ Curves With a Finite Number of 'L -vertices. 

Theorem 4.1. If the number of 1-vertices of A is 

finite, it is even. 

Proof: Let C
0 
~ p be an ar?itrary circle orthogonal 

to t'. {Thus pc:.C
0

). If t ::j: p, then C(t;t) intersects 

C0 at exactly one point P(t) ::P p. If t::: p, then define 

C{p;'t} tobbe C(p). If G(p)::.p, define P(p) to be p; if 

C(p) ::/: p, define P(p) to be the intersection =/: p of C
0 

with C ( p). Then C ( t; 't ) and P( t) depend cont inuoualy on 

t over the whole ot A. 
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If t runs through A, then the point P(t) changes its 

direction if and only if.t passes through a L-~ertex. This 

follows for t ;:/: p from the definition ( § 4.2) of !-vertices 

and from section 4.). 2; for t.: p, it follows from section 

4.2 and section 4.3.3. Thus P(t) changes its sense only a 

finite number of times. The mapping P(t) of A on C
0 

being 

periodical, this number must be even. 

Theorem 4.2. A gas no ~-vertices if and only if 

every proper circle of r meets A exactlY onee outside p. 

Proof: Suppose that every proper circle of L meets 

A exactly once outside P• If Ce r supports A at a point 

u ¥ p, then there exist circles of~ close to C which 

intersect A in at least two points close to u. Hence 

there are no r-vertices at points u # P• Since C inter

sects A exactly once outside p, it must intersect A at p. 

Thus p itself is not a t-vertex. 

On the other hand, suppose that A has no T-vertices. 

If the point t runs through A at in the proof of Theorem 4.1, 
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the point P(t) does not change its direction on C0 • Hence 

P(t) makes at least one complete circuit of C0 ; in particular, 

f(t) passes through p. This happens only when t= p and 

C(p):p. Thus P(t) makes exactly one circuit of C0 , and 

hence every proper circle of r is met by A exactly once 

outside p. 

Corollary 1. If A has no !-vertices, then C(p):p. 

Corollary 2. If every proper circle oft meets A 

exactly once outside p, then C(p): p. 

Corollary 3. If a cirele C oft (C :j: p if C(p) = p) , .. 

does not meet A outside p, then A has at least two t-vertiges. 

Corollary 4. If a circle -C of~ (C i p if C(p)=§) 

supports A at p. then A has at least two ~-vertices. 

Proof: If C does not meet A outside p, then A 

has at least two ~-vertices. If C intersects A outside 

p, it intersects A once more (ef.§ 4.3.1), and again A has 
';,·-

at least two !-vertices. If C supports A outside p, A has 

one, and hence at least two, r-vertices. 
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4.4.1. By definition, A has L-order n if no circle meets 

A outside p in more than n points, and eome circle meets A 

n times outside p. 

Suppose that A has 1-order n, and let C be a circle 

orr which meets A in n points #: p. If C fl (A-p) is 

composed of m poihts of support which have neighbourhoods 

lying inC, k points of support which have neighbourhoods 

lying in Q., and r points of intersection, then mt-k .. r::: n. 

Consider two circles, C t and C", ofT • If C' c. C up is 

sufficiently close to c, it meets A in exactly 2mtr points 

{cf.t4.3.2), while if C"c:Qup is sufficiently close to C, 

it meets A in exactly 2k .. r poihts. Since A has r-order n, 

we see that 

2m+-r .S n ~ m+k+r 

and 

whence m ~ k ~ m. 

Thus m = k. Since 2m +or.:: 2k ... r = n, we_ see in addition that 

r .= n ( mod 2 ) • 

'_;, 
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4.4.2. :{:fA bas !-order 2n+l, then a circle ce7.", which 

Meets A in 2n+l points outside p must intersect A at p 

{cf. §4.4.1 and§4.,3 .. 1). Again by section 4.4.1, there is 

a circle C' of ! sufficiently close to C which intersects 

A in exactly 2n?l points outside p. Hence the non-oscu-

lating circles of"t intersect A at p and therefore C(p)= p 

(c£.9 2.6). These remarks enable us to extend Theorem 4.2, 

Corollary 2 to 

Corollary 5. If A has 1:-order 2n+l, then C ( p) = p, 

and the non-osculating circles ot 'C intersect A at p. 

;.~ •. ~. Theorem 4. ~. Suppose that a tangent circle, C 

of A at p. meets A in exactly n points :f: p. Then A has at 

least n-1 r-vertices. 
. 1 

If, in addition, the non-oscula~ing 

tangent circles support A at p, then A has at least 

T" . 2 n ...... vertices. 

1. This condition is, of course, automatically sa

tisfied if' C(p} # p. 

2. Sections 4.4.1 and 4.3.1, together with Theorem 4.2 

Corollary 5, imply the (corit'd on Page 117 (bottom)) 

,· 

'·: ~ 
,·¥' 
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Proof: The points ::f p of A 1\ C decompose A into n 

closed arcs B such that no interior point ~ p of an arc B 

lies on c. Let B
0 

denote that arc B which contains p. It 

is sufficient to prove 

" 
( i) Each B ::f.: B

0 
contains at least one interior 

1:' -vertex; 

and, under our additional assumption, 

(ii) B also contains an interiorT-vertex. 
0 

For each B we define the subset V;;:: )J (B) of 1: as 

follows: if B ::/: B
0

, then V shall be the set of those circles 

'of 't that meet B; if B .:: B , then ).) is the union' of C ( p) 
0 

with the set of all the tangent circles which meet B outside p. 

In either case, V will be a connected, closed sub-

set oft. If B :f:: B
0

, or if B = B
0 

and C(p) '# p, then V does 
- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - ~ - - ~ ~ ~ - -

following remark: If n is positive and even, then the num-

ber of intersections of C with A outside p is even. Hence 

C supports A at p and the additional assumption is automa

tically satisfied. On the other hand, if n is odd, thts 

condition cannot hold. 

,.~ .. 

'., 
. .;, 

• '> ;.: ;~ 

.. 



not contain the point-circle p. If B .:. B and C ( p) : p, 
0 

llS 

then, from our additional assumption, all the tangent cir-

1 
cles support, and some tangent circles near p will not be-

long to V. Hence V is a proper subset (i.e. a closed sub ... 

interval) orr. At least one of the end-circles of Y, say 

C', is different from C. Thus C' f'\ B does not contain the 

end-points of B. Since C' e:)), this circle actually has at 

least one point in common with B. If 0' intersects B out-

side p, every circle of L close to C' also intersects B. 

Thus any point :F. p of C' n B is a point of support, i.e., 

at -vertex. Suppose that C' 1"\ B ; p. Then B .:: B
0

• In 

this case, Y ::: C { p) v C ( t; 't), where t e B
0

, t =I= p, and 

since C•eV, it follows that C'::::::. C(p). Hence C(p):: C' 

supports B0 at p. By our additional assumption, p is a 

r-vertex. 

We can write the proof of Theorem 4.3 in a different 

1. By definition, p is a t-vertex itJ, this case. 
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way, using the orthogonal circle C
0 

of Theorem 4.1. 

The circle C ~I, which meets A inn points outside 

p, again divides A into n closed sub-arcs B; B0 is that 
-.. ' .. ~ 

sub-arc B which contains p. 

If t moves through B ~ B0 , P(t) moves on C0 , and 
.· ·-

returns to its initial position without passing through p. 

Thus P(t) must reverse its direction on C0 , and B must 
..,_.,' 

therefor~ have an interior t' -vertex. Since P ( t ) ::j: p when 

C ( p) :j: p, this even holds true when B :::. B
0

, provided C ( p) :# p. 

If C(p)::: p, p'is a I-vertex by definition provided the 

other circles of~ support A at p. 

It, in this theorem, C n A contains m potnts of .,''. 

support different from p, our proof shows that we have at 

least m + n- 1 t-vertices, and at least m+ n under the 

additional assumption. 

From Theorem 4.1, we obtain 

Corollary 1. If a circle of t meets A in 2n points 
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different from p, then A has at leaet 2n t' -vert :Lees, 

Theorem 4. 4. Suppose that there is a circle of "t 

i 
(different from p if Cip)~ p) !hich meets A only at p. . ' 

Then A has· exact:ly two 1:-vertiees if and onJ.x if no circle 

of ~ meets A in more than two points different from p. 
I 'I 

Proof: Our. assumption,implies that the non-oscula-

ting circles or"t support A at p (cf.§4.).1 a:pd Theorem 

2.8). Suppose there exists a circle C of "C which meets A 

at more than two points ::/: p. By Theorem 4.3, A has at 

least tnree T-vertices. 

Now suppose that no circle of~ meets A in more than 

two points ::f p. Let Y be the closed interval consisting or 

C.(p) and all those circles of 1:' which meet A outside p. By 

our assumptions, V is a closed, connected, proper sub-inter-

val or!. As t moves over A, P(t) moves over a proper sub-

arc of C0 (cr. Theorem 4.1), and returns to its starting 
·-·' 

point. Hence every interior circle of~ meets A at least 
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twice outside p. If A ha~ another !-vertex, P(t) would co-

ver an arc of C0 at least three times, and then some circle 

of r would meet A at least three times. Thus A has exact· 

ly two t-vertices, which belong to the end-circles of V, 

where P(t) reverses its direction. 
'l 

Theorem 4. 5. Suppose that t.here is .a circle of r 
' "{ 

(different from p if C(p} = p) which supports A at p. It A 

has exactly four t-vertices, then A has r-order four. 

Proof: Our first assumption implies that the non-

osculating circles of r support, and hence there exist cir-

cles of T which do not meet A outside p. 

If A has exactly four L-vertices, Theorem 4.3 im-

plies that the !-order of A does not exceed 4. By Theorem 

4.4, the !-order is at least J. Section 4.4.2 implies that 

A has ! -order 4. 

4.~.~· The following are examples of curves with no r-verti-

ces. two T -verteces t. and .four r -vertices respectively. The 
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first three examples refer to !-vertices relative to the 

origin as fundamental point ·or the pencil ~. 

3 5 (a) x.::t, y~t. The non-osculating tangent circles at 

the origin intersect. They therefore intersect at their 

only other point of contact with the arc, and we have no 

r-vertices. 

(b) 2 x=t, y::st. The non-osculating· tangent circles at the 

origin all support. The x...;axis meets the arc o~ly at the 

origin and at oo, and since it supports at the origin, it 

must also support at oO • Thus we have a t' -vertex at oo. 

The osculating circle also eupports at the origin. Hence 

we have a L-vertex at the origin. The non-osculating tan-

gent·e~rcles which do not go tprough oa intersect the are 

in two points outside p and do not meet the arc elsewhere 

except at the origin. Thus we have only two ~~vertices. 

(c) r .: a:.,tan e sec e,. o ~ e <·17/.4, Jlr/4 ~ e <11; 

r = a cosec 0, 

.-,:.: 
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12.3 

All the circles of ~ support at the origin, and hence give 

r1se to a r-vertex there. The circle r=i2a sine of 7: 

supports the arc at r.::- .f2a, e .:: 17/4, and at r ~~a, e ~ 3'11/4. 

Our .final "t-vertex is found at r-= a, e :: 11'/2., for the cir-

cle r = a sin e supports the arc there. 

(d) This example again illustrares an arc with no '-vertices. 

Its particular interest lies in the fact that the same arc 

was used as an example of an arc having two ~-vertices, 

where the fundamental point of r was the origin. 

Let A. be the parabola x = t, y = t 2 • The tangent 

circles of A at t::: 00 are straight lines parallel to the 

y:..axis. Each of them intersects the parabola exactly once 

for a finite value of t, and therefore must intersect A a-

gain at t: Od. 

hh 11'-vertices. 

Let p and s be differentiable points of a closed 

curve A, and let p (s) have the characteristic (a0 ,a1,a2;1}. 
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We shall assume that p and s are not multiple points of A. 

Let fl be the pencil or circles through the fundamental pointa 

p and s. Suppose ~bat A has finite ~-order, i.e., every cir-

cles or 11 meets A in a finite number of points. We call the 

point t ::f p,s, a lf-vertex if C(t;tr} supports A at t. We 

call p (s) a v~venex if the non-tangent circles of rr at p 

(s) support A at p (s) when C(a;rp) (c(p;Ts>) supports, or 

1 
intersect A at p (s} when C(s;"t'P) (c(p; 7:

8
}) intersects • 

~ R!marks Use.ful in the Deve:tppment of the Theory of 

1T -vert ices. 

4.6.1. Suppose that the circle C(t;11) supports A at t ::/: p,a. 

Then there is a neighbourhood M of t on A whose closure lies 

in Q.(t;11) u t, say. In particular, the end-pointe of M will 

lie in Q.(t;»). Let C' lie in the region 

[g_(t ;11) n c] U r~(t ;11) n g_] lJ p V It 

l· The symbol C(R;tq) means "the tangent circle o£ A 

at q thro.ugh Rll, for all points q e A, and R I= q. 

':'-' 
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say, where C is any fixed circle of 1l such that 

M c [Q(t;11) tl c] U t. 

Suppo~e that C' is close enough to C(t;rr) that the end-

points of M will lie on the same side of C'. Since C' se-

parates them from t, C' will intersect M in two points. On 

the other hand, a circle of 11' in the region 

fg_(t;ll) n 9.] u fc(t;1l) n c] u P us 

will not meet M. 

4.6.2. If the circle C of 11 intersects A at t, there is a 

neighbourhood M of t on A whose end-points lie on opposite 

sides of C. Let C' be a circle of 17 close enough to C that 

these end-points are separated by C1 • Then C' intersects M 

in at least one point. 

4.6.). Suppose that C(s;\) supports (intersects) A at p. 

Then the end-points of a sufficiently small neighbourhood 

M = B1 v p v B2 of p on A will lie in the same region (in 

different regions) with respect to C(s;!p). 



', ·'! ··"' 

Suppos-e that the non-tangent circles through p sup.. 

port (intersect) .A at· p. Let C t be the orthogonal circle 

to C ( s; -zp) through p and s' (cr. Fig. 4. ~). Since c' sup-

(b) 

ports (intersects) A at p, B1 and B2 must lie in the same 

region (in different regions} with · res_peet to C' • We lose 

no generality in assuming t~at B1 U B2 lies in the region 

Now let C
0 

be any. circle which is orthogonal to the family 

11, and let R be any point of C
0 

which lies in the region 

~; 

. '. -~ 
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and therefore C(R; ) meets 1·1 only at p. Hence this circle 

(which can be as close to C(s;fp} as we please) does not 
' : ~' 

•• ll, 

meet M outside p. 

On the other hand, if the-non-tangent circles of~ 

at p intersect (support) A at p, then B1 U B2 lies in the 

region 

say. ·Let t 1 E B1 (i = 1,2). Then 

c(t1 ;ll) c [£' fl g_(s;rP}] u [o' ll c(s;t'P)] up us, 
~·· .. 

say, while 

I ,.,~ 

Hence all circles of 11 ciliose to C(s; Lp) meet M at least. 

once outside p. 

Obviously, the above is also true when we inter-

change the roles of p and s. 

~ Curves with a Finite Number of "-vertices. 
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Theorem 4.6. If the number of 11-vertiees of A 

is fini·te. it is even. 

Proof: Let C
0 

=/: p,s, be an arbitrary eircle 

orthogonal to 1r. C{t;~) intersects C0 in exactly two 

points, ?(t}, and P'(t}. Thus P{t),P'(t) and C(t;l.r) 

depen<t .continuously on t over the whole of A. 

If t runs through A., then the points P(t) and 

P'(tl change their direction if and only if t passes through 

a 11 -vertex. This follows for t #: p,s from the definition 

(§ 4.5) of 11-vertices, and sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2; for 

t::: p or s, it follows from section 4.5 and section 4.6.3. 
' ~. •' . 

Thus P(t) and P'{t) chan&e their direction only a finite 

number of times. Since. the direction of motion of P{t) 

and P'(t) on C0 must be the same when a circuit of A is 

completed as when it began,· the number or changes of 

direction must be even. 

Theorem ~.z. If every circle of~ exctpt C(s;~) 
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and C(p;I's) meets A exactly once outside p and s, then 

(i} A has no ~-vertices outside p and s, 

(ii) C(s;rp) and C{p;t8 ) ~o not meet A outside 

p and s, 

(iii) A has no 11'-vertices. ,:r 

Proof: (i) Suppose that C ( u; 11) supports A at a 

point u # p,s. Then there exist circles of 17' close to 

C(u;V) which intersect A in at least two points close to 

u, contrary to our assumption. Hence there are no 11-ver-

. ··-'· 

ticea at points u ~ p,s. 

(ii) If C(s,tp)(C(p,t'8 )) meets A at a point 

u # p,s, then by (i) and section 4.6.2, there are circles 

of 11 close to C ( s, r ) ( C ( p, l's )) which meet A in at least 
p . 

two points =/: p and s, one being near u, and the other near 

P' Ul). Hence C(s;t'p) and C(p; L8 ) do not meet A outside 

p and s. 

(iii) In view of (1), we need only cortsider the 
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points p and s. If C(s;Lp} supports (intersects) A at p, 

then by {ii} and section 4.3.1, it supports (intersects) 

A at s. We have a 1f-vertex at p if and only if the non-

tangent circles at p also support (intersect} A at p. If 

this is the case, C(u;17'), u::; p,s, will intersect A at u by 

(i); by section 4.3.1 and our assumption it will inter-

sect support) A at s. But since C(p,Ts) supports (inter-

sects) A at s, s is not a 17-vertex. Thus we have only one 

11 -vert·ex on A, which contradicts Theot-em 4.6. Hence A 

has no 11-vertices. 

(iv) If C(sftp)::C(p;t8 ):::r O, then a circle C' of 11' 

close to C will meet A at least twice outside p and s, 

once near p, and once nears. This follows from (iii). 

~. The Relation Between fr-vertices and r-vertices. 

If we allow the point s e A approach peA along 

A, then the pencil1T through p and s becomes the pencil t' 

through p. We obtained a 1i-vertex at p if the non-tangent 
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circles of1l supported (intersected) A at p when C(s;l"p) ·,. 

supported (intersected) A at p; we now get at-vertex at 

p if the non-osculating circles oft support A at p when 

C{p) supports A at p (it is impossible !or all the circles 

of "t to intersect A at p). A 11-vertex at a point u e A, 
' 

u # p when p and s coincide is simply a 1: ... vertex at that 

point. Therefore, if appropriateminor changes are made, 

any theorem that is true for . 11' -vertices is also true for 

'I -vertices. The converse of this statement i.s not true; 

. ' 

the study of 1T-vertices is more complex, as can be seen from 

the small part of that theory which has been presented here. 



CHAPTER V 

DIFFERENTIABLE POINTS OF ARCS IN CONFORMAL 3-SPACE 

~ Introduction. 

We now begin an investigation in eontornaal 3-space 

which parallels the work in two dimensions. The change 

from two to three dimensions is of considerable note, chief

ly because or the fact that instead of dealing with one con

tinuous entity (the circle) and the discrete point-pair, we 

now must consider two continuous entities, the circle and 

the sphere. 

~ Differentiability. 

Let p be a fixed point of an arc A, and let t be a 

variable point of A. If P, Q, and p are mutually distinct 

points, the unique circle through these points will be de-

noted by C(P,Q;Y0 ). The symbol Y
0 

itself will denote the 

132 
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family of all circles through p, including the point-circle 

p. 

A is called once-differentiable at p if the follow

ing condition rl is satisfied: 

r1 : If the parameter t is sufficiently close to, 

but different from, the parameter p, the circle C(P,t; Y
0

) 

is uniquely defined, and converges if t tends to p. 

Thus the limit circle, which will be denoted by 

C(P;t1 ), is independent of the way t converges top. The 

family of all such circles, together with the point-circle 

p, will be denoted by the symbol t 1• 

A is called twice-differentiable at p if, in addi-

tion to the condition Il• the following condition is also 

satisfied: 

r2: If the parameter t is sufficiently close to, 

but different from, the parameter p, the circle C(t;t1 ) is 

uniquely defined, and converges if t tends to p. 
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The limit circle of the sequence C(t; 1 ) will be 

denoted by c(2(2) the osculating circle of A at p, and oc-

casionally by the symbol ¥2 alone. 

l:.l:.. Structure of the Families ot.CirclesThrough p. 

In this section, relations among the families of 

circles "11
0

, 11 , ~' are discussed. 

Theorem 2.1. Suppose A satisfies condition rl at p. 

Then t does not coincide with p if the parameter t is auf-

ficiently close to,·out different from, the parameter p. 

Proof: Let P be any point different from p. By 

condition rl' c ( p, t; ~) is defined when the parameter t is 

close to, but different from, the parameter p. Thus t I- p • .. 

Theorem 5.2. Suppose that A satisfies condition rl 

at P• Then the angle at p between an:y two circles of '6 1 is 0. 

Proof: Let P,Q,R1 ,R2, be variable points, and let 

R1 and R2 converge to the same point R. Suppose there is a 

sphere separating R from both P and Q. Then 
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(5.1) 

1 
whether or not the circles themselves converge. In par-

ticular, the angle between C(P;~1 ) and C(Q;¥1 ) is equal to 0. 

Corollary 1. If C { P; ¥1 ) and C (.Q; li) have another 

ROint in common, they are identical; thus there is one and 

only one circle of ~l through each pgint Pip. 

Corollary 2. rl consists o£ those circles C which 

meet a &iven circle of Y1 at p at the angle o. 

Proof: Let Pc C, P# p. Suppose that C meets some 

circle of ¥1 at angle 0 at p. Then C and C(P;¥1 ) also meet 

at angle 0 at p and have the point P in common. Hence they 

are identical. 

Corollary 3, ~l hqlds for a sinsle point Pip, 

then it holds for all such points. 

Proof: If Q :/: p, by relation (3.1), 

-- ---------- -'-- .. - ... ------ ... -- ... 
1. This becomes obvious if we let P or Q be the fixed 

point at infinity. 
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Hence C(Q,t;¥0 ) converges to the unique circle through 

Q which touches C(P;Yl} at p. 

Theorem 5.3. Suppose A satisfies the conditions 

r:t, and r 2 at p. Then 

Proof; It is clear that )"
0 

:::> ¥1 • If C LY2 ).::: p, it 

belongs to¥ 1 by definition. Suppose C(¥2 ) :/:- p. Then 

c(¥2 ), being the.limit of a sequence of circles C(t;¥'1 ) 

each of which touches a given circle C(P;¥'1 ) or~i, must 

The conditions r
1 

and r 2 a~e independent. Consider 

for example, the arc 

2 {(1-~)sin t-1
, 

X. ::: t , y ::: t , Z ~ 
0 , 

0<\tl~~

t::: 0 

~ ~ .... -+ 
Considering the vector t :::- xi+yj+zk, we let e be the angle 

between t and the x-axis. The vector t represents the 
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circle of 't through the point at infinity and the point t. 
0 

As t~O, 
........ 
i.t t 

cos 
e = \11\~\ ::.1t 2+t4+ [t 2/2 ( l+t 2 ) tO ( t3 )] 2sin2t -1 

~ 1 as t ~ o. 

Thus Condition IJ. holds at t = 0 for the point od, and 

therefore by Theorem 5.2 Corollary 3, it holds for all po~nts 

p * p. 

However, condition I2 _is not satisfied at t::: 0. The 

plane through the x-axis (which by the ·above 6 "11) and the 

point x( t), y( t), z ( t) contains circles which pass through 

t and which touch the x-axis; i.e., it contains the circles 

C(t;~l). This is also true of the sphere through t which 

touches the xy-plane. Thus C(t;'t1 ) is the intersection of 

the former plane and the sphere. But as t~O, neither the 

sphere nor the plane, nor the intersection of the sphere 



and the plane, converges. (The method of determining this is 

similar to that. used in§ 2. 4 J Hence 1'1 does not hold. 

!Jt. Differentiable Points of Ares . 

In addition to the conditions I'l_ and !2, three more 

conditions, involving spheres, are introduced. Suppose 

P1 Q, and R are any three fixed points such that P,Q.R, and 

p do not all lie on t~e same circle. It will be conven-

ient to denote the unique sphere through p and the points 

P,Q, .and R, by the symbol S{P,Q,R;~0 ). ct will denote the 

family of all. spheres through p, including the point-

sphere p. 

A is called thrice-differentiable at p if the 

following three conditions are satisfied: 

~. 
1' If the parameter t is sufficiently close to, 

but different from, the parameter p, the sphere S(P,Q,t;oc,) 

is uniquely defined, and converges as t -+p to a limit sphere 

which will be denoted by S(P,Q;~). 
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~2 : If the parameter t is sufficiently close to, 

but different from, the parameter p, the sphere S(P,t;Oi) 

is uniquely defined, and converges as t-.p to a limit 

sphere which will be denoted by S(P;<J2). 

5
3

: If the parameter t is sufficiently close to, 

but different from, the parameter p, the sphere S(t;6""2) is 

uniquely defined, and converges as t-+p to & limit sphere 

which will be denoted by S(dj). 

The family of all the spheres S(P,Q;6i), together 

with the point S!'here p, will be denoted by the symbol 

6j_. The family of all the spheres S(P;02) will be denoted 

by the symbol 6""2; if G ( )'2 }::.p, this family will also include 

the point-sphere, p. The members of ~ and oz will some

times be called sint5l:y tangent (or 1-tangent) and doubly 

tangent (or 2-tangent) spher~, respectively. The unique 

osculating sphere,S(6j) will occasionally be denoted by 

the symbol ~ alone. 

The point p is called a differentiable point of A 
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if A is thrice-differentiable at p. 

5.5 Structure of the Families of SEheres Thro~h p • 

Althou&}l the conditions It. and ~ are independent, 

not .all the conciitions !1,~, li., E;. and ~3 are inde-

pendent. In· addition, the families of spheres <fO•Oj_•~• 

and e") are closely eonnected ·with the families of circles 

:ro' ~'r' and (2. 

Theorem ~.4 Supeoee A satisfies condition .2::1 

at p. Let C be an: circle, Then t ¢ C if the parameter 

t is sufficiently close )o, but different from the parameter p. 

Proof: The assertion is cl~arly true if p ¢:C. 

Suppose p cc, and let P ,Q, p be mutually distinct points on 

c. By ,condition ~1, S(P,Q,t;OQ) is defined when t is 

sufficiently cloee to p. 'rhus t ¢ C(P,Q,p}.: c. 

The follo~ing example shows that !l does not 

imply ~l in general ( cf., however, Theorem j. 5). Consider 

:the arc 



:.-.. 

. ' 

f
t2cos t -l, 0<1 tf~ 1 

X= t, y=. 
0 , t= 0 

z = it2sin t -1, O<l tl~l 
l 0 , t.: 0 

in the neighbourhood of t = o. If P:oa, Q = (1,0,0), and 
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, 

p:(O,O,O), the sphere S(P,Q,t;CO) does not converge, while 

for example, C(P,t;~) converges to the x-aais; by Theorem 

5.2, Corollary 3, ~ is satisfied. 

Theorem 5.5. ,If A satisfies ~l at p. then f;_ holds 

there, and 

(5.2} C(Qi-)j_l=ll 1 
S(P,g;qyl. 

p 

Conversely, let A satisfy ~ at p. Then ~l holds 

at p for all pai-rs P,Q 1 such that P¢ C(Q;¥'1 ); then 

S{P ,Q;51} = S [P;C (Q; ¥11 
Proof: Suppose that .2'1 holds at p. If Q :/: p, 

1 im C ( Q, t ; )'0 ) = 1 im IT S ( P , Q, t ; 00 ) 
t-+P t~p P 

= II S(P,Q;6j_}. 
p ___ .. _______ ... _ ..... __ ... -.- ............ 

1. Given a family, 11, of spheres (or m-spheres in 

higher dimensions), by the symbol Irs(P;1i} we mean the p 

intersection of all the spheres belonging to 17. 
common 



Hence C ( Q, t; Y ) converges, and 
0 

C(Q;(1 > = ]Is(P,Q;OI)· 
p 
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Conversely, suppose that Ii. holds. If P ¢ C ( Q; ~i) , 

then P ¢:. C(Q,t;~) when t is sufficiently close to p, and 

(5.3) s [ p; c ( Q; ll il = lim s [P; c ( Q' t; (0 a 
t~p 

== lim s(P,Q,t-;co). 
t_,p 

Thus for all pairs of points P and Q such that P ¢ C ( Q; ~i) , 

S(P,Q,t ;cr
0

) converges, z
1 

i! satisfied, and S(P,Q;Oj_) is the 

sphere through P and C(Q;Y1 ). 

Corollary 1. There is only ope sphere of O'i_ which 

contains two points not on the same circle of"( 1 • 

Remark: Condition rl is still satisfi.ed when ~ l is 

replaced by a weaker assumption, namely: 

and suppose further that s1 n s2 = C ¢' P• Then 11. holds at p. 

Proof: Let Sin s2 ::: C' •. Then C'~ C, and C';:, p 

and t.. As in relation ( 5.1), 
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Thus, C(P1 ,t;~) converges to the unique circle through P1 

which touches C at p. By Theorem 5.2, Corollary J, rl holds 

at p. 

If, however, s1 n s2 = p, r1 need not hold; for ex-

ample, take P1 = o<>, Q.:: (l,O,O), P2 = (0,0,2), Q2 ::: (1,0,1), 

p :: (0,0,0), and let A be the arc 

{
t sin t -l t 0 < I tl ~ 1 

x-::. , 
0 , t~ 0 ' 

y = t, - 2 z- t • 

Si converges to the•xy-plane, S! converges to the sphere 

2 2 2 x + y + z - 2z :: o, but :q does not hold. 

Theorem 5.6. Suppqse that :E1 holds at p. Choose 

C E ¥1 , C ::1; E: . Then CSj_ is the set of all seheres which 

touch C at p. 

Proof: Suppose that a sphere S(P,Q;Oj_) or OJ. meets 

C in a point R "/ p. If R c. C(Q; ~), then by Theorem 5.5 

and Theorem 5.2, Corollary 1, 

S(P,Q;C1j_) .::> C(Q;li):::: C, 
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while if R ¢ C(Q;t1), 

S(P,Q;6]_}.::: S[R;C(Q;l(1 )]:::: S(R,Q;C1j_) 

S [Q ;C ( R; r1 l] :: S ( Q; C) :::::> C. 

Conversely~ suppose that a sphere S touches C at p. 

If S=>C, then SE.CJ}_ (Theorem.5.5). If S nc.::: p, choose 

a point Q <= S, Q.# P• Let C0 = S(Q;C) n S. Then C
0 

touches 

and C0 e ll, it follows from Theorem 5. 5 that S E ~. 

Th!orem 5~7· If' A satisfies -2'1 and ~ at p. then 

.r1 and I'2 will alto bold there, and equations ( 5. 2) and 

C(2f2 ) :a JI S(Pjt12) 
·. p 

(5.4} 

will be satisfitd there, Conversely, .let A satisfy :q..!!ll! 

hold at p for P, and S(P;C2) will bt the sphere through P 

and C(~J..:. 

Proof: Suppose that ~ and ~ hold at p. In view 

of Theorem 5. 5, we have only to show that ~2 implies q, 
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and that relation (5.4) holds. By relation (5.2), 

1 im C ( t ; ~i ) ::::: lim JI S ( P , t ; Oj_ ) 
t~p t~p p 

= IT S(P;"2). 
p 
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Hence C(t;Y1 ) converges, and C(~2 ) =-TI S(P;t12)~ Thus ~2 p 

implies r2 and relation (5.4) holds. 

Conversely, suppose that r1 and J2 hold and that 

ficiently close to p, and by Theorem 5.5, 

sfi';ccr2 ~ == 11m s[P;c(t;r1 ij 
t~p ·. 

= lim S (P, t ;C1j_). 
t~p 

Hence S(P,t;Oi) exists and converges. Thus S(P;~)=S[P;C(r2 ~. 

Corollary 1. If A satisfies~1..J.X1 and~) at p, 

then A is once- {twice-) differentiable there. 

In particular, this implies 

Corollary 2. If R is a differentiable point of A, 

then rl and r2 hold there. 



Proof: By relation {5.4}, 

S(t;~) :JII S(P;<>2> 
p 

.:::c('2). 

This implies 

,' / 

Corollary 4. It S(Oj)::::. p, then C(l2} == p. 

Corollary 5. If c(r2 ) ;E p, ~ consists of the 
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The conditions rl and Jr2 by themselves do not imply 

L 1 in general, whether or not C ( ~) ::= p. Consider, for 

example, the arc 

{
t3 sin t-1, 

X= t, Y= 
0 • 

0<\tl~l t3 cos t•l, O<lt\~1 
' z :: , 

t-;0 0 , t=:O 

which satisfies IJ. and I} at t-= 0, C <t2) being the x-axis. 

When P=OD, Q: (l,O,O), the sphere S(P,Q,t;OQ) is a plane 

through the x-axis, and this plane does not converge when 

t ~ 0. Thus L 1 is not satisfied. 

Condition ~l is a very strong one, for it implies 
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not only !l, but, as the following theorems show, L"2 and 

rz as well, and even ~3 in the case c<t2 ) =F p. 

Theorem 5.8. Suppose that A satisfies 2"
1 

at P· 

Then A also satisfies :2:2 at p. 

Proof: Let P be any point f:: p. Theorem 5.4 implies 

that t does not lie on C(P;i1 ) if t is close to p. Hence by 

Theorem 5.5, S(P,t;Oj_):::: s[t;C(P;t1 )]. Let QC:. C(P;¥1 ), 

Q .:/: P, p. Then C ( P; ~ 1 ) = C ( P, Q; Yo) • Thus 

s ( p' t ; Di ) = s [t ; c ( p , Q ; )'0)) 

= S(P,Q,t;~), 

and L1 now implies that 

(5.5) lim S(P,t;~) 
t~p 

S(P,Q;<1j_). 

Since S(P;52) exists for each ~oint P .:/: p, 2 2 is satisfied. 

Corollary 1. If A satisfies 2
1 

at p, it also satis-

fies r2 there. 

Proof: By Theorem 5.7, condition ~2 implies f2· 

Corollary 2. If A satisfies L 1 at p, then p is a 
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cliff'erentiable point of A if and only if S ( t ;0"'2 ) converges 

as t~ p. 

Relation {5.5) implies 

Corollar:c 3. S(P;cr2) E <7i.:. 

Theorea 5 .9. Suppoee that A satisfie§ E 1 (and hence 

~2 • Il· and f2l at p. and auppose t~at c{r2> # p. Then A 

also satisfies ::k3 at :p. 

Proof:, lf t is close to, but different from, p, 

S(t;02) is defined. By Theorem 5.4, t¢ C()'2,,), and by The

orem 5.7. S(t;cr2) = s[t;C(i2l]. Let Pc::. C(t2), P-:/: p. Then 

by Theorem 5.3, Corollary l, C(¥2 ) = C(P;~) and hence 

::::: S(P,t;<'1,), 

Condition ~2 now implies that 

(5.6) lim S(t;~)= lim S(P,t;Oj_) 
t-?p t~p 

:: S(P;Ci)• 

Thus S ( t; c-2) converges, and .2:"3 holds. 
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Corollarx 1. If A satisfies condition ~1 at p. and 

if C((2) # p. then p is a differentiable point of A. 

The following example shows that p need not be a 

differentiable point of A when ~l is satisfied and C ( ( 2 ) = p. 

Consider the arc defined by 

Y:::: tJ, z ~ ft. 4 s

0

in t -1, O<t tj~ 1 

t t.::: 0 
• 

It can readily be verified that A satisfies · 2
1 

at t= 0, 

and that the spheres of ~2 touch the xy-plane at the origin. 

Thus C(X2 ) is a point circle. However, as t ~0, S(t;0'2) 

oseillates • and x2 + y 2 + z2 ± z.:. 0 are two accumulation 

spheres of the sequence S ( t ;<1'2). Thu$ ~3 does not hold 

at t::O. 

Theorem 5 •. 10. Let L 1 hold at p. and let C(~)=p. 

Then 02 is the set of spheres which touch a given proper 

sphere of 02 at P• 

Proof: Let P and Q be variable points, and let C be 

a variable circle converging to a fixed point. Suppose there 
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is a sphere which separates this point from P and Q. Then 

lim cr[s(P;C) ;S(Q._;O ~ = 0 

whether or not the spheres S(P;C) and S(Q;C) themselves 

1 
converge. In particular, let P and Q be fixed points =f: p, 

and let C.: C(t;~1 )~p, as t~p, tEA, t::/=p. Then 

(5.7) <t[s(P;o-2);S(Q;C12)] = lim ..(fs(P,t;O]_);S(Q,t;~1 )] 
. t-7p 

= o. 

Hence any two spheres ot ~ touch at p. 

Conversely, let S be a sphere which touches S(P;62)• 

Choose a point Q C S, Q :/: p. Then S(Q;02) also touches 

S(P;tf2) at p, and S(.Q;o-2) .:::: S. Thus S E Cf2· 

qo;yllau 1,. ~ &s the familY of spheres, the inter-

section or any twb or which is c(t2) (ct. Theorem 5.7, Cor. 5). 

CorollarY 2. There is one and only one sphere of 

~ throuih each point s_t:c(¥2); i.e., if Qc::: S(P;Cf2.L. 

-------------------------
1. This statement becomes o8vious if we let P or Q 

be the fixed point at infinity. 
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Theorem 5.11. If p is a differentiable point of A, 

then -
( 5 •• ) 

Proof: Evidently 00~ ~· Theorem 5.8, Corollary 3 

shows that 01 ~ 02· This can also be seen as follows: let 

· P :/: p. By Theorem 5.6, any sphere S(P;"2) ·of 02 is the li-

mit of a sequence of spheres S(P,t;ot), each of which touch-

es a proper circle C€)(1 at p. Thus S(P;62) also touches 

Cat p, and S(P;02)EE Oi• 

Let C(~) .:p..p. By Theorem 5.7, 02 is the set of 

all the spheres through C ( )'2 ). Renee S ( 03), being the li-

mit of a sequence of spheres through C((2), is itself a 

sphere through C((2), and thus a sphere of~· Relation 

(5.6) also implies that 6"2::>6J when c(r2):Fp. Suppose 

C(¥2):: p. By Theorem 5.10, ~ is the set of all the spheres 

which touch a given sphere-:/:: p of 02 at p. Hence S(<:rj), 
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being the limit of a sequence of such tangent spheres, is 

itself a sphere of 02· 

This section ean be summarized by the followin~ re-

mark: let p be a differentiable point of an arc A. Let 

P ¢ p. In addition, if S(Oj) :/: p, let Pc: S(c1j). Let 

fc(t2) if C((2) :/= p }S(Oj) if S(OJ) # p 

c=Lc(P;~i) if c('t
2

)= p' s:{i(P;02) if s{cr
3
)=p· 

Then cc:s, and the structures of~, 0!, and d2 are 

completely determined by C and ·s. 

5.6 Intersection and Sup.eort Properties of the Families 

Let p be a differentiable interior point of A. 

Theorem 2.12. Everl sphere S i= S{Oj l eithor sppport§ 

or intersects A at p. 

Proof: If S niether supports nor intersects A at p, 

then pc::. s, and there exists a sequence of points t~p, 

teA fl S, t :1: p. We may assume that conditions ~1, Zz•, 

and ~J hold for this sequence since they hold for any 

,, •.. 
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sequence t~p, tEA, t-;ip. Ohoose points P and Q on S 

such that P,Q, and p are mutually distinct, Then condition 

L1 implies that S=S(f3,Q,t;ool for each t, and hence 

By Theorem 5.5, S= S(P,Q;di} _::, C(P;f
1

). By Theorem 

. 
5.4, t ¢. C(P;rl}, and again by Theorem 5.5, 

s -= s [t ; c ( p; r 1 J = s ( p, t ; di ) • 

Condition 22 now implies that S=S(P;02). 

Finally, by Theorem 5.7, S~C(t2 ), and by Theorem 

5.4, t ¢ C(K2). If cct2) =/= p, Theorem 5. 7 implies that 

S:::: s[t;C(¥'2 ij:::: S(t;02), 

while if c(l(2 ).:; p, Theorem 5.10 implies that S=S(t;02)• 

Applying the condition ~3 , we are led to the contra-

diction S= S(6j). 

Theorem 5.13. If S ( 6j l =: p. then the spheres of 

~2-03 all intersect A at p. or thex all support. 

Proof: Let S' and S" be t-wo distinct spheres of 

d2-6)· Since S(C)) p, Theorem 5.7, Corollary 4 implies 
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that S' and S" touch at p. Thus we may assume that 

S"c::(pLJS') and S'c(pU2"). Suppose now, for example, 

that S' supports A at p whileS" intersects (cf. Fig 5.1). 

Then A n S" is not vo1(1, and hence A c ( p US'). Let t~ p 

S" 

Fiea 5.1 

in A f\§."; thus tc .§." fl S'. Hence 

S(t;cr2 )c (2"flS'} up. 

Consequently S(t;Cf"2) cannot converge to S(<Sj)= p as t~ p. 

Thus S' and S" must both support or both intersect A at p. 

Theorem 5.14. If S(Cj) ::/::. p and C(~2):p, then everl 

sphere of a;:;r3 supports A at p. 

:· 

. ' 
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Proof: Suppose that C(~2 )= p, so that the spheres 

of 0"'2 all touch at p (Theorem 5.10). . Let S e 6"'2, S ::f S ( Oj), 

S :f:. p. If a sequence of points t exists such that teA (I S{ 

t~p, then each S(t;~2) lies in the closure of S. Hence 

5(~.3) will lie in the same domain, and therefore even in puS. , 

Similarly, the existence of a sequence t 'E A fl.§., t ·~ p, 

implies that S{Oj)c:.p\1.§. Thus if S intersects A at p, 

S(6j)C(pus)n {pV§.)= p; in other words, S("j)=P· 

~~) support A at p. or they all intersect. 

Proof: Let S' and S" be two distinct spheres of 

intersection S'f\ S" is a proper circle C
0

.:: C(P,Q;~} 

( C.i == C ( P ;¥i); c2:: C ( ~ l). Suppose, for example that S' 

intersects while S" supports A at p. With no loss in 

generality, we may .assume that Ac.S"tJp. Thus An.§.' and 

Ans• are not void (cf Fig 5.2). If teA(),£' by Theorems 
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S(t;6"2)::S(t;C2)) lies in the closure of 
,.:; 

Letting t~p on A, we conclude that S(P,Q;~) (s(~;~~;S(03)) 

lies in the same closed domain. By letting t' converge to 

p through S't'\ A, we obtain symmetrically that S(P,Q;cr1 ) 

{s(P;~); S•JOj>) also lies in the closure of 
' .. ~ .. 

Hence S(P,Q;Oi) (s(P;~2);S(Oj)) lies in the intersection 

S'u S", of these.two domains. i.e., S(P,~;~l) (s{P;~2 );S(~3)) 

is either S' or S", contrary to our e.ssu~tions.. Thus S' 

and S" both support or they both intersect in this case. 

~· . Suppose now that gt f\ S".::. p. In view of Theorems 

·,.·· 
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5.13 and 5.14, there remain to be considered only the 

cases where S' and S" both belong to ~0 -0)_, or both belong 

to C:5"'!-o-2• By Theorem 5.6, any sphere S through p, which 

does not touch a circle C of ¥
1

, belongs to ~-~; by 

Theorem 5.6, Theorem 5.7, Corollary 5, and Theorem 5.10, 

any sphere S which touches a circle C of Yl but does not 

contain C ((2) ilL case C (4"2 ) ::f::. p, or does not touch a 

proper sphere of ~ in case C((2 )~ p, belongs to 61-02· 

intersects S' andS" respectively in a proper circle. 

From the above, S and S', and also S and S", both support 

or both intersect A at p. Thus S' and S" both support or 

both intersect A at p. 

. 
Theorem 5.16. If C(4"'2 l :/= p. every sphere of 61.=.£2 

supports A at p. 

Proof: Suppose Se ~-d'2 intersects A at p. Let 

t--.p, tE A11§., t ::/: p. By Theorem 5.6, C(t;t1 ) touches S 

at p and hence C(t;~)c .§.Up. Since C(t;ii}-?C(t2 ), it 
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follows that C ((2 ) c.§. US. If t' converges to p through 

All S, it follows symmetrically that C(ct'2 ) c S V S. Thus 

C(Y2)c S. Since S £:/: ~, however, Theorem 5. 7 implies that 

i:1. A Classification of the Differentiable Points. 

erentiab1e point p of an arc A is defined as follows: 

1 = 1,2, or J. 

~o-= 1 or 2. 

a1-:: 1 or 2. 

a2: 1 or 2. 

a3 == 1, 2, orca. 

i = 3 if' s (OJ) ::: p. 

a
0

.is e•en or odd according as the spheres of ~-ay 

support or intersect. 

a
0
+a1 is even or odd acco~ding as the spheres of 

oi-~ support or intersect. 
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of ~2-0j support or intersect. 

S(~J) intersects, while a3:oo if S(Oj) neither supports 

nor intersects. 

Theorems 5.16, 5.14, and the convention that S(Oj) 

supports when it is the point-sphere, lead to the following 

restrictions on the characteristic: 

If 1 = 1, then a0+a1 must be even; 

As a result of these restrictions, there are just 32 types 
.< 

of differentiable points; there are 12 when 1 = 1, 12 when 

i = 2 , and g when 1 = 3 • 

· Examples of each of the 32 types are given by the curves .. ' 

(I} m n r x:t, y;;.t;, zat, 

'. 
for the cases a3 = 1 or 2, and 

m n z;{trs

0

in t-1 , if O<ltl~1 x;t, y:t, 
' t:: 0 

{II) , 



for the cases a3:oo, all relative to the point t= 0. 

The indices m,n, and r are positive integers and m<n<r. 
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The different types are determined by the parities of the 

indices m,n, and r, and the relative magnitudes of m,n,r, 

and 2m. In each of these examples the circles of Yl and 

the spheres of C02 touch the x-axis at the origin. In the 

case i = 1, o-2 is the family of planes through the x-axis, 

while in each of the cases i= 2 or 3, 62 is the family of 

spheres which touch the xy-plane at tthe origin (cf. remark 

at the end of t 5. 5). 

Table 5.1 lists e:ltamples of all the types of 

differentiable poibts, tegether with their characteristics; 

table 5.2 summarizes properties of these types. Congruences 

are mod 2. Figures 5.3 to 5.14 inclusive illustrate the 

various types of curves; differentiable at the origin, 

having the indicated characteristics at this point. 

'.,) 
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' 
tion i= 1 m<2m'(n'r i=2 m<n<2m-<r i :::.3 m<n<r<.2m 

(1, 1, 1, 1; 1) rsO (1,1,2,1;2) r === 1 (1,1,1,1;3) r:J. 
ns 1 n= 0 naQ 

(1,1,1:,2;1) r~ 1 (1,1,2,2;2) r;Q (1,1,2,2;3) Fe ·' ' 

m:1 iMR1 m=:1 
(1,1,2,1;1) r: 1: (1,2,1,1;2) r:!!!!1 (1,2,2,1;3) r:l 

··I·· 

r n:O n=-1 n=1 ·:.~: 
.. ·~~ 

~ (1,1,2,2;1) r:::O (1,2,1,2;2) r:s.O (1,2,1,2;3) teo:; 
I \ ~··c , .... '. 

(2,2,1,1;1) r:: 0 (2,1,1,1;2) ra.1 (2,1,1,2;3) r:o :', 

n.::1 na1 ng1 
(2,2,1,2;1) r:1 (2,1,1,2;2) r.::=. 0 (2,1,2,1;3) r-l 

m~O m:::O ms; 0 
f 

(2,2,2,1;1) r.= 1 {2,2,2,1;2) r= 1 (2,2,1,1;3) i r:l. 
n::O naO n=O 

~'~ (2,2,2,2;1) r:::.O (2,2,2,2;2) r=O ~2,2,2,2;3) ri:Q·' .. ,·: 
)' '•':'!; 

(1,1,1,oo;1) ( 1, 1, 2 ,oo; 2) 
·; 

~~ n::::1 n=::O ·f 
m=:: 1 m;1 

(1,1,2,oo;1) n.:::..O (1,2,1,00;2) n~1 
.;. y:{ 

II ~> 

( 2' 2 J 1 ,oo; 1) n::::-1 (2,1,1,oo; 2) n~l " ', ; 
''',, ... ,,"< 

m::=O m=.o 
( 2 ' 2 J 2 ,oo; 1 ) n== 0 (2,2,2,oo;2) n=..O 

Table 5.1 

., ' 



1 C(y:a) S(Oj) 

l ;j:p :j:.P 

--

' 

2 =P :F-P 

' p p 

Characteristic 
-

(a0 ,a1 ,a2,a3;i) 

(a0 •al,a2,a3 ;1) 

a
3

:: 1 or 2 

(a
0

;a1 ,a2 ~OOi 1) 

(a0 ,a1 ,a2 ,a_,;2} 

a
1

.::: 1 or 2 

( a0 , a 1 , a 2 ,co; 2 ) 

(a0 ,al,a2,a3 ;3) 

a3 :.1 or 2 

Restrictions 

~"'l-<t"2 sup-

ports 

~2-o-3 sup-

ports 

OJ sup-
ports 

a
0 

+ a
1 

;:O 

a
0
+a1+a2 ~0 

a 0-+oa1+a2+a3 = 0 

Table 5.2 

; ' ·.-. 

c c 

Ko. 
Examples: (I) or (II) 

of 
C( ¥2} S(OJ} 17Pes 

I ~8 ~1\ 
::·' ~ 

m<2m<n<r x-axis xy-plane "' 

-~ ~~ 
> 

II 4 
_: .. 

--

~ I ' 8 ,/ 
/ 

m<n<2m<r X=Y.:7Z•0 xy-p1ane ·: 
__ ;:. 

l~ ~:: 

II 4 .:<' :·: ... , -,• 

i~¢ 
.-

m<n<r<2m I x::y.::-z::;O X=Y-=Z:: 0 8 
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CHAPTER VI 

1... 

CHARACTERISTIC AND ORDER OF DIFFERENTIABLE POINTS IN 

CONFORMAL 3-SPACE 

6.1. Introduction. -
The goal of this chapter is the proof or the fol-

,, ··~ 

lowing theorem, which is analogous to Theorem J.l. 

Theorem 6.1. Let p be a differentiable point of an 
j ••• 'i 

arc A in conformal 3 -space. Suppgse that p has cbaracteris-

tie ~ a0 .a..!1.a.!ca-!3 ; i). Then the conformal order of p is not 

This theorem implies 

Corol,lary 1. If the order of p is bounded, then to 

every neiJhbourhood of p there correspon4s a sphere .arbi-

trarily close tjo S(Ojl which does .not pass through p. and 

which intersects that neighbourhood in not less than a0 + a1 

166 

'"' 
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+!.2...±..!J points. 

6.2. Arcs of Finite and Bounded Spherical Order. 

An arc A is said to be of finite spherical order if 

it has only a finite number of points in common with any 

sphere. If some sphere meets A n times, and no sphere meets 

A more than n times, where n is some specific integer, then 

A is said to be of bounded spherical order,and n is called 

the (spherical) order of A. If p is any point on A, the 

order of p is the minimum of the orders of all the neigh

bourhoods of p on A~· 

Lemma 6.1. Let B be an arc of finite order, If a 

sphereS intersects Bat t,.then everz sphere sufficientl;x: 

close to S intersects B in at le.ast one point. 

Proof: The end-points of some neighbourhood Me B of 

t lie in different regions with respect to s. Hence they 

also lie in different regions with respect to any sphere S' 

sufficiently close to s. Since M and 5' have only a finite 
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number of points in common, one of them must be an inter-

section. 

It is clear that S' will intersect M in an odd num-

ber of points. 

~ Proof of Theorem 6.1. 

The enauing discussion simplifies the proof of The-

orem 6.1. As in section 5.4, OJ• 02• ~· and 00 will de- .,c(. ' 

note the families of tangent spheres S(C1j), S(P;62), 

S(P,Q;~1 ), and S(P,Q,R;~) respectively. Now suppose that 

P, Q, and R are fixed points such that p ¢ C ( P ,Q,R). The 

symbol 7T4 will denote S ( t13) ; 1ij ( t) , P; ( t) , and -n;_ ( t) will 

denote the linear families of spheres S(t;~), S(P,t;Oi), 

and S(P,Q,t;<r
0

} respectively. n:(t) will denote the linear 

family of spheres S(P,Q,R,t). 

6.3.1. Let M be any neighbourhood of p on A. We wish to 

show that to every sphere Sr-l E fTr_1 there corresponds a 

sphere of rrr arbitrarily close to, but different from, sr-1, 
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which meets M outside p in not less than ar points. If p 

has finite order, and if M is small enough, we can even say 

that there are spheres of Tr close to S l which meet M out-r r-

side pin ar+2n points,.na.o (r.:O,l,2,3; we assume that 

6.;.2. Let Tr be a sphere of the family 11r - n;_..,1 , r:O,l, 

but let E3 ::. T .3 when S (OJ) :::. p. If r< 3, or if r:::: 3 and 

C (Y2 ) ::/= p, Er will not be defined. In any case, we define 

1 
the regions 

.and 

(cf. Fig. 6.1}. 

Let 1I'r ( ~) denote the set of those spheres of 17r 

1. If Sr+l is the point-sphere p, 2r~l is void, and 

Sr+l is the whole plane with the exception of the point p. 



\ 
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I 1\ 
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E. I ,, --r 1 
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(b) .r= 3, CJ~):::. p, S(Oj) # p 

0 

( c ) r.:: 3 , C ( Y 2 ) = p, ·S ( <rj ) :::. p 

Fig. 6.1 
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' 
that pass through ~r (Er). Then every sphere of71r.except 

_,',.;;_ 

Tr and Sr+l belongs either to ~ or to 1Tr. By intersecting 

~r with an orthogonal circle C
0

, we can construct a 1-1 cor-

respondence between the spheres of ~ (71r) and the points 

of co, and hence an ordering of the spheres in 11r rrrr). 

We can choose our neighbourhood M so small that Tr 

and Sr+l have no points in common with the two one-sided 

neighbourhoods N and N' into which M is decomposed by p. 

This follows for S .:::: S ( 6j) from our assumption a3 < 0(1 , and 

for the other spheres it follows from Theorem 5.12. Thus N 

(N') lies intirely in the region ~r or else entirely in the 

-region Er• Let t and t' denote the points of N and N' re- ~ 

spectively; thus either all the spheres ofT/r(t) belong to 

"[r or all of them are in Tfr. Without restriction of genera-

for every t. Let eeN. Then ~(e) is the end-$phere of a 

one-sided neighbourhood 0 of Sr+l in Tfr. If t moves from e 

top, then TTr(t) moves in1Tr from ~(e) to Sr•l• Hence the 
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spheres 1/r(t) omit none of the spheres of cS, i.e., every 

sphere of S meets N. Let Se~. Thus S lies between 1Tr(e) 

and Srt-1:::: lim lfr(t). If t is sufficiently close to p, 
t-+p 

then t does not belong to s, and S will also lie between 

1Tr(e) and -n;.(t). Since e ¢. s, and since the points t and e 

lie in Tr f'l 2-r+l• they will also be separated by S. 

Let the order of p be finite. Then we may assume 

that M is also of finite order. In addition, S will meet N 

in a finite number of points only, and at least one of them 

will be an intersection. Replacing N by the one.sided 

neighbourhood of p with end-point e, we can even state that 

S will intersect N in an odd number or ·points. 

Similarly, there exists a one-sided neighbourhood 

6! ot Sr+l in 1fr sueh that each or its spheres meets N'. 

If p has finite order, and if N1 is sufficiently small, then 

~ can be chosen such that each sphere of 6' intersects N' 

in an odd number of points. 

' • .1'.''1' 

' '·' 
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6. 3 .,; • If' ar = 1, then one of the spheres T r and Srtl inter-

sects, while the other one supports M at p; therefore N'e !r• 

If ar= 2, then Tr and Srtl either both intersect or both 

support; hence N' e Er. Thus the spheres nr ( t' ): belong to 

!rr or to Tlr, according as ar=l or 2. This holds true, in 

partieular, or the spheres of the neighbourhoods S and 6' • 

Since <fEfl'r, it follows that 6 and S' lie on opposite sides 

or sr ... l or on the same side, depending on whether ar.:: 1 or 

ar= 2. This implies our statements in section 6.).1. 

6,3.4. The proof of Theorem 6.1 now follows readily. Ob-

viously, we may assume that the order of p is finite, and 

in particular, that a3< oo • 

. We prove our theorem by first approximating s4 :: S(O)l 

: Tj4 by a sphere S3 ~f 7r3, S3 by a sphere s2 of Ti2, s2 by a 

sph~re S1 of 111 , and finally we approximate s1 by a sphere 

which does not contain p. 

Let M3 be a neighbourhood of finite order of p on A. 

. ·: ~ 

. ,,,· 
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From section 6.3.1, there exists a sphere s3 e~ close to, 

but different from, S(<Sj) which intersects 1-13 in not less 

than a3 points t 3 outside p. 

In M3 we construct mutually disjoint neighbourhoods 

a3 of the t3 and M2 of p. Choose.a point P on s3, P¢ C(~). 

Then 83 =. S(P;O}). Let rr2 be the pencil of spheres of Oj_ 

through P; thus ff2 (t) = S(P,t;O'i) and s
3

:: lim ff2 (t). By 
' ' t~p 

section 6.3.1, there exists a sphere s2 E ~ close to, but 

different from, S3, which intersects M2 in not less than a2 

points t 2 outside p, and which intersects each s
3

• 

In M2 , we construct mutually 'disjoint neighbourhoods 

Then s2 = S ( P, Q; <1j_). Let 1T 1 be the pencil of spheres of 6J. 

through P and Q. Thus 111 ( t) . S(P ,Q, t ;oo), and s 2 

==lim 711 (t)• By section 6.3.1, there exists a sphere s1 t-?p 

of rfl close to, but different from, S2, which intersects M1 

in not less than a1 points t 1 outside p, and which intersects 

' ";/ 
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In M1 , we construct m\ltually disjoint neighbourhoods 

B1 of t 1 and Mo of p. Choose a point RC S, R¢ C(P,Q;Ya)· 

Let fr
0 

be the pencil of spheres through P,Q, and R, and let 

~(t) = S(P,Q,R,t). Then s1 ::: lim f/
0 

( t) : 
t~p 

By section 6.3.1, 

there exists' a sphere so' of rro close to' but different from, 

s1 , which intersects Me in not 'leas than a0 points t 0 out-

side p, and which intersects- each of the a1 + a2 + a3 ares, 

·. will intersect M3 in not le&.s than a0 + a1 + a2 + a
3 

points, 

all of which are different from p. 
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CHAPTER VII 

ARCS OF SPHERICAL ORDER FOUR IN CONFORMAL )·SPACE 

:zd:..s. Introduction. 

This chapter extenos to three,dimenaions the work 

of sections ).4 to 3.8 inclusive. The faet already noted 

in section 5.1, that we are now dealing with two continuous 

. . 

entities, the circle and the spher•, will make this work 

considerably more delicate than that·ot Chapter III. ::s 

We denote an arc of order four · ( et. § 6. 2) by the .. :.: 

1..:.l!. Two Lemmas on Arcs of Finite SJ?h!rical Order. 

Lemma 7.1. A point of an arc A of finite order 

converge$ if its paramcpter tends tq one of the end-points 

. or the parameter interval. 

In particular, ·this· is tru.e of an are of order four~ 

176 
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Proof: Let t 2i and t 2i+l (1 ::.0,1,2, ••• ) be two se-

quenees of points whose parameters tend to the same end-

point of the parameter interval. Suppose that lim t 21 = p, 
i -:IJOO 

and lim t21~1 = q, where p and q are accumulation points, 
i~OO . 

and p =1: q. We may assume that tn+l lies between tn and tn-+2 

on the are. 

Let S be a sphere which separates p and q. Then 

for sufficiently large n, S separates tn and tntl• Thus S 

meets·A in an infinite number of points, contrary to our 

assumption. 

By the above lemma, we see that A4 has two well-de· 

fined end-points. 

Lemma 7.2. An end-point of an arc A of f4nite or-

der is automatically differentiable ~in the sense of sec-

tion 5.4). 

Proof: Obviously, A has only a finite number of 

points in common with any circle C(P,Q,p) through mutually 

·,~ .' < 

... / 
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distinct points P, A, and p. Thus, when t E A is sufficiently 

close to p, the sphere S(P,Q,t;o;l is defined. 

Suppose that there are two sequences 6f points, t
21 

and t 2i+l, different from p, convergi,ng on A to p such that 

converge to different limit spheres, S
0 

and ,sl respectively. 

We may assume that tn+l lies between p and tn. If 1 is 

..... 
' . 

'· . 

Then S a~d S'.will separate Sn and S 1 , and therefore t
0 nt . 

and tnTl for every large n. Hence the $Ubarc of A bounded 

by\.tn and tntl will meet SUS'. Thus A will meet SUS' an 

infinite number of times. This is impossible. Hence 

condition Z1 holds at p. 

Tile above discussion shows that~ and ~ also are 

satisfied at p (cf. Theorems· 5.8 and 5.9), where in the latter . ! 

case, C(¥2) if.= P• 
,. ,{ 
~ l '. 
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If C((2 >~ p, then by Theorem 5.10, the spheres of 

0'2 a1i t9ucl'j at p. Let t
21 

and t 2i+l be two sequences of 

points converging to p in such a way that S(t 21 ;~) and 

S ( t2i+l; o-2 ) approach two different limit spheres, S
0 

and 

s1 respectively. Each of these limit spheres, being the 

limit of a sequence of spheres that touch any sphere of 

o-2 at p, also touches any· sphere of 02 at p. 

Suppt&9, to begin, that s and sl are both proper 
0 

further, -spheres. Suppose that slc~up and s
0 

c s1 up. 
.'·1·', 

Consider a. f'phere SE <1'"2, Sc (~0 n ~l) Up. Then S separates 

S
0 

and S1 except at the point p, i.e., s1c §.=P and 

S
0

c "S' up, say. Hence, for sufficiently large i, S ( t 2itl ;02) 

C£ up and S(t21 ;6"'"2 )c= Sup. Here again, the arc A crosses 

C an infinite numaer of times, which by our hypothesis is 

impossible. 

If now, s1 for instance, is the point-sphere p, 

consider two proper spheres of <12• S and S', where Sc§.0 Up, 

S' c::. S0 up, and S
0

c S n §.' v p. Then for sufficiently large i, 
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these two regions are separated by S t.lS', one or both of 
'. ~ . 

these 1:)pheres w11a. meet A an infinite number or times. 

Since this again is impossible by our hypothesis., condition 

• 
~3 holds, and ;the point p is differentiable • 

"'·.' 

~ Multiplicities; 

7.3.1. We call a sphere S a general {r-1)-tangent sphere 

of order of contact r-1 (r 2,3.or 4) .at a point t of an 

are A if' there exists a sequence of r-tuples, t3.,t2 , ••• tr, 

or points which converge on A tot sueh.that Sis the limit 

of a sequence or spheres S' through t:tle t
1

• Let te A4 .. Any 

sphere through t will intersect or support A4 there. A 

general (r-1}-tangent sphere intersects A4 at t if r is odd, ' ~' 

and supports A
4 

at t if r is even. 

We usually call a general )-tangent sphere a 

general osculatin& sphere. 

Let p be ·an end-point of AJ.. As in section 3. 7, 

we introduce multiplicities and count p r-times on any 

-J. :-. 
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sphere of O"'r...;1-o-r (r:: 2,3}, and four times on S( Oj). A 

point teA4 vp is counted r times on_ a general (r-1)-

tangent sphere ( r::: 2, 3, 4). We wish to prove th• following 

:.-""' 

theorem: 

. Theorem z.l, No sphere meets Aq;CJ p more than four 

ti1'9es; i.e,,tbe ipelusion of R apg the intr2duction of 

m:ult,iplicitiee does not alter the ordtr qf. A4~ 

The proof of Theorem 7.1 results from the discus-

sian i:n the rem~inder of section 7.3. 

7.,J .. 2. Lemma ?.3. If a seh§re § ID&ets A
4 

in three point!, _ .) 

then a,t least two of these poin-ts· are intersections. 

.. ·,: 

.M1 be sufficiently small neighbourEoo-ds of q1 ( i = 1, 2, 3). 

If qi is a point o£ $Upport, then there is a sphere close 

to s which meets M1 in two points. 

Suppose that q1,q2 , ·and q3 a:re all points of ... ~· 

support. If K]_ ,M2, and M3 all lie in ,2, say, ~hen the-re 

"'.·"·J 

' .2 



exists a sphere close to S which will meet A4 at least six 

must intersect A
4 

in a fourth point q4; hence there is a 

sphere close to S which meets A4 at least five times 

(cr. Lemma 6.1). Both of these cases are impossible since 

A4 is or order four. 

We note that by the latter argument, 1 f M1 c:: .§. and 

-M.3 c:. S, then S intersects A
4 

at some point. 

Suppose that ql and q2 are points of support, 

while S is a point of intersection. If M1 ,M2 c §., then, 

as before, some sphere close to S will intersect A4 five . ; ~ . ' 

· times. If M1c §. and M2c s, then let r be the necessary 

point: of intersection on A
4 
n S, and let S 

0 
be a sphere 

which separates q1 and q2• Hence S
0

fl S:::: C is a proper 

circle. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 

S'C: (£n2o) V(St')S
0

)UC, which is· sufficiently close to 

S, will meet M1 and M2 twice each. Since r is a point of 
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~·· : \ 

intersection,.S1 will also meet A4 near r (cf. Lemma 6.1). 

This again is a contradiction. 

Lemma 7.3 implies 

Lemma 7.4, A sphere S through four points o£ A4 

does not support A4 .. at any o-f these points. 

PI'oof: By Lemma 7 .J, A4 f\ S ·has at moa:$t one point 

of support, then there is a sphere close to S which meets 

·.- ·< 
A4 five times,- once each near q1 ,q2, and q3, and twice 

near q4• This is impossible. 

z.J.3. Suppose that a sphere S through p meets A4 in four 

• "I• 

: :·;:_ 

intersections. Choose disjoint neigb:bourhoods N. of p and 

M of q which do not contain q2,q3, or q4• If t converges 

.· ~ 

Lemma 6.1, s•.will inters.,ct Mitt is sufficiently close to 

p. He.nce this sphere meets A
4 

in no fewer than five points, 
•''· ~ 

.. _::A. 

contrary to the definitioh ot A4. This yields· 



Lemma 7.5. No sphere meets A
4 

V p in five points. 

Lemmas 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 imply 

Lemma 7.6. A sphere S through four points of A4~ 

does not support A4 at anx·of these points. 

Proof': By Lemma 7.3, A4 n S has at most one point of 

support. If there is one point of support, Lemma 7.4 im-

plies that S goes through p. Hence.a suitable sphere 

through p \1Cl ich is close to S, will meet A4 tJ p five times, 

contrary to Lemma 7.5. 

Note that Lemma 7.6 is a generalization of Lemma 7.4. 

7.3.4. Suppose that a sphere S of ~l meets A4 in three 

points q1 ,q2, and q3• By Lemma 7.6, they are all intersec-

tiona. Choose disjoint neighbourhoods N of p and M of q1, 

which do not contain q2 or q3• If t converges to p in N, 

will intersect M if t is sufficie.ntly close to p. Hence 

this. sphere meets A4 U p in no fewer than five points, con-



',·; ·: 

trary to Lemma 7.5. This yields 

Lemma 7.7. No s-ehere pf.Oj_ meets A4 in three points. 

Suppose a ~here S of Oi supports A
4 

at q. Then 

some sphere· of <:r1 close to S will intersect a neighbourhood 

of q in two points. This, with Lemma 7.7 yields 

Lemma 7.$. If a sghert of ~ 1upports A4 at somt 

pgtnt, then ·it dp!s not meet A4 again~ 

z.3.5. Suppose thata aphere S of ~2meets A4 in two points ' '·' 
·._·.:·.\;< 

ql and q2•. By Lemma 7.8, both points are intersections. ·,, 
;. 

Choose disjoint neighbourhoods N·or p and M of q1 which do 

'' 

converges to S. By Lemma 6.1, S' will intersect M if t f.s 

sufficiently close to p. Hence this sphere meets A4 in no 

' 
fewer than three points, contrary to Lemma 7.7. This yields 

Lemma 7. 9· No sphere of o-2 meet& A4 in two points. 

Suppose that a sphere S of t12 supports A4 at q~ and 

let M be a small neighbourhood or q on A4• We consider two 

•' '····. 
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cases: 

(i) 0((2 )::/::p. In this case, the spheres of 0"2 all 

contain C { ~) • However, q c/: C ( ( 2 ) , for if it did, we could 

find spheres of 02 through two points of A.4, contrary to 

Lemma 7 .9. Let s
0 
f: S be a sphere of ~, and let Me: ~n §.1 • 

Then there is a sphere S'E cr2 passing through (~ fl §.) 

u ( ~o n s) v c ( ~ l, which is so close to s that it inter-

sects M in two points. 

(ii) C{~):. p. In this case, the spheres of 02 

all touch at p. Let M c:. §.. Then there is a sphere S'c:§. up. 

S'e02, which is so close to S that it intersects Min two 

points. 

Thus in either case, we have a sphere of ~ which 

meets A4 in at least two points, contrary to Lemma 7.9. 

Hence we have 

Lemma 7.10. No sphere of~ throuih a point qEA4 

supports at that point. 

.-• 

·'·,• 

'.
', ',, 
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7.3.6. Suppose that S(6j) meets A4 in one point q. By 

Lemma 7.10, it is an intersection. -Choose disjoint neigh-

bour.hoods N of p and M of q. If t converges to p in N, then 

S'~ S(t;~} converges to S(Oj)• By Lemma 6.1, S' will in-

tersect M if t is sufficiently close to p. Hence this 

sphere IJ!&ets A4 in no fewer than two points, contrary to 

Lemma 7.9. This yields 

Lemma 7.11. S(Oj) does not meet A4~ 

7.3 .z. ~1ultiplicit1es Relative to General Tangent Spheres. 

In the following we shall not consider general tan-

gent spheres at the point p, since we shall learn in section 

••• ·!<, 

7.4 that such spheres are members of the families ~l•02• or 

OJ• depending on their order of contact. 

t i g. Let Then C0 does not meet A4 \J p 
'• -·, 

outside g and t. 

Proof: Suppose that C0 ;:,u, ·uEA4up, u:/:t,q. Let 



=: lim S ( v, t, q1, q2) does not meet A
4 

v p elsewhere. Hence 

the end-points of a small neighbourhood of q on A4 are not 

separated by q1 and q2• Thus S(v;G
0

} = lim s[v;C(t,u,q)] 

::::lim S(v,t,_u,q) intersects A
4 

at q. 'fhus we have the 

proof by contradiction • 

. Proof: Suppose that tC:.C
0

, teA4 vp, t =/: q. Thus 

of a small neighbourhood of·q on A4 are separated by this 

- . i 

sphere; hence its limit sphere S must inter~ect A4 at q. Since 

( [c ( t, ql 'q2) ; c ( ql' q2, q3 l] ~ o' 

any accumulation circle, c1 , of C(t,q1 ,q2) passes through t 

and touches C0 at q. Thus c1 :::. C 
0

, and the ~phere S ( u, t, q1 , q2 ) 

,. 
d 

; ."' 
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not meet A4 &J p elsewhere, the end-points of a small neigh-

bourhood of q on A4 are not separated by this sphere, hence 

the limit sphere S must support A
4 

at q, and we have a con-

tradiction. 

A general 1-tangent sphere at a point q e A4 that is 

not a general 2-tangent sphere, supports A4 at q. By Lemma 

7.6 it does not meet A4 v p in three other points. 

Lemma 7.14. A general 2.tangent sphere of A
4 

at a 

point g does ·not meet A4v p at two other points. I't does ·' 

not support A4 at any· of these points of contact. 

Proof: Let S be the limit sphere of a sequence of 

spheres S' through three mutually distinct points, ql,q2,q
3

, 

which converge on A4 to q. Let u and t lie on S, u =I: t =/:. q 



''·•'j; '•'·" . • ,:\ 
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Since in addition, S and S
0 

have the point t in common (t ct.£
0 

· 

by Lemma 7 .1.3) , it follows that S::: S
0

• Since S" does not 

meet A4 up again, S
0 

intersects A4 at q. 

LetS"'= S(t,u,q1 ,q
2

),. and let c1 be any limit cir-

limit sphere s1 of S"' contains u and c1 , the fact that 

S
0 
= lim· S" also contains u and c1 implies that Sf= S = s. 

' 0 

supports A4 at q. 5
0

, however, intersects A
4 

at q. Thus 

S does not meet A4 v p at two point~ =/; q. If t-=/= p,, S" in-

terse·cts Aq. at t. Hence the end-points of a small neigh-

bourhood oft lie on opposite sides of'S", and thus they 

also lie on opposite sides of s. Thus no general 2-tangent 

sphere of A4 at q supports A4 at another point. 

Lemma 7.15. A general 3-tangent sphere of A4 does 

not meet A1,u p again. 

Prqof: Let S be a general 3-tangent sphere of A4 at 

·.· 
,, 

., 

··.:.·; 
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q, and suppose that S meets A
4
u p again at t. Suppose that 

where the qi are mutually distinct points converging on A4 

Then any limit sphere 5
0 

of S" contains t and intersects A4 

at q. 

Then S t"\ 5
0

::) C • If C
0

: q, then s and 50 touch at q and 
0 

have the point t :/: q in conuaon. If C
0 

::/:: q, then C
0 

:::P t by 

Lemma 7.12, and hence Sf'lS
0

:::aC
0
Vt. In either case, we 

have the contradiction so= s. 

7 .. 3.6. Theorem 7.1 yields several interestip.g results con-

cerning the families or circles ¥
0

, ~, ~nd ~· 

Lemma 7.5 implies. 

.. 
Corollary l. No circle meets A4 \) p in mors than 

three .Points, 

Corollarz 2. · No circJ.! of (1 meets A4 ti;!Qre than once. 

. ., 

:• ! 

. •' 

. '.' ~~· 
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Proof: Let ueA4 nc(t;¥1.), and let veA4 , v ¢c(t;(1 ). 

Then s[v;C(t;d-'1 )] == S(v,t;Oj_) meets A4 in three distinct 

points, contrary to Lemma 7.7. 

Corollary 3. QJ12) does not meet A4.:.. 

Proof: We are only concerned with the case C(~)~p. 

Let ueA
4
n C(~), and let veA

4
, v¢c(r2 ). Then s&;c(¥2U '' 

= S(v;0'2) meets A
4 

in two distinct points, contrary to 

Lemma 7.9. 

~ Strong Differentiab!litY: 

We call an arc A strongly differentiable at a point 

·p if the arc is differentiable at that point and if, in ad-

dition, the followipg three conditions hold: 

~i: Let P,Q,p be mutually distinct points, where 

P¢·c(Q;)]_) and let P'~P, Q'~Q. If the two distinct points 

t and u converge on A to p, then S(PJQ: t,u} always converges. 

22: Let P ¢ C{o2), P~P. If the three mutually 

distinct points t,u,v, converge on A to p, then S(P~t,u,v) 
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converges. 

~': 
3 

S(t,u,v,w} converges if the four mutually dis-

tinct points t,u,v,w, converge on A to p. 

7.4.1. It is clear that the limit of the spheres StP:Q;t,u) 

depends only on P,Q, and p, and not on the choice of the 

sequences u and v. In particular, if P'= P, Q'= Q, and 

u=p, we see that :2i implies .L
1

, except where Pc:::C{Q;~i),and 

Similarly, the limit of the spheres S(P;t,u,v} de-

pends only on P and p. Since 

S(P;02) =lim S(P,v;o'i)-== lim lim S(P,u,v;ao}, 
v~p u~p v~p 

we see that lim S(P~t,u,v) = S(P;02), if P ¢ C((2 ). 

Finally, the limit of the spheres S(t,u,v,w) depends 

only on p. Since 

S(C1j) == lim S(w;0"2) 
w~p 

lim lim S(v,w;~) 
v-+p w~p 

lim lim lim S(u,v,w;ao), 
u-+p v~p w~p 

we verify that lim S(t,u,v,w) = S(Oj)• Thus ~j implies ,X3• 

-~ 

... 
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1.4.2. We now prove the following important theorem, which 

generalizes Lemma 7.2: 

Theorem 7··~· .Let P be an end-point of an oeen arg 

~ of order four, Then A4U p is stronQY. d.ifterent,iable at p. ·. 
.. '' ~. 

Before verifyin& Theorem 7.2, we prove an interes-

ting corollary; which asserts that Theorem 7.2 extends it-

: "•-" 

self automatically to include the cases where~· •L~• and 
. . l 

·A 
·'··· 

~j are weakened.so as to permit multiplicities as deftned 

in section 7.3~ 

Co~ollary 1. Let three distinct points t,u, {!nd v 

converge on At, v p to p, and. let P'~ Pa · Q'-t Q1 where l! .. and Q 

are mutually distinct, and where P ·f:· C(Q ;cYJ:. ~ and P ¢ C {~h 

''·. 

t through P' and Q' (P' and u;u and Vi a point of sup)2ort, u}. 

Let S2 (S5) b.e a Jeneral 2-tan1,en~ 8phere at t throyh P' (u). 

Finally, let s3• be a general osculating s,ehere at t. Then 

(7~1) 
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(7.2) 

(7.3) 

Proof of the Corollary: We may assume that each of 

the above sequences of spheres possesses an accumulation 

sphere. s1 can be replaced by a sphere S(PlQ;t1 ,t2 ) close 

to s1 and such that t 1 and t 2 are dist.inct, and converge 

with t to p. Thus 

Similarly, s2 and s2 can be replaced by spheres 

and S2 such that t 1 ,t2, and t
3 

are distinct, anci converge 

with t2 to p. Again 

lim s2 :lim S(Plu,tl,t2)J 
: S(P;Ci)• 

lim S2=lim S{P:tl,t2,t3 ) 

Finally, s3, Sj, s3, and Sj' can be replaced by 
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Thus Th$orem 7.2 implies our corollary. 

7.4.3. We prove Theorem 7.2 in the remaining sub-sections 

of section 7.4. We shall let B be an open sub-arc of A4 

bounded by p and an interior point r of A4• Let g be any 

point of A4 outside B f. We orient those spheres S for 

-which g ¢ S so that gc:: s. In particular, the set of such 

spheres contains all the spheres which meet B up v f four 

times. Their orientation is continuous. The points t,u,v, 

w,d,e,r are assumed to be mutually distinct, and to lie on 

B v f in the indicated order. 

7.4.4. It is therefore evident that 

(1) u c s(p,t,e,r) n ~(t,d,e,r). 

Consequently, 
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{7.4) s ( t , u. e , f ) c [s ( p. t , e ' r ) t1 s ( t • d ' e , f il 
' . '<.~ 

u [s(p,t,e,r) n S(t,d,e,r)] u C(t,e,r). 

Let I denote the region in (7.4}. From (7.4) we obtain 

(7.5) lim S(t,u,e,f) c. [s(e,r;o-1 ) fl ~(p,d,e,r)] 
u,t......,p 

u [§.(e,i;o'i) n S(p,d,e,rilus(e,r;oi> u S(p,d,e,f}. 
't-~ 

By II we shall mean the limit of I as t-..p. Let S be any 

limit sphere of S(t,u,e,f). As a point r runs continuously 
.• / 

on B from d to p, S(p,r,e,£) runs continuously through the 

region II from S(p,d,e,f) to S(e,f;d]_). Conversely, every 

sphere through II and C(p,e,f) meets B. Hence, if S passes 

through II l) S(p,d,e,f), ·it. intersects B at some point r, 

where r:: d if S=S(p,d,e,f) (otherwise r lies between p and 

d). But then S(t, u, e ,f), when it· is close to S, in:tersects 

B again near r, contrary. to Theorem 7.1 .. Thus S=S(e,f;OJ.)· 

Corolla a 2. .Lim c ( t, u, e) = C ( e; ~'tl:.. 
t,u~p . 

.. 
Proof: Lim C(t,u,e) =lim IT S(t,u,e,f) 

t,u~p £eA4 
'·~·. 

= Jis<e,f;<1j_) 

,•;: 
-;.... ~. 



· 7.4.5. We now prove simultaneously that S(p,u,v,f)~S(f;~), 

and assuming this, that S(t,u,v,f)-+S(f;~). We first note 

that 

{11) 

and correspondingly, 

(11') uc !(p,t,v,f) n S(t,v,e,f). 

Relations (ii}_and (ii') yield 

(7.~) s ( p , u , , • r ) c. Is ( v • r ; o 1 > n §. ( p, v , •• .r D 
\J [2(v,f;6"1 ) f\ S(p,v,e,!U U C(p,v,fl 

and 

( 7. 6' ) s ( t , u ' v , r ) c ( s ( p J t 'v ' f ) (\ .§. ( t ·• v ' e , 1" )] 

u[ §. ( p t t 'v ' f ) n' s ( t tv t e t r u u c ( t 'v , f ) 

respectively. ·Let III denote either ttle ~egion in (7.3) or 

the ·region· in {7.3'). ·from (7.3) we obtain 

(7.4) l~m S(p,u,v.,f)c: [s(r;o2 )t'l§.(e,f;6'1)] 
u,v---+p 

U [2(f;(f'2 ) ll S ( e, f ;6}_ ~ tJ S (f ;o-2 ) v S ( e,f ;~), •'•! 

·~. 
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while (7.3') yields 

(7.4') lim S(t,u,v,f)C [s<r;cr2 )n §.(e,r;6i)] 
t, U 1 V-+ P .. r~:~ 

u [§. ( f j 0""2 ) n s ( 6 1 f ; ~1 )J U ,s ( f ; (j2 ) &J s ( 8 t f j (1"1 } • 

By IV we shall mean the limit of III as v--+p (as t,v--+p). 

Let S be any limit sphere. of S(p,u,v,f) (s(t,u,v,t)). Since 

S:::»lim C(p,v,f) (lill'l C(t,v,r)) = C(£;~), we see that SECS]: 

As a point r runs continuously on B from~ to p, S(r,f;<5].) , 

runs continuously through the region IV from S{e,f;~) to 

S ( f; cr2 ) • Conversely, every sphere through IV and C ( f; t1 ) ' " 

meets B. Hence if S passes through IV VS,e,f;Oj_}, it inter-

sects B at some point r, where r= e if S= S(e,f;cr1 ) (other- :: 

wiser lies between p and e). But then S(p,u,v,f) (s(t,u,v,t}), 

when it is close to s, intersects B again near r, contrary , 

to Theorem 7.1. Thus S.:: S(t;o-2 ). 

Corollary 3. Lim C(t,u,v) = 1 im c te, u. v > 
u,v~p 

Proof: 

t,u,v~p 

Lim 
t,u,v~ p 

' 

C(t,u,v) -"=lim IT S(t,u,v,r) 
f~A4 
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Lim C(p,u,v) = lim ]J[ S(p,u,v,£) 
u,v~p fEA4 

~ J1 S(£;"2) = C(~). 

7.4,6. Here we prove, again simultaneously, that S(u,,,y;OJ_} 

-+S(<1j), S(p,t,u,v)-?S(Oj), and S(t,u,v,w)-?S(o3), each 

proposition being assumed to prove the following one. Pro-

ceeding in the previous manner, we note 

(iii) 

(iii') 

(iii") u c:.. s{p,t,v,w) n §.(t~v,w,r). 

Relations (iii), (iii'}, and (iii") yield 

and 

s{ u, v;113) c [e<v;cr2 ) 11 S(v ,r ;c1i )] 

u [ s ( v ; o 2 > n ~ ( v, r; <1]. >] u c c v ; ¥1. ) , 

S(p,t,u,v)c. [§.Ct,v;cr1 ) 1\ S(p,t,v,ril 

u [s c t, v; csi >" §. c P, t, v, .r u. u c < P, t, v ,-, 

s ( t , u , v , w) <:. [s ( p ' t f v , w) n :§. ( t , v , w, r ,) 

u[§.(p,t,v,w)n s(t,v,w,rU Uc(t,v,w), 

' ... _; 
.. ,', '/'~ 

.. ~ 

' •' 
:-.~ -·~· 

'.:· 
' ' 
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respectively. Let V denote either the region of (7.8), or 

that of (7.8'), or that of (7.8"). Relations (7.8), (7.8'), 

and (7.8") yield 
.-

(7.9) s (u, v ;o-1) c: [§.(Oj) n scr ;~2 u lim 
u' v """"+ p 

u ~ < <Jj ) n l! ( r ; ~ )J u s f <T 3.) u s < r ; o-2 ) , 

{7.9') lim S(p,t,u,v)c:. [§.<<tjlll S(f;cr2 i] 
t,u,v~p 

lJ ~ ( o-3 ) (\ §. ( f ; <12 >1 u s ( t1j ) LJ s ( f ; (1"2 ) • 

and 

(7.9") lim S(t,u,v,w)c [§.(Oj) 0s(r;c:r2)] 
t,u,v,w ... p . 

u [s <OJ> 11 ~ ( f; o 2 >] u s ( c:r3 > u s c r; «12 ) , 

respectively. By VI, we shall. mean the limit of V ae v_.p 

(as t,v~p; -as t,v,w~p). LetS be any limit sphere of 

S(u,v;cr1 ) (s(p,t,u,v); S(t,u,v,w)). Since S contains 

lim C{v;iJ.> (lim C(p,t,v); lim C{t,v,w)):c(~), we see 

that SEd"'2 unless C(r2)= p. IJ: C-(r2 ):::p, S(Cij) and S(f;CJ2) 

touch at. p; hence S cl§'<o;) n §.(f;O}l} US(~:) U S(.r;crz), and 

since S:::>p, it must touch S(f;c:r2 ) at p; hence SEcr2• · As a 

./··--~-

., 

c. 

/, ·. 
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point r runs continuously on B from f to p, S(r;62) runs 

continuously through the region VI from S(f;~2 ) to S(Cj). 

Conversely,every sphere through VI and C(((2) meets B. Hence 

if S passes through VIUS(t;o-2 ), it intersects BVf at r, 

where r: f if s= S(f;"2}. But then S(u,v;a-1 ) (s(p,t,u,v); 

S(t,u,v,w)), when it is close to S, intersects B again near 

r, contrary to Theorem 7.1. ·Thus s::.s(e13). If c(12) =/: p, 

there ·is no difficulty in seeing that S:: S(Oj). · The same 

is t.rue if S(Oj)= p. Suppose C(l'2>= p and S(Oj) ::/: p. 

By a consideration of the method in which S{u,v,O"].) 

(s(p,t,u,v); S(t.,u,v,w~ converges to S through the region 

V, we find that S must be a proper sphere of <72; hence 

7.4.7. We n...r generalize section 7.4.4. Let P¢ C(e;c~i), 

and let P'~ P, P =/= p. Then, by Corollary 2 ( § 7.4.4) 

lim S ( P' , t , u, e) = lim S [P' , C ( t, u, e)] 
t,u-.p 
pt~p 

:.'; :' / 



Corollary 4. lim 
t,u-.p 
P'~P 

····"'' .·. 

Proof: lim 
t 1 u-+p 
t'4P 

C ( P' , t , u) = 1 im 'II S ( P' , t , u, e } . 
etA4 

::. ils(P,e;Oj_)= C(P;~) • 

20)". 

With this corollary in mind, let Q ¢ C(P;)']_), and 

let QL·~ Q, Q;#: p. Then 

lim 
t,u~p 

P'-+ P ,Q4Q 

S(P' ,Q' ,t,u) :: iim S~' ;C(P' ,t,u)] 

-= s[Q;C(P;)'1 )] 

= S(P.• Q;Oj)• 

. . 
Remark: If Qc.C(P;~i}, letS be any accumulation 

sphere of S(P',Q',t,u}. Since S:>lim C(P',t,u)= C(P;~), 

7.4.8. Finally, we generalize section 7-4~5.Le'f? P¢C(~), 

let C ((2) * p, and let P~ P. Then by Corollary J ( § 7 .4. 5), 

lim S(P' ,t,u,v) ::. lim s[P' ;C(t,·u,vij 
t,u,v-.p 
P'~P 

lim ·[s(P' ,t,u,v) (\ S{t,u,v,rl] 

= 1 im C ( t , u, v) :: p, P :1: p, 

.. 
•'; 

\ .i!l 

... · 

•·· 

- ."" 
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i.e. any accumulation sphere,. S, of S(P' ,t,u,v) touches 

lim S(t,u,v,t)E=6"2 at p. Hence Se<r2 • Since S touches 

"-.- "\ 

any sphere ot cr2 at p and goes through a point P -:;1: p, 

S: S(P;0'2)• 

accumulation sphere of S(P' ,t,u,v}. Since S::;,1im C(t,u,v) 

:··,: 

All the results in section 7 .4.8 also hold if t= P• 
·-~ -~·.· 



CHAPTER VIII 

CONFORMALLY ELEMENTARY POINTS OF ARCS IN CONFORMAL 3-SPACE 

8.1. Introdqction. 

A point p of an arc A.is said to be eontormallx !!!-

$entary if there exists a neighbourhood of p on A which is 

decomposed by p into two one-sided neighbourhoods of spheri-

eal order four. As a result of Theorem 7.2, these two one-

sided neighbourhoods are stroncly differentiable at p. 

I conjecture that the statement in Theorem 8.1 is 

universally true; the discussion in Chapter g is a partial 

proof of this theorem, proving twelve out of the twenty-

four cases. 

Theorem a.1. Let p be a differentiable conformally 

elementary point of an arc A, and let (a0~,a2~!Ji!l 

be the characteristic of p. Then p has the spherical order 

205 
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!.o.d:!.l±!-2±!,;. 

This theorem remains valid if p is counted a0 times . 

on any sphere of ~0 , a0+al times on ~ny sphere of Oi• 

a0+al+a2 times on any sphere .of ~2, and finally, a0+al+a2+a,; 

times on S(CSj).The tbeorem also remains valid if a point 

usA is counted, twice on any sphere wh.ich supports A at u, 

three times on any general 2-tangent sphere, and four 

times on any general 3-tangent sphere at u. There is no loss 

in generality if we assume that A itself is decomposed by p 

into two open arcs.A4 and AJ. ol order four. Thus the order 

of A, and therefore that of p, is not greater than 8. 

8.2. §ome Neeesssrr Formulas. 

Before beginning the proof of Theorem 8.1, we prove 

several helpful relations involvin' regions; As in section 

7.4, we let A4 be all arc ~tprder fpi.r, and let p be an 

end-point of A4. We assume that the points p,t,u,v,d,e,f,g 

lie on A4vp in the. indicated order. If any sphere S does 

not contain the point g, then gc:.S. We consider spheres 
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through the point p, which by Theorem 7.2 is strongly 

differentiable. 

To begin, we observe that 

Hence 

s ( v, e; 6'"1) c: [ §. ( e ; 02) n s ( e, f; cJ1 )1u[s ( e; o-2) f1 §. ( e, r; o-1 U u c ( e; ~i) . 

Therefore S(v,e;6i) separates the regions 

and 

Since· 

we find that 

(8.1) 

and consequently, 
'•.1 

(8.2) 

In exactly the same manner, we verify that 

(8.3) 

and 

and again, 

(8.5) 
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and 

(8.6) §. ( v; 6"'2 ) .;::) §. ( Oj } ll S (e ; o-2 ) 

Results (8.4), (8 .. 6), and (8.2) yield 

( 8 • 7 ) §. ( u , v ; (1"'1 ) ,:, .§,{ v ; 5'2) n §. ( v , e ; Oj_ } 

,:)[2<6j)fl §.(e;0'2ijnl§(e;o-2)n §.(e,f;cr1 ~ 

while results ($.3), (8.5), and (8.1) yield 

Using the same ~ethods, we can prove the following 

two relations 

(8.9) · ~(t,u,v;o-0 )='.§.(u,v,d;CTQ} n !!(u,v;o-1 ) 

~ [§. ( v' d , e ; 00 ) n .§. ( v. d ; d'1 >] n r~ ( v t d ; C1j_ ) n §. ( v ; 6"'2 >). 

· ::§.{v,d,e;cr
0

) n .§.(v,d;O'j_) n E!(v;cr2 ) 

;:;:, r~ ( d, e, f; 0'"0) n §. ( d, e; 0"1 >] 1\ [§. ( d' e; 0"1 )n .§. ( d; 0'"2 ij 

n [§. c d ; a-2 > n .§.<OJ >] 

::§.{d,e,f;OQ) n §.(d,e;O'i_)n§.(d;02) n §.(Oj) 

(8 .10) S( t, u,v;cr} :iS(d, e,f;<r(,} n S(d, e;OJ.) 
• . 0 

rt 8( d; 02) t1 s( <r;). 

( . 

,, ; 

,, ·.· 
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~ Multiplicities on the arc A= A
4
up u AL. 

8.3.1. Lemma 8.1. Let M be a neighbourhood of p on A. Let 

~(S)=~(S,M) denote the multiplicity with which a sphere 

S meets M. Suppose that S does not pass throggh the end-

points of M. Then for every sphere S' sufficiently close to s, 

)1(S') =:,11 (S) (mod 2). 

Proof: Suppose that S meets M at the points t with .. , 

the multiplicities ~(t), and nowhere else. 

/'4 ( s) = ~ e< t ) • 
t 

Then 

Construct disjoint neighbourhoods B in ~1 about the points 

t. The- end-points of B lie on the same side or on opposite "·'· 

sides of S according as e(t) is even or odd. If S' is 

sufficiently close to S, then S' will not pass through the 

end-points of B, and they will lie on the same side of S~ it 

and only if they lie on the same side of s. The multiplicity 

with which S' meets B, however, will also be even or odd, 

depending on whether the end-points of B lie on the same side 

or on opposite sides of S'. Thus s• will meet B with a 
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multiplicity e' {t} So ~(t} (mod 2) if 5' is sufficiently 

close to s. If each B is omitted from the closure o£ J1, 

there is left a closed set, which h•s no ·points in common 

with s. If s• is sufficiently close to s, this set does 

not meet S' eitherf and therefore 

8.:J.2. Let ·S be any sphere, and let t e SflM, t :f= p. 

Let p be the multiplicity with which 8 meets M. Suppose there 

·, 

is a sequence of &pheres s• <:onverging to s, 'and a corr-
.,. ; 

esponding sequence of neighbourhoods B' o.f .t converging to 

. t such that each S' meets Bt at least ~~ times,, where 

e'~ 4. Then each S' can be replaced by anoth·er sphere S" 

which meets B' in not less thane' distinct poil}ts, and euch 

that the sequence S" also c~nverges to S. Hence S will meet 

M at least t>' times at t; therefore e'~ f· This proves 

Lemma 8.2. If S' is sufficiently close to S, and 

t EM, t :1:; I? I and finally, if s has m!!ltiplici ty e< t) at 

t, there is a neighbourhood of t on M which is met not 
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more than f(t) times by S'. 

!t.Jt.. Multiplicities of the Families a;,~: ,m_.::,2"'2 • and 

8.4.1. We now consider a sphereS of o--01. By section 5.7, ·. i· 

0. 

S meets M at p with a multiplicity 31 a
0 

(mod 2). Let S '-+-S, 

and suppose that each S' meets M=NvpuN' in more than 

two points conver@:ing with S' to p. Then S' meets N up, say, 

in at least two points t and u which converge with S' to p. 

Let eE.N.. Then by Theorem 7.2, Corollary 2, C{e,t,u) 

~C(e;'t1 }. Suppose C'~C ;;f: p, C'c:: S', C'.:;::,J,u. Then 

lim < r c t ; c ( e t t, u )) :. 0, 

and by 'l,'heorem ;.6, Se Oj_. Thus there exists a neighbour-

hood of p which Us met not more than twice by any sphere S' 

close to S. This leads to 

Lemma 8.3. Every sphere of G"0~ meets li! at p 

with the multiplicity a0• Thus if S'~ S e00:21, there 

is a neighbourhqod M0 gf p which is met by evety S' 

sufficiently clgse to S not more than a
0 

time§. 

. ' 
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e.4.2. Let SEOj_-0'2• LetS' be close to S, S' f/! 0]_, and 
' .. ~ 

let M1.: N1 v p VNf be a small neighbourhood of p. 

By Theorem 7.2, Cor 3, C(u,t,p) ~C(~) as u,t~p. 

Thus if S';::,C(u,t,p), then Se<12• Hence if peS', then 

S' will meet N1 (Ni) not more than once. Thus S' meets 

1¥11 with a Qlultiplieity:: a0 +a1 {mod 2J; and it also meets ~ 

with a multiplicity~a0-t2. Hence the multiplicity with 

Next suppose that p ¢. ~'. Then S' will meet N1 (Nf) 

at most twice. Hence S' meets M1 with a multiplicity 

·-:·:'· 

be a small neighbourhood of p. 

Case (i). It S'ea'j_, and a 0+a1 =#2, S' does not 

meet N2(N2} more than once. There'fore 8' meet$M2 with a 
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Case (11). If S'.,:)p, S' .te11, than S' meets N2 (N2) 

at most twice. Then 8' meets M2 with a multiplicity~a0+4 . , 

and 3 a 0-ta1+a2 (mod 2}. Thus S' meets M2 with • Jllultiplicity ,., 

• Case (iii). If p¢:S', then S' meets N2 (N2) at 

most three times. ·Thus S' meets M
2 

wit·h a multiplicity ~ 6 

Thus we have 

or if 

or finally, if 

then therG exists a neighbourhood M2 of p whieQ is met by 
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S' at most a ±!1±!2 times. 

~ Propeeties of the Families ~J~'~l' and 00~ 

S.5.1. By Theorem 7.1, S(~) does not meet A outside p. 

on S(Oj)• 

such that every sphere of C"'2 which meets N
4 

IJ N4, meets 

Aq, VA]. exactly a3 times. 

In particular, no sphere of ~2 meets M4 more than 

a3 times. 

Proof: By Theorem 7.2, a sphere of 02 meets A4(A4) 

at most once. Thus it meets A
4 

V AJ.. at most twice. By 

Lemma 8.1, every sphere close to S ( cr ) will meet A with a 
3 

A4ll A4 with a multiplicity .=a3 if t is sufficiently close 

to p. Such a sphere will therefore meet A4 v A4 exactly 

a3 times. Thus we can assign to p the multiplicity 

'' !: ~;/ 

'·i~ 
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which is met at!most a2±!3 timQs outside.P by e"ery sphere 

Proof: Because of Lemma 8.6, we have only to consider 

the spheres of ~1-~2 • If suffices to constTuct a one-sided 

neighbourhood NjcN4 of p such that any sphere of ~1-~ that 

meets Nj twice will.meet M4 at most a2-t-a3 times outside p. 

By Lemma$.1, N' can be chosen so small that·a sphereS . 3 . 

of ~1-~2 through two points of N; is close to S(Oj) and 

meets M with a multiplicity :a+a
1
+a +a3 (mod 2). Since 4 0 2 . 

S meets N4 and N4 not more than twice each, it will meet 

M4 outside p at most four times. Since S meets M
4 

at p with 

a multiplicity = a
0
+a1 (mod 2}, it meets M

4 
outside p with 

a multiplicity s a2+a3 (mod 2). Hence Lemma 8.7 holds 

end-point of N4• Suppose tht!) points u,v,e,f, lie on N4v f 

··. ''• 



in the indicated order. Choose a small neighbourhood 

N' c: N' 3 4 so that Nj has no points in common with S(~), 

S(e;~2 ), or S(e,f;~). We then have, as in section $.2, 

Thus if S(~) intersects A at p, then 
3 
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S(e;~2 ) supports and S(e,f;~) intersects, while if S(Oj) 

supports, then S(e;~2 ) intersects and S(e,f;Oi) supports. 

Hence 

or 

N; c.§.( "j) n §. { e; <12). n .§. ( e, f; "i) , 

Njc S(Cj) fl S(e;o2) llS(e,f;d'j_}. 

By relations (8.7) and ($.8}, Nj lies either in~(u,v;e'j_) 

or in S(u,v;6)_)• Thus Nj doe.s not meet S{u,v;O}_}• By 

Lemma 8.1, any sphere S of <'i -tr2 through two points of Nj 

meets N
4 

with a multiplicity = a
0
+a1+1+1 (mod 2}. Thus it 

meets N4 u NJ.. an even number of times. It meets N' exactly 
4 

twice. From the above, S then cannot meet N4 twice. Hence 

S and N 
4 

are disjoint, and S meets 1r1
4 

with the total 

J<j •' 
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8.5.~. Len~a 8.S. There exists a neighbourhood M2 of M
3 

which is met at most a1±!2±!3 times outside p by everi 

Proof: In view of Lemma 8.7, we have only to consider 

the spheres of 0"'0 -0j_. 

(i) By Lemma 8.1, N
2 

can be chosen so small that a 

sphere S through p and three points of N
2 

is close to S{dj) 

Since S meets N
2 

and N2 not more than three times each, it 

will meet M3 outside p at most six times, Since S meets 

M3 at p with a multiplicity3a
0

, it meets M
3 

outside p with 

Thus Lemma 8.8 holds 

Suppose that M
3 

is so small that it has no points outside 

p in common with S(~), S(d;02}, S(d,e;~) and S(d,e,f;~). 

Then 

.!, 

',; .. 
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while Nj lies either in 

or else in 

according as a
0
= 1 or 2. By relation (8.9} and (8.10), 

N1 lies either in S{t,u,v;~) or in S(t,u,v;o
0

). Thus 

N~ does not meet S(t,u,v;o
0

). 

(ii') To complete case {ii) we show that~~ may be 

chosen so that a sphere of c- through two points u and t of 
0 

N2, and a point u' of N2 does not meet N2 lJ N2 elsewhere. 

Let hE NJ, h • e. Mj. Let ~ denote the heighbourhood of p 

bounded by hand ·h'. Let~~ be a neighbourhood of p whose 

end~points lie in ~· By the above, S(t,u,h;dQ} does not 

meet Nj. Thus h ¢:, S { u , u' , t ; o- ) • 
0 

S{h' ;<52) intersects 1·12 at p, and does not meet rs12 

elsewhere (cf'. Lemma S.6). Hence there is a neighbourhood 

multiplicity when u and tE N1 • By (ii), S(h'·,u,t;a-) cannot 
. 0 
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meet N2u N2 four times, hence it meets M
2 

only at u and t 

outside p, and intersedts M
2 

at these points. Thus 

S(h' ,u,t;~} does not meet N2• Hence if u'e:: N2, h' ¢ S(u' ,u,t;~) 

By section ($.).3), S(u,u';~) intersects M
3 

at u and u', and 

' does not meet M
3 

elsewhere outside p. Hence S(u, u' ;"i_) 

separate$ or does not separate h and H' according as a :::. 2 or 
0 

1. If t is close to p, the same holds for S(u,u' ,t;OC,)• 

But S(u,u' ,t;<Jo). does not pas.s through h or h' for 

any u, t E N1 , u' eN~. Then as t moves in Nl, S(u,u' ,t;~) 

meets Nh V Nh an odd number of times. By (ii) it meets Nh 

and Nh at most twice each, hence it must meet r-th exactly 

three times outside· p. Thus any sphere of cr
0 

through two 

points of N1 and a point of Ni meets N1upcJN~ nowhere else. 

The fifteen cases for which a 1+·a2+ay:# 4 are now 

disposed 1 of. There remain the six cases for which a1+az-ta3 = 4, 

a;z ::/= 2. 

(iii) The·. cases a1 = 2, a 2 :::- a3 =-1. Let e, e' e M3 , 

e e N.3, e' E Nj. By Lemma E. 5, there is a neighbourhood 
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M2c: I•lJ of p such that no sphere of ~ through e or e' meets 

N
2 

U N2 in four points. We shall prove that a sphere S of 

~ through two points v and u of N
2

, and two points v' 

and u' of N2 does not meet M2 elsewhere. By Lemma $.7, 

S(v,vt;~1 ) does not meet MJ elsewhere. It intersects N2 

at V: (N2 at v') and meets 1-1
2 

at p with a multiplicity.:;a0 • 

(a) no sphere of <!J'Q through four points of N1 LJ Nf 

passes through v or v'; 

(b) no sphere of ~ through two points of N1 

or Ni passes through both v and v'. 

(cf. Lemt.1a $.5 and Theorem 7.2). Thus v and v,l do not lie 

By Lemma 8.1, there exists a neighbourhood McM 
1 

of p such that S(v,v',t;~) meets M
1 

with a multiplicity 

::a if tEM. From the above, S(v,v',tj<T
0

) meets NON' 
- 0 1 1 

with an even multiplicity, and it meets N1 and Ni at most 

once each. Thus S(v,v',t;~) intersects N
1 

only at t, 

and intersects Ni at one point t' only. Let t move 

. ! .~ ; 



.. 
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on N2 towards u. Then S(v,v',t;~} does not pass through 
0 

e ore', t' does not converge to p, and S(v,v' ,t;o-) 
0 

continues to meet N and N~ with an even multiplicity, . e 

i.e., exactly twice each. Thus when t::u or t'= u', 

S(v v' t·t1") coincides with s. • J t 0 

e,e' ,r• ,g·' on N
3 

v N) in the indicated order so that no 

sphere o£ Oj_ through any two of ,these points is a sphere 

of o-
2

• Given g and g', we can choose t and f' so that S(.f;~) 

· (s(r•o-2)) meets Ng {Ifg). Now choose e ( e') between p and 

t (f') such that S(f;t12) (s(f' ;<'2))does. not meet N~ v e' (Neue). 

By section 8.4.2, there is a neighbourhood M2c Me 

of p such that a sphere through p and any two of the points 

g,f,e,e',f',g' meets N
2

uN2 at most once. Let v~N2 , v'E N2 

so that the sphere S(f,v';Oi_) converges to S(£;"2) if v' 

converges to p. 

lf t is sufficiently close to p, S(t,v' ,t;~) is 

clo.se to S(f,v' ;Oj,_), which in turn is close to S(f;62)• 
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Thus by section 8.4.2, S(f,v',t;a-) meets N and N' twice 
0 g g 

each, and meets N~ only once. From the above, S(f,v',t;o-} 
0 

cannot pass through g,g', ore'. Let M1cM2 be a neigh-

bourhood of p which does not contain t. By Lemma e.?, there 

,. 

exists a still smaller neighbourhood M
0
cM1 such that 

S(f, v', t ;o-
0

) meets f.lo at p only" Thus S(f,v' ,t;o-) meets 
0 

Ng-N0 and Ng-N~ exactly twice each, and it meets N~-N0 

exactly once. As t moves in M
2

, S(.f,v',t;~) meets Ng-N0 

and Ng-N' 0 with an even multiplicity, i.e. ·exactly twice 

each, and it meets N~-Ni with an odd multiplicity ~2, 

i.e., exactly once. 

Hence S(f,v',t;~) meets N2 and N2 exactly once each. 

Similarly S{f',v,t;~0 ) meets N2 and N2 exactly once each. 

Consider a small neighbourhood Me Mr of p, and any 

sphere of Oj_ which meets NUN' twice. This sphere is close 

to a sphere of ~2 , and meets some neighbourhood of p in Mf 

with a multiplicity:a
0
+l+l. But a sphere of~ meets Y-r 

at p with a multiplicity =a +1; hence it meets some 
0 

' t 

. ,.r-
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neighbourhood of p outside p with an odd multiplicity, i.e., 

at least three times. Thus there exists a neighbourhood 

.McMt such that arty sphere of OJ. that meets NuN' twice 

meets Mf at least three t~es outside p. By Lemma 8.7, it 

does not meet Mf outside p more than three times. 

Thus S(v,v' ;<'j_) meets Z..lr in exactly one more point 

say u'. If t is close to p, S(v,v' ,t;og) meets Mr exactly 

a
0 

times at p, once each at v,v• ,t and nea.r u' and no-

where else. By Lemma 8.7. there is a small neighbourhood 

l1J= M2 of p whi~h does not contain t, and which is not met 

by· S(v,Y' ,t;eo) outside P• As t moves in N2 , S(v,v' ,t;~) 

meets Nr-1"- and N.f-NC:C, each with an even multiplicity, i.e~ 

twice each. Thus no sphere of 00· meets M2 more than four 

times outside P• 

·'' 

If is sufficient to sbow that there is a one-

\ 

sided neighbourhood N~ c: N_2 ot p such that no spJ\ere S 
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\ 
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spheres S which do not pass through p. By Lemma S,l, N' can 
0 

be chosen such that any S close to S(Oj) meets 1-1
4 

with a 

S meets N4 (NL) at most four times, it will meet M4 at most 

eight times. This yields Theorem 8.1 in this case. 

On account of Lemma 8.8, we need only consider the 

spheres which do not contain p. 

8.7.1:.. A small neighbourhood N~ o£ Nf does not meet S(d,e,f,g). 

Let the points p, t, u, v, w,d, e ,r ,g,h, Bde on A
4 

U p ( A4 is a 

one-sided neighbourhood of A and is of order four) in the 

indicated order. For any sphere S with h ¢ S., we make the 

convention that h<=S. Hence, if N
1

r.::.Nd, 

N 1 c s ( d , e , r, g) n Q ( d , e, f ; ·~ } n -s-( d , e ; OJ. ) n .§. { d ; ~· ) n §' ( a; } , 

N6 c::. 5 ( d, e, f, g) fl s ( d, e, r; a;,) fl s ( d, e; Oj_) n s ( d; 02) n s ( Oj ) • 

Let t,u.v,w lie on N1• By a method similar to that 

. -~ . ' . 
• f ··~ 

' -~. ~ 

·'!J. 
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employed in section 8.2, we find that 

S(t,u,v,w):::>S(u,v,w,d) fl S(p,u,v,w} 

:::> [s ( v 'w' d' e) n ~( p, v, w, d >] (\ I§ ( p tv' w. d ) 11 s ( v t w; Oj_ >] 

.::> [s ( w, d ; e' f ) 1\ s ( p' w' d , e >] (\ [s ( p 'w' d • e ) ll s ( w J d ; O'j_ ) ) 

n[s<w,d;"i) ns(w;02~)1 

::>[s(d, e,r ,g) n s( p,d, e ,r tl n (§< ct, e ,f;OO )f\ s( d, e;o-1 J] 

fl~( d., e;t1i l n s< d ;0'2 ij n~( d; <12) n s (CS'j)] 

= s (d. e. t' g) n s ( d f e, r rao) n s ( d, e; 0].) n ~'( d; <'2) n 'S (cry) • 

Thus a sphere through four points of N1 does not meet N~. 

Symmetrically, there is a neighbourhood N
0 

such that a sphere 

through four points of Ni does not meet N
0

• 

By Lem.tllas 8.2, 8.), and a.e, there is a neighbourhood 

Me:)\, of p such that a sphere through any three of the pointe ,, · ~' 

h,k,i,h',k',l' and a. point of M does not ~.neet M
0 

elsewhere. 

Thus if u.t,e N and u' ,t'e N', the spheres S(k,Ja,u' ,t'), 

S(k,h' ,u' ,t), S(k' ,h,u,t') and S(k' ,h' ,u,t} do not pass 

through lor l'. By section S.7.1, theBe spheres do not 
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support M at any·other point and, by Lemma 8.8, they do not 
0 

pass through p. Since S(k,h,u' ,p), S(k' ,h,u,p) and 

S(k',h',u,p} do not meet M
0 

elsewhere, there is a neigh-

bourhood ~ =- N« v p u Net of p, J.kC M such that S ( k, h, u' , t' } , 

S(k',h,u,t'), S(k,h',u',t) and S{k',h',u,t) do not meet 

M0 elsewhere i£ t e No< , and t' E$ Nck • Thus each of these 

spheres meets Nl (N[) exactly twice. Letting t and t• move 

on Nand N' ~respectively, we find that S{k,h,u' ,t' ), 
' ' 

S(k' ,h,u,t'), S(k,n' ,u' ,.t} and S(k' ,h' ,u,t) also meet Net and 

I 

N( with an even multiplieity. i.e. exactly twice each. Thus 

the spheres S(h,u,u' ,t•) and S(h' ,u,u' ,t} do not pa•s through 

k,k', or pwhen u,teN; and u',t'eN', Since S(h',u,u',p) 

And S(b,u,u',p) do not meet M0 elsewhere; there is a small 

neighbourhood~= Nf3v pv N~ , M~cM0 , such that S(h' ,u,u' ,t) 

and S(h,u,u' ,t') do not meet M
0 

again if tE ~ and t'e NJ. • 

Thus k,p, and k' lie on the same side of these spheres. 

As t and t' range on N and N' respectively, 

$(h,u,u' ,tt) a.nd· S(h' ,u,u' ,t) do not pass through p and 

,. 
'.' 
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continue to meet Nk and Nk with an even multiplicity,i.e.; 

exactly four times. Thus S(u,u',t,t') does not pass 

through h or h' if u, t, e N, U' , t' e N' • Since s ( u, u' , t, p) 

does not meet M elsewhere, the same holds for S(u,u',t,t'} 

if t' is sufficiently close top, t'E N'. Thus S(u,u',t,t') 

does not separate h,p, or h'. As t' moves on N', S(u,u',t,t') 

does not pass through h,h', or p, and by section 8.7.1 it 

does not support Mat any point. Thus S(u,u',t,t') does 

not meet Vb elsewhere if u,t,E N and u' ,t'E N'. 

8.8. Th! Cases, {2,2,1,1;1) and (2,2,1,1;3). 

Let d and d' belong to the neighbourhood M of Lemma 

8.8 (iii). On account of Lemma eS.S, we need only consider 

spheres which do not pass through p. By Lemma 8.5, we can 

choose in M a neighbourhood M
0

: N
0 

v p v N6 of p such that 

no sphere through six points of M passes through d or d'. 
0 

Vle shall prove that any sphere which passes through three 

points w,v,u, of N0 , and three points w' ,v' ,u', of N~, does 

not meet M again. By Lemma 8.7, S(w,w';6'i) does not meet 
0 

:r 

... 
. -. 
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~outside p,w, and w'. It intersects Mat wand w', and 

supports ~1 at p. By Lemma g. 6 there is a neighbourhood 

J.~== ~uj:HJNd< of p such that S(w,w',t;~) meets NO(. (N~) 

at most once. There is a neighbourhood J.i~c: M~ of p such 

that S(w,w:t;o-) meets )1'-b<. with an even multiplicity if te Nr.t~ 
0 1-

Since S{w,wlt;OO) supports M
0 

at p, it meets ~u N~ with 

an even multiplicity, i.e., it meets N~ once at t and~ 

once at some point t'. Let My be a neighbourhood of p which 

does not contain t. Then there is a neighbourhood Me&", with 

end-points ¢and 0 •, such that S(w,w:t;CQ) does not pass 

S(w,wJ t;cr0 ) does not pass through d, d', S or cS'. Thus 

S(w,wJt ;o-0 ) meets Nd - N' (Nd_ - NJ) with an even multiplicity, 

i.e. twice. Suppose that t reaches v while t' meets N' between 
0 

f>' and v'. Thus S(w,w:v;O(,) meets N6 at a point t' between 

6' and v' and does not meet d elsewhere. It intersects M 

at w,w',v, and supports Mat p. 

Thus S(w,wlv,t'} supports Mat p and does not meet 
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M elsewhere. Lett move inN towards v'. Then at first, 

S ( w, w; v, t' ~) meets a small neighbourbood of p exactly twice, 

does not pass through p, and does not meet thi,_ neighbour-

~ood twice on one side of p; 1,e,, it meets this neighbour-

hood once on each side of p. Thus S(w,w~v,t') meets N (N') 

wi~h an,odd multiplicity. ·As t' moves on N towards v', 

S{w,wlv,t') does not pass through d,d', or p, hence it does 

not when t'.::: v', and S{w,wJv,t'} meets N (N'} with an odd ' i' 
,•·r, 

multiplicity, i.e., three times each. 

~The Cases (2 11.1.2;2) and (2,1,1.2;,3). 

By Lemma 8.8, w•:need only consider spheres which 

do not contain p. Aside fromp and the neighbourhood M2 of 

Lemma 8.8 (iv), the points and neiShbourhoods described in 

this section do not refer t.o those previously mentioned. 

Choose e,f,g,e',f',g' on M2 such that any sphere of 

0} through two of these points does not belong to 02· By 

Lemma 8.4 there is a neighbourhood·~= N1 vpu Ni of p such 
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that every sphere through two of the points g,f,g',f' meets 

M1 at most three times. For a given g and g', choose f (!') 

such that S(£;02) (s(£';~2 >) meets Ng (N
8

). Next choose 

e (e') between p and t (f') such that S(£;~2 ) (scr•;o2J) 

does not meet e' UN~ (e U N
8

). 

If u• is -close to p, u' e N~,_ 8(£,u1"}) is close to 

S(!;C2) and meets Ng at t only, N~ at u' only, and N~ once 

outside N~. If t is sufficiently close to· p, S(t,u:t;o;> 

will meet Ng and Ng twice each, but N~ only one•· By Lemma 

8.4, as t moves in N1 , S(f,uJt;OO) remains close to S(£;02) 

and continues to meet Ng outside N~. Thus S(f,ult;~) meets 

N
1 

(Ng) exactly twice. By Lemas 8.1 and 8.4, there is a 

neighbourhood M
0 

such that S(f,u~t,r) meets Mo with an even 

multiplicity ~ .3• i.e., twice. Since S{t,v~t;O'(,) ~OJ.• 

S(f,u~t,r) must meet N
0 

(I~) once each. Thus S(f,u~t,r) 

meets Ng and Ng three times each. From the above, if r 

moves in N1 , S(f,ult,r) does not pass through p,g,g', ore', 

"·A 

\;, 

,_ ..... 
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and p and g (g') will lie on opposite sides while p and e' 

will lie on the same side of S(f,-u~t,r). Thus S(f,uJt,r) 

will meet Ng (N~) exactly three times and N~ an· even number 

of times, i.e., exactly twice. Hence S(f,utt,r) will meet 

N1 and Ni only twice each, i.e., it will meet M1 only four 

times. Similarly, S(fluJt,r) meets M1 only tour times. 

Thus any sphere through five points of ~ does not pass 

through t or f'. 

We shall prove that a sphere through three points 

w.v,u1 of N1 , and three point~ of Nl does not meet Mf else-

where. 

Starting with S(t;<f2), we note that it meets'N.f a-

gain if t is sufficiently close to p. Letting t move in N1 

.. towards w, we can assume that S(w;02} meets Ni at a point 

t' between p and w'. If tis close top, S~w,t;OI) meets 

Hiatt' and does not meet M2 elsewhere. Let ~be a small 

neighbourhood of p which does not contain t. There is a 

;'." 
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still smaller neighbourhood Mp c: M.c such that N(t v N~ ie not 

met by S(w,t;~). Thus as t moves on N1 - Np towards v, 

,s(w,t;<1j_) meets N1 .. Nca at W and t only, and meets Ni - N~ 

once. Eventually we get either (i) S(w,v;Oi} meeting Ni - N~ 

between p and w', or (11) S(w,w';<rj_) meeting N1 between p 

and v. 

Case (1}: If r' is close to p, S(w,v,r' ;cr) meets 
0 

Mr exactly four times outside p. Let M~be a small neigh-

bourhood of p not including r'. Thus as r' moves towards 

w', S (w,v,r' ;o-
0

) m~ets N' an even number of times, i.e., r 

twice. Thus we obtain S(w,v,w';OQ) when a point reaches wl 

and tbis sphere meets Ni~~ again at a point t' between p and w'. 

Case (ii): If r' is close top, S(w,w~r';~) meets 

M
2 

again only at one other point of N1 between p and v. As 

above, as r' moves towards v', there ia a neighbourhood of 

p which is not met outside p by S(w,w~r' ;oo). Thus, as a-. 

bove, we can obtain S(w,wtv';OO) meeting N1 between p and v, 
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or S(w,w~v;OO) meeting Ni between p and v'. 

Let r' move towards v'. Then S(w,v,w~r') does not 

pass through p if r' ~ r, and it does not pass through f or 

f' as long as it contains more than four points of M1 • It 

meets M1 near p with an even multiplicity and it cannot meet 

N1 (Ni} twice arbitrarily close to p. Thus it meets N1 (Ni) 

once. When r' reaches v, we get S(w,v,wJv') which meets Nf 

(N£) an odd number of times ~2, i.e., three times. 

$.10. Conjecture. 

Let p decomeose A into two arcs of order four. Then 

pis strongly differentiable if and only if p·is a differen-

·, ~ . 
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CHAPTER IX 

DIFFERENTIABLE POINTS OF ARCS IN CONFO~.AL N-SPACE 

~ Introduction, 

In this chapter we generalize to n dimensions the 

work of Chapters 2 and 5. The change from three to n di-

,.'1 

mensions is not as pronounced as the change from two to 

three dimensions, although the necessarily complicated no-

tation, and the absence of any visual aid, make it appear 

quite difficult. 

~ Differentiability. 

Let p be a fixed point of an arc A, and let t be a 

.variable point of A. Let l~m<n. If p,t>l, ••• ,Pm+l do not 

lie on the same (m-1)-sphere, then there exists a unique 

(m) (m) 
m-sphere S = S (P1 , ••• ,Pm 1;t0 ) through these points. 

0 + . 

We call A (m+l)-times differentiable at p if the following 

sequence of conditions is satisfied: 

234 
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~(m): If the parameter tis sufficiently close to, 

but different from, the parameter p, then the m-sphere 

It converges 

if t tends to p. Thus the limit sphere 

will be independent of the way t converges to p (r= 1,2, 

••• ,m+l; condition ~+l(m) reads: S(m)(t;tm) exists and con-

verues to s(m) :a s(m) (T )) 
Q m+l m+l • 

It is convenient to use the symbols S~o) to denote 

pairs of points P,p, and S(o) to denote the point pair p,p 
1 

(i.e., the point p). 

( 1) 
We call A once-differentiable at p if II is sa-

tisfied. The point p is called a differentiable point of A 

if A is n-times differentiable at p. 

t (m) .. (m) 
Let r denote the family of all the Sr 's. Thus 

~~:{ consists only of s~:i, the osculatin~ m-sphere of A at p. 

~ The Structure of the Families L~m) of m-spheres through p. 
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(m) 
Suppose A satisfies condition r

1 
at 

Let S(m-l) be any (m~l)-sphere. Then there is a neigh-

bourhood N of p on A such that if teN, t =/:: p, then t sf:' S (m-1 ), 

(m = 1, 2, ••• , n-1) • 

Proof: The assertion is evidently true if p ¢ S (m-1 ). 

{m-1) 
Suppose pc:S • 

(m-1) 
Choose points P1 , ••• ,Pm on S such 

that p,P1 , ••• Pm are independent. If the parameter tis suf-

ficiently close to, but different from, the parameter p, 

condition !i(m) implies that S(m)(P1 , ••• ,Pm,t;T
0

) is unique-

,i. ( m-1 ) ( -r ) ( m-1 ) ly defined. Thus t y.. S P1 , ••• ,Pm; a..
0 

= S • 

Corollary 1. If A satisfies ·condition IJ.(m) at p, 

and S(k) is any k-sphere, then t ¢=s(k) when the parameter 

t is sufficiently close to, but different from, the parame-

t e r p ( k = 0 ,1 , •• ., m-1 } • 

In particular, this. holds when m.::. n-1. 

Theorem 2.2. Let 1< m<nj 1~ k:f:m. If A satisfies 

(m) (m) 
fi ····•Ik at 

~ (m-1) n (m-1) p, then • 1 , ••• , k will hold 

·.\.' 
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there and · 

(m-1) TI {m) 
( 9 .1 ) s ( p1 , ••• pm ; t ) = s ( pl ' ••• ' pm r, p ; r ) . -r r p - r 

(m-1) (m-1) 
Conversely, let A satisfy Il ••••afk at p, and let 

S (m-l) ~ p i.f k-- m. If P ,.J.. S(m-l) (P P "C~ 
----...1.~~-...:.;;....;.;.;;;...;;;.:...-.;;;.;;;....~ +1 't- 1 3 ••• ' ___i_;;;, -m· . m-r m-1-~ 

{r~l, ••• k}. 

Remark: 
(m-1) {m-1) 

In general, Il , ... ,f<k do not im-

(m) (m) § 
ply rl , ••• ,rk {cf. e.g., 5.5). 

Proof: (by induction with respect to k): Suppose 

k 1 1 Let ~1 (~, ) hold. : ; < m<n. .1. .. 

sufficiently close to p, t '¥: p, teA. Thus P1 , ••• , P m-l, P, 

(m-1) ,... 
t,p, are also independent, S (P1 , ••• ,Pm-l't;~0 ) exists, 

and 



. ·-~- .,•;. ,. .. .t'' ; 

:• 

2.3S 

(m-1) -r 'T""\

1
(m-1)

15 S (P1 , ••• ,Pm_1 ,t;~0 } also converges, ~~ satis-

fied, and 

(m-1) -r IT (m) --r 
S ( P 1 ' • • • ' p m-1 ; "'1 ) == P S ( P 1 ' • • • ' P m-1 • P ; "1 ) • 

(m-1) 
Next, suppose that Il is satisf~ed, and 

when t is sufficiently close to p, teA, t =/: p, and 

( m) ( • T } _ ( m) ~ • { m-1) ( • r )'l s P
1

, ••• ,Pm,t, .. 
0 

-S lPm,s P1 ,. •• ,Pm_1 ,t,"'o~ 

exists. 

(m) Il is satisfied relative to the points P1 ,••1Pm• and 

Thus Theorem 9.2 is true when k:l. 

Assume that Theorem 9.2 holds when k is replaced by 

1 , 2 , ••• , h, where 1~ h < k $ m. 

exists when t is sufficiently close to p, t =f:: p, tEA. Now 

(m) (m) (m-1) (m-1) IJ. , ... •Ih imply IJ.. , ••• •I'h • If h= m-1, 

Ih(m-l)= I;~~-l) implies that s~m-l}= S(m-l)(t;Lm-l) exists, 
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1• f t -J- p. If h < 1 ~ ( m-l) ~ { m-l) i 1 ~ ( m-2 ) 
~ m-' ~1 , •.• ,~h mp Y ~1 ' 

(m-2) ... ,I'h . Fur-

thermore, ~(m-1 ) and Theorem 9.1 imply that 
l 

(m-2) t 
t cj: S ( P 

1
, ••• , P m-h-1 ; h) • But then Theorem 9. 2, with 

k replaced by h, implies that 

S(m-1) (P .~P .-c )-s(m-1) f." ·s{m-2) (P __ p ·I );1 
1' • • T m-h-1 't ' h - Lt ' 1' • • 7 m-h-1' h ~ 

exists. By Theorem 9.2 again, with k replaced by h, 

( m-1) ( . I ) _ JI ( m) ( • ,. ) 
S · P1' • • • 'P m-h-1 't' h - p S · P 1' • • • 'P m-h-1 'p' t ' '"h • 

(m) 
When t-+p, S (P1 , •.. ,Pm-h-1 ,P,t;1b) c~nvergea, hence 

(m-1) (m l) s ( p 1, ••• , p m-h-1 't ; rh) also converges, Ih+l- is sa-

tisfied, and 

( m-1 ) ( ! } JI ( m) ( r ) 
S P1, ••• ,Pm-h-l; h+l: p S Pl, ••• ,Pm-h-l'P; h+l • 

(m-1) (m-1} 
Next suppose 11 •••••Ih+l hold, and let 

p m-h ¢ S (m-l} ( pl' •. • 'p m-h-1; Th+l) • Then p m-h 

(m-1) · T ¢ S (P
1

, ••• ,P m-h-l't; n_} if t is sufficiently close to 

p, teA, t =/: p. But Theorem 9.2, with k replaced by h, then 

implies that 

-~ . 
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exists. Hence when ·t~p, s(rn~{PJ..,···•Pm-h't;"lb) converges, 

rhlT) is satisfied for Pl, ••• ,P J and 
m-h 

S(m) (Pl,. • • ,Pm-h;!h+l) = S(m)fm-h;S(m-1) (Pl, ••• ,Pm-h+l; ~+1~· 

Corollary l. Let l~m<n. If A is (m•l)-times 

differentiable at p-othen it is m-times differentiable there. 

Corollary 2. If A satisfies !'1n-ll, ••• r;~fn~ 

at P, then it is(mtl)-times differentiable there (O:Sm<n). 

Hence 

Corollary· ). 

{ m ::: l, 2, ••• , n-1} • 

Proof: By relation (9.1) 

S(m)(t;"Cm)::l~ s(m)(P;!'m) =s~m-1) • 

3 ( m) _ S ( m-1 ) 
m;-1 _, m 

The last remark implies 

Corollary 4. Let ~m~n. If s~:f = p, then S~~f 

=P (r: 0,1, ••• , m-1) • 

(rJ 
Thus there is an index i, where 1 ~ i ~ n such that Sr+l ~ p 

' 
' 

,• 1 
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(r) ...J. 
for r= 0,1, ••• , i-1, but sr+l r p if r~ i. 

Corollary 5. Let l-$' m < n; 1 § r§ m. Then 

Proof: 

Form Corollary 5, we get 

Corollary 6. Let 1§ m < n i 1~ r ~ m. If Pm+2-r 

pm+l-r;!r-1} then 

s·~m) (Pl, • • • ,Pm+l-r;tr) = S(m) (Pl, • • • ,Pm+2-r;[r-l} • 

Theorem 9.3. Let 1< r § m< n. 
(m) Suppose Ii ..... 

l:~m) are satisfied at p. 

(r-1) ..L -r(m) 
(i) If Sr z:p.~r consists of all them-spheres 

through s~ r-l) • 

{ii) Let S~r-1 ): p. Choose any S~r)E r;r). Then 

"C ~m) is the set of all the m-spheres which touch S~r) at p. 
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Proof of (1}: By Theorem 9.2, equation (9.1), 

( tn) 1 • t } S ( m-1 ) ( p n • T } 
S \P1, ••• ,Pm-.il-r' r => 1t•••••m-r'""r 

'r) (r-1) .:::J • • • ;:) S- ( P1 ; tr),:) S r • 

Let g(m) be any m-sphere through S~r-l). By Theorem 9.2, if 

(r-1) 
P1 ¢sr~-- ' 

S ( r) ( Pl; S~ r-1) ) : S ( r} ( ?1; t'r) c: S (m} • 

(k) 1 (m) 
Suppose S (P1 , ••• ,Pk+l-r; ""r)C S , (r~ k-< m). Choose 

Theorem 9.2 

{m) r (m) 
For k=m-1, this yields S (P1 , ••• ,Pm+l-r; r)==S • Thus 

Proof of { ii): Suppose s~r-l) ~ p. As above, we have 

(m) c(m) (r) ~ 
3r = ,;) (Pl, • • • ,Pm+-1-r;"tr}:::> • • • ::lS (Pl; "r) • 

Let g(r)(Q;"tr) be any s~r)~!~r). By Theorem 9.2, equation(9.J), 

(r)( r (r) (r-1) 
S P, t; r-l} f) S ( Q, t; l'r_1 ) :::> S ( t; tr_1 ). 

Let P and Q be variable points and let s(r-l) be a variable 
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{r-1)-sphere converging to a fixed point. Suppose there is 

an (n-1)-sphere which separates this point from P and Q. Then 

lim(' [s(r)(P;S(r-1 )}; S(r)(Q;S(r-1 )~~0 

whether or not t!1e spheres S(r)[P;S(r-ll)and S(r)(Q;S(r-l~ 

themselves converge. 

In particular, 

( 9. 3) . f(r) (r) :1 ll.m ~ s (P,t;r _1 ),s (Q,t;l:r-IU=-0. 
t-+p r 

Thus g{r) (?;'( ) touches S(r) (Q; T) at p. Furthermore, 
r r 

if S(r)(P;~) and S(r)(Q;Tr) have a point :f::p in common, they 

coincide. Thust~r) consists of the family of r-spheres 

which touch S(r) (<t;-r) at p. 
r 

(m) (m) 
Suppose r <. rn and an m-sphere S r = S ( P1 , ••• , 

. (mJ ( ) 
Pmt-1-r;Ir) of Lr has a point R # p in common with S r (Q;!r}. 

From the above, s(r)(R;Lr)=s(r)(Q;Ir).If Rc.:S(r)(P
1

;rr) we have 

S(m}:::>S(r)(P ·1' ):=: S(r)(R·L )::::S(r)(Q·"'t) 
l' r ' r ' r 

(r) 
while if R ¢ S ( P1 ; li:->, we have by Theorem 9. 2 

S~m).:::::l S ( r-t1.) [R ;S ( r) ( Pl; tr)] 

: S ( r+1 ) ( P R • t )= S ( r+l) rp · S ( r) ( R · 't' ~.::;:) S ( r} ( R • T ) = S ( r) ( Q • T ) · 
1' ' r t 1' ' r1 ' r ' r • 
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On the other hand, suppose an m-sphere g(m) touches 

s~r)= S(r) (Q;L'r) at p. If S(m~ S~r) it follows, as in the 

proof of part (i), that s(mk T~m). Suppose s(mh s~r~ p. 

Choose an S(r)c: S(m) such that S{r) touches S(r)(Q;rr) at p. 

It again follows that S (mtk 1: (m). 
- r 

Corollary 1. Let .,.., ( r-l) · .,.., ( r-1) h ld and let --...__....~..._ .1 , • • • ., "' . r _.... .... o ..................................... 

s(r-l}=P· Suppose lim s(r)(P,t;t 
1

) exists for a single 
r t~p ~ 

point P#p. Then r~r) holds at p (l<.r<n). 

Proof: This follows from equation (9.3). 

Corollary 2. There is only one S~m) of the pencil 

't (m) 
r which s:ontains (m•l-r) points which do not lie on the 

same 3 (m-l). 

Proof: Such an S~r) can be uniquely constructed as 

in the proof of (i), Theorem 9.3. 

Corollary 3. If two s(m),s intersect in an S(m-~} 
r 

Proof: The S~m)'s, and hence also S(m-l), contain 

S~r-l). In case S~r-l)= p, let Pc S(m-l), P-:/::. p. 
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Then the S (m) 's and hence also S (m-l) contains S ( r) ( P; T } • 
r r 

Corollari 4.• 

r (m),:, r (m)- ~(m) 
o 1 - • •-""m-+1• 

Proof: When k <. m, or when k'::' m and S~m-l) ::/:. p, 

Theorem 9.3 implies that L~m) is the set of all the m-spheres 

(k-1) ( ) 
through Sk • Hence Sk!l' being the limit of a sequence 

(k-1) of such m-spheres, must itself contain Sk , and by Theorem 

9.3, s~:Ier~m). Suppose k:m and s~m..:l)=P· By Theorem 9.3, 

t~m} is the set of all the m-spheres which touch a given 

m-sphere s~m) =F p .oft" ~m) at p. Hence S(m) , being the 
m+l 

limit of a sequence of such m-spheres, must itself touch 

S(m} at p, and, again by Theorem 9.3, s~:i E:T~m}. 

Theorem}4, Let l<m<n; l~k§m, and suppose that 

Sm(m-l) -=p if k If h d. i n(m) .,.,(m) h ld :t: _ =: m. · t e con 1t ons .1. • 
1 

, ••• , .1. • k o 

(m) 
at p. then I" k+1 also holds there. 

Proof: By Theorem 9.2, ~im-1 ) holdsat p. Hence if 

is defined. Furthermore, by Theorem 9.1, we can assume 

''' 

: '~' 

,' ·." 
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¢ (m-1) ,. that t S (P1 , ••• ,Pm-k;Lk) and by Theorem 9.2 again, 

S ( m) ( p 1' • • • 'P m ... k 't ; tk) .: S ( m) [t ; S ( m-1} ( p1, • • • 'p m-k; Lk )] • 

t€A, t =j::p. 

Then Theorem 9.2, Corollary 6 implies that 

S(m-1) {P P ·T ) - S(m-l) (P P ·t ) 
1' • • • ' m-k' k - 1' • • • ' m+l-k' k-1 ' 

this equation follows from Theorem 9.3, Corollary 4. Hence 

(m) 
Thus I"' ktl holds at p and 

(9.4) s(m) {Pl, •• -/m-k;Tk+l)::s(m) (Pl, •• -/m+l-k;!k)et~m). 

Corollary 1. If I"im) holds at p, then I"~m) holds 

th§re. r:a-1,2, •••• m. Furthermore, if S~m-l)i:,p, A is 
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m+l times differentiable at p. 

Corollary 2:. ~If__.~~in-1) holds at p, then p is a 

differentiable point of A if and only if lim S(n-l)(tilr ) 
t~ P n-1 

exists and converges if t tends to p. 

Corollary.3. p, and S ( n-2 ) ,C ·"-
1
· 

n-1 t'" 

then p is a differentiable point of A. 

Corollary 4. If I' im) holds at p. all the conditions 

(r) I"(m) { ) I"'k , except m+l' automatically hold at pl~ k~ r+l~m+l • 

Let p be a differentiable point of A. 

index i of p as in Theorem 9.2, Corollary 4. 

Vle define the 

(i) 
Let P c: si+l, 

P :/: p. Let s~m)= g(m)(P;tm)' m=O,l,. •• , m-1. Then the set 

o£Tr(m),s is completely determined by the sequence 

S.(o)c. s(l)c cs(i)- s(ilcs(i"-lfc ;_g(n-1) 
o 1 • • • 1 - i+l it2 • • •- n • 

Its structure is determined by the single index i. 

~ Support and Intersection Properties of ~~n-l)_ L~~i1~. 

Let p be a differentiable interior point of A. 

Our classification of the diffemntiable points p of A will 

be based on the index i of p, and on the support and 
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(n-1) (n-1) 
intersection properties of Sn and the families T r 

(n-1) -I 1 , r ~ 0,1, ••• ,n-1. We shall omit the superscript 
rt 

(n-1) 
(n-1) of I when there 

r 
r .,..(n-1) 

is no ambiguity; thus ~ ~ • 
r r 

--: ( n-1) 
Theorem 9.5. Every (n-1)-sphere ~ Sn either 

support§ or intersects A at p. 

Proof: If an (n-1)-sphere S neither supports no~ 

intersects A at p, then pc:. S and there exists a sequence of 

points t-.p, teA nS, t =f. p. Suppose p,P1 , ••• ,Pn are inde-

pendent points on S. Suppose that for 0~ r< n-1, 

(n-1) T 
S= S (P1 , ••• ,Pn-r;t..r). By equation (9.1), 

(n-1) (n-2) 
S (Pl' • • • ,Pn-r;"Cr)=s (Pl, • • • ,Pn-r-l;l'r) • 

By Theorem 9.1, t¢: s(n-2 )(P1 , ••• ,Pn-r-l;~J and by equati~n(9.2)) 

S = S ( n-1 )~; S ( n-2) ( Pl' ••• , P n-r-1; tr J = S ( n-1) ( Pl, • • -! n-r-1 't; rr) 

for each t. 
(n-1) 

Condition r;.-+1 now implies that 

Thus we get, in this way, 
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(n-2) ¢ (n-2) 
By Theorem 9.2, S:::JSn-l , and by Theorem 9.1, t Sn-l 

when the parameter t is close to, but different from, the 

(n-2) 
parameter p. If Sn-l =fop, equation (9.2) irnpl.ies that 

s- s ( n-l) rt. s ( n-2 )1 - s ( n-l) ( t ·1:" ) while if s ( n- 2 )- p 
- l 1 

' n-1 J - ' n-1 ' n-1 - ' 

Theorem 9. 3 implies that S:: S ( n-l) ( t; "'C 
1

). Applying con-
n-

(n-1} ( 1} 
dition ~ , we are led to the conclusion S=Snn- • 

Theorem 9.6. (n-1} 
If sn. :p, then the (n-1)-spgeres 

of ln-1 - rn all intersect A at pI or they all support. 

Proof: Let S' and S" be two distinct (n-1)-spheres 

·or f l - r . s· S(n-l) Th 9 2 C 11 4 1.nce n ..: p, eo rem • , oro ary n- n 

(n-2) 
implies that S 1 = p, and Theorem 9.3 implies that S' and n-

S" touch at p. Thus we may assume that S"c: ( p V S' ) and 

S'c::. (plJ.§."). Suppose now, for example, that S' supports A 

at p while S" intersects. Then A tl S" is not void and 

A c (puS'). Let t~p in AilS~. - Hence S(n-l)(t·r ) 
' n-1 

C (§." n S' ) Up. Consequently, S ( t; tn_1 ) cannot converge to 

{n-1) 
Sn . =P, as t tends top. Thus S' and S" must both support, 

.. ,. .. · 
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or both intersect A at p. 

Theorem 9.7. If S(r) :/:: h"l S(r-l)_ then _ _ --..--.,..r+l _ R w ~ e r _ p , 

' 

every (n-1)-sphere of 1: - r: 
1 

supports A at p (l~r§n-1). 
r r-t-

(r-1) 
Proof: Suppose Sr = p, so that by Theorem 9.3, 

(r) . 
the r-spheres of"! all touch any ( n-1) -sphere of ! . Let r r 

S e r - t: l, S # p. If a sequence of points t exists such 
r r-t 

(r) 
that tE AflS, t-+p, then each S (t;t'r) lies in the closure 

of s. 

Since 

Hence s<r) 
r+l 

s (r) el: (r) 
r+l r ' 

will also lie in the same closed domain. 

( r) 
either S 1~ p, or it touches S at p. 

rt . 

Since S tF Tr+l, s~i must lie in p v s. Similarly, the exis-

tence of a sequence t'E ~Jl.A, 

Thus if S intersects A at p, 

( r} 
sr-+1 = P· 

. (r) 
t '-+ p' implies that sr+l c:. p u 2· 

(r) -sr+1c (pus)n (pl.l.§.}::-p; i.e., 

Theorem 9.8. All the (n-1}-spheres of Lr - Lx+l--

support A at p, or they all intersect; r = 0,1, ••• , n-1. 

Proof: Let S' and S" be two distinct (n-1)-spheres 

of Lr• Suppose, for the moment, that the intersection S' fl S" 
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} ( n-2) ( ) is a proper (n-2 -sphereS P.1 , ••• ,Pn-r-l;rr • Suppose 

for example that S' intersects, while S" supports A at p. 

Thus A 11.§.' and A n"§• are not void.· With no loss in genera-

lity, we may assume that Ac: S" u p. If t is close to p, 

,...~.. (n-2) -r 
t ::/: p, Theorem 9.1 implies that t..,.. S (P1 , •.• ,Pn-r-l;"r), 

and equation (9. 2) implies that 

s ( n-1 ~; s ( n-2} ( Pl' •• ·f n-r-1; rr ~ = s _( n-1 > ( P 1' •• ·I n-r-1 't; rr}. 
( n-1) ( 

If te A tl S' , then S ( P1 , ••• , P n-r-l, t ;'tr) lies in the 

closure of 

(n-1){ .• ) Letting t tend top, we conclude that S P1 ,.··/n-r-l'~r+l 

lies in the sar.~e closed domain. By letting t converge to p 

through ~·n A, we obtain symmetrically that 

(n-1) 
S (P1 , •.• ,P 1 ;T 

1
> also lies in the closure of n-r- r+ 

cs•n s") u {s'n ~">. 
( n-1) -r 

Hence S (P1 , ... ,Pn-r-l;~rtl) lies in the intersection 

{n-1) -S' u S" of these two domains, i.e., S { P
1

, •• .,p 
1

; L 
1

) 
n-r- r+ 
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is either S' or S". In other words, one of the (n-1)-spheres 

5 1 and S" belongs to trtl• Thus if S' and S" belong to 

(n-2) 
Tr - Lrtl' and have a proper S in common, they both 

support or both intersect A at p. 

Suppose now that 3' f\ S"= p. Theorem 9.3 implies 

that S ( r-1 )= P• 
r 

In view of Theorems 9.6 and 9.7, there re-

main to be considered only the cases where r< n-1, and in-

deed, when r ~ n-2, we have only to consider those cases for 

(r) 
which srtl: p. 

By Theorem 9.3, any S(n-l) which touches an S~r), 

but which does not touch an s(r+ll) belongs tor - r . 
rt r r+l 

Hence there exists an (n-1)-sphere S ofL - L 
1 

which in
r ri 

tersects s• and S" respectively in a proper (n-2)-sphere. 

From the above, SandS', and also SandS" both support or 

both intersect A at p. Thus S' and S" both support or both 

intersect A at p in this case also. 

~ Characteristics and a Classification of the Differen-
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tiable Pointe, 

tiable point p of an arc A is defined as follows: 

ar= 1 or 2 when r< n; a
0
= 1,2, or oo. The index 

i=l,2, ••. ,n. 

a
0 

+ ... Tar is even or odd according as every 

S{n-l) ofT. -T · i A 0 1 1 r r rtl supports or ntersects at p;r= , , ••• n- • 

· ( n-1) a
0 

+ .•. + an is even if Sn supports, odd if 

s(n-l) intersects, while a= 00 if s(n-l) neither supports 
n n n 

nor intersects A at p. 

Finally the characteristic of p has index i if and 

':: only if si i-l) ::: p, while s~!i ::/:: p. 

Theorem 9.7, and the convention that S~n-l) supports 

(n-1) 
A at p when S

0 
:: p, lead to the following restriction on 

the characteristic (a ,a1 , ••• ,a ;i): o n . 

As a result of this restriction, the number of types 
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of differentiable points corresponding to each value of 1<. n 

n-1 n is 3 ( 2) , and there are 2 types when i = n. Thus there 

n-1 are (Jn - 1)2 types altogether. 

If we ~ntroduce a rectangular Cartesian coordinate 

system into the conformal n-space, examples of each of the 

n-1 (Jn - 1)2 types are given by the curves 

(I) . . . ' 
in the cases an 1 or 2, and 

(II} X -n- f
tmn sin t-1 , O<ltl~l 

O , t:: 0 

for the cases in which an=: oo, all relative to the point 

The different types are determined by the parities of the 

m1 , and by the relative magnitudes of the mr and 2m1 • In 

(m) 
each of these examples, the s1 touch the x1-axis at the 

origin; m:l,2, ••• ,n-1. 

When m1 < 2m1 < mitl, the point t = 0 has a charac-
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2, oro.o, and i<n. 

When mn <. 2m1 , the point t == 0 has a characteristic 

of the form (a0 ,a1 , ••• ,an;n) where an is either 1 or 2. 

Table 9.1 lists some of the properties of a differentiable 

point p having the characteristic (a ,a1 , ••• ,a ;i). 
. o n 



In- Osculatil1g Supporting 
an Restriction EX'amp1e 

dex 
(i-1)-sphere i-sphere 

family 

. 
an=l or 2 I 

(i) i 
i<n " si+1 :F P Ti"" ti+l :E: a ::: 0 (mod 2) mi~ 2m1<mi+l 

r.::O r-

an =00 5
(i-1l . 
i =P II 

n 
i:::n an::l or 2 tn z:. arao (mod 2) I mn< 2m1 n;O 

Table 9.1 
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